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Editor’s Remarks               �����
 

On April 16, 2007, a massacre involving two separate attacks about two hours apart 
occurred on the Virginia Tech campus in Blacksburg, Virginia, United States. Seung-Hui Cho, a 
South Korean and senior English major at Virginia Tech, killed 32 people and wounded many 
more, before committing suicide, making it the most deadly school shooting in U.S. history. We 
express our deepest condolences and sympathy to their families and friends. Most countries in 
Asia have gun control laws which make school shootings less likely to happen on campus.  

2007� 4  16 ����������������� � !"#$%&!"'(� )*+,-./ 012��3456'�7 89 : ;< =>?@ 9A ��BC�DEF: �GHI� �JK��LMNO+ P��Q,RS� )TUVWL7D XYZ[\U]Q^_R`a@bcde) �f,gh�XLij'k lmRno �pq+ P'�rstu�� ) 
Queen Elizabeth II visited the United States on May 3, 2007, for the commemoration of 

Jamestown’s 400th anniversary and praised the cultural changes that have occurred since she last 
visited American’s first permanent English settlement 50 years ago. The queen also met some of 
the wounded and relatives of the victims 32 slain. Afterwards, President George W. Bush hosted 
the first ever white-tie state dinner to honor America’s closest ally at the White House and made 
the Queen feel welcome. vw xyz{|

2007� 5  3 �} ~������������ 400��Z�� I�
50��} ~������. ����R���� )������ 327�XYZ�D: �)�H����| y�  y¡ ¢�X£¤¥¦��Q§¨R©� �ªz{«¬�®¯ ) 

Former French President Jacques Chirac (1995-2007) made a five-day visit to China in 
October 2004, and reaffirmed the one-China policy. The efforts to promote bilateral ties between 
the two countries have resulted in cooperation that has reached its best in history in the fields of 
economy, education, culture, science, and technology. French and Chinese scientists and 
researchers have brought over 700 joint projects together. Nicolas Sarkozy is the new President 
of France, elected on May 6, 2007, after defeating Socialist Party contender Segolene Royal 
during the second round of the 2007 election. We wish him the best luck and success to lead the 
French people during his presidency.  �n���°±²³±| 2004� 10 } ~´�µ¶ �·¸¹ º�" ´�»¼½ )´n¾¿ÀÁÂ ÃÄÅÆÇÈÉLMNO|ÊË Ì> Í Ì�� ÌÎ� ÌÏÐ ÅÑRQÒÇÓ )n�@ ´�Î�X@Ô Õ: �ÇÓ AÖÖ F×Ô ÕØÙ )�Î³ÚÛÎÜ 9ÖÖA � <  Ý�| �ÞßÇàá(âã�äÚ åæ�çèén�ê�� �TU]NQÒëìCíë· ��é îKïR¡ ðn�:�U )

In the world community, we are all in the same family occupying the same boat, this planet 
earth; therefore, we feel the deepest sympathy to Virginia Tech, and the high praise for Queen 
Elizabeth’s visit. We also pay high respect to former President Chirac and congratulate President 
Sarkozy. The 2008 Olympiad will be held in Beijing, China. All the Chinese people are looking 
forward to and graciously welcome all the people throughout the world to participate this 
spectacular sports event. Let’s wish them the best luck, success, security, and performance to the 
2008 Olympiad in Beijing. ñò�óôõö÷ øùúûüýþÿ���������	
������� øùú÷û���������� ����� !"#$%&�� ø
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scholarships for university or college students in financial need in Virginia, U. S. A. and 
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Submissions: The Voice of Han (bilingual, English and Chinese) welcomes the submissions of 
articles from experts and scholars in Politics, Economics, Science, Engineering, Education, 
Literature, Philosophy, History, Culture, Religion, etc. Although we are more interested in 
Chinese studies and international relations, an excellent article in any area involving any country 
will be published. One volume of the journal is published each or the other fall. Articles should 
normally not exceed 15 pages (including English and Chinese). Please send your articles or 
letters to: voiceofhan@aol.com. If you can write your article in only one language, the editorial 
board will translate it for you into the other language.   
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President George Washington, a Great����������������������������������������������	��	��	��	



����

Exemplar for Chinese Governments          ��������������������������������

and People across the Taiwan Strait        ����������������������������������������         ����
  
        Shao Long                                  I J
 

George Washington (1732-1799) led the American Continental Army to great victory over 
Great Britain in the American Revolutionary War (1775-1783). He was elected the first president 
of the United States and served for two terms (1789-1797) under the U. S. Constitution. George 
Washington is referred to as “The Founding Father of the United States,”due to his central and 
critical role in the founding of the United States. His devotion to the American people and great 
virtues made him an exemplary figure for all the American politicians and people. He was also a 
great exemplar for all the Chinese and Taiwanese governments and people across the Taiwan 
Strait. When we investigate the current political situations across the Taiwan strait, we observed 
that Mainland Chinese government is dominated by Communism and Taiwanese government is 
dominated by a democratic progressive party in chaos. Compared to the United States, the first 
democratic country in the world established in 1776, China’s political progress is at least 230 
years behind. This article contains three parts: I. biographical sketch of George Washington, II. 
briefs of current Chinese and Taiwanese governments and their ideology and III. President 
George Washington, a great exemplar for Chinese governments and people across the Taiwan 
Strait.     K L MNO PQRSTU QRVVWX Y Z[ \]^ _ ` PQRRaU QRbSWc dY Ze fg hijek l Zmno ep q rst Y Zuvwx Y Zy z{ | } ~���� PQRbVU QRVRW�� r�X st �� Y Z��� ���c d� �� � � � ���sx �� } �Y ZZ� �rs i Y Zy z{ ��� �� � �� ¡ ¢£ s ¤ }¥ ¦ Y Z§ L ¨{ � y z{ �o e© ª rs « ¬ ® ¯° ±² �Ze f� ³®§´ � y z{ �o e© ª rµ¶{· ¸ ¹º ³® ¯° ±² �§ L» ¼ ��Ze fx ½¾ ¿À Á �®§´x zÂ ¿Ã ÄÀ Á �ÅÆÇ� ZX QRRÈ ÉÊ Ë ~� zÌ Z¨�Y Z ��Z�§ LÍ Î ÏÐ TSÑ É rÒÓ ÔÕ Ö× ØÙ Ú ÛP

I
W K L MNO�� ÜÝ ÞP

II
W ¹º �Ze f� ®§´ � ßà á âÜÝ ÞP

III
WK L MNO��¬ ³® ¯° ±² �Ze f� ®§´ � y z{ �o e© ª r

         
 
I. Biographical sketch of George Washington   ã äåæçèé êëã äåæçèé êëã äåæçèé êëã äåæçèé êë

The good opinion of honest men, friends to freedom and well-wishers to mankind, where ever 
they may happen to be born or reside, is the only kind of reputation a wise man would ever 
desire.  ì George Washington, June 20, 1788. íî ïð ñòó ô õ ñö ÷ø ùú ñûü ýþ õòÿ ���� ���ô�ñ�	 
������ ���� � � � �� � �
 
A gentleman whose skill and experience as an officer, whose independent fortune, great 
talent and excellent universal character would command the approbation of all America and 
unite the cordial exertions of all the Colonies better than any other person in the union.  � John Adams (the 2nd president of U. S. A.), in proposing Washington as commander in 
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chief of the Continental army, 1775. )*+, -./01�234 567 89 ý:ñ; < ý=>?@ ýA BCDE FG*HIJKLMN OP QRSTLUVWXYZ[ \] ^_`ab cdefghijklmnno pqrstuvwxydez{|}j~ �
 

 
George Washington was born on February 22, 1732 (Old Style February 11), the first son of 

Augustine Washington (1694-1743) and his second wife, Mary Ball Washington (1709-1789) in 
Westmoreland County, Virginia. Augustine was a planter who spent much of his time acquiring 
and overseeing about 10,000 acres of land in the Potomac region in Virginia, running an iron 
foundry, and tending to business affairs in England. He passed away when George was 11 years 
old. Because he was away from home so much for business, George remembered him only 
vaguely as a tall, fair and kind man. The legendary cherry tree incident and his honesty of telling 
the truth to his father are well-known to the people all over the world and are a great lesson for 
all young children.  stuvwl mn�� p � � �� �������`��b� �� ����b�uvw�fgy����uvw�f���� ���b������� � ¡ ¢£ ¤¥¦§���`�¨¤©ª«¬®^ m¯°°° ± �²³ �́ µ¶· � ¸¹º� �»�¼ �astuvw mm ½ ¥ � ¾¿ÀÁÂ ¢�ÃÄ ¾¿¸ÅÆ»�¼ �stuvwÇÈÉÊË ���Ì �ÍÎÏÐ Ñ�Ò �ÓÔÕÖstuvw×ØÙÚÛ¾¿ÜÝÞ�ßà �áÂâ�ÒãäÆåæç �ÏèéêÓpëÒãì�zí �

 
A great influence on young George was his half brother Lawrence, 14 years his senior. 

George looked upon Lawrence as a surrogate father and sought to emulate him. Lawrence 
thought a career at sea might suit his brother George, who loved the sea. Lawrence arranged an 
appointment for him as midshipman in the British navy, but his mother Mary opposed it. To 
respect his mother’s wishes, George turned down the appointment. In Chinese vernacular, 
George was very filial to his mother, based on his rejecting the appointment.   îstuvwïð£z�� �ñòóôb �õ pö m÷ ½ �stø ù»úû¾¿ �üý þÿ �st��� �óôb�Äñà����î ���� �l�óôb�� §ºe�|a	 
�^� �� ¿�î �Ã�Ä ¢�ñ¿ � �� ¢^� ����e��Ö � �£��� �

 
His mother Mary did not send George to school in England, as her late husband had done 

for his older brothers, but instead exposed him to the irregular education common in colonial 
Virginia. By age 11, George had picked up basic reading, writing and mathematical skills. 
Mathematics was his best subject. Unlike many of the founding fathers, George never found time 
to learn other languages, and did not attend college or university. Even though he did not have a 
college education, he had a brilliant mind. He applied his mathematical skills to surveying, an 
occupation much in demand in colonial Virginia, where men’s fortunes were reckoned in acres of 
tobacco rather than pounds of gold.  �¿����Ó�uvw� �� !� �ò"¹º� �#$ ��%uvw§���`&'()*+ �uvw mm ½ ¥þ, ¢-.�/ 0123þ45 �3þ� 67�þ8 �9:Û �´e;< �uvwñ �=þÿÛ >? �@�ìzþ � A=ìzþ ��  BC�DE� � F�3þ45GñàHI �JK La¥§���`��£ MN �§OPÒã�QRS T±UV�WXYl TZ �[\ �

  
At age 26, George Washington married a widow, Martha Dandridge Custis, 27 and adopted 
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her two children from a previous marriage, John Parke Custis and Maththa Parke Custis. John’s 
granddaughter Mary Curtis married Robert E. Lee. He rarely referred to God or Jesus in his 
writings but rather to Providence (just like Chinese). He fashioned a moral code based on his 
own sense of right and wrong and adhered to it rigidly. He strongly believed in fate, a force so 
powerful, he maintained, as “Not to be resisted by the strongest efforts of human nature.”  stuvw �i ½¥j ¢ �n ½Óg�k��lm� n8opb � �Ók� �qrÛ���g�k� �̂ _8opb2sot8opb �̂ _8opb�uvwéxyz{x|ó}~�| �stuvw���� c� ��eÒkYlì�2�� � � ����'î������������ � £���� ��� �9��Ò��û ��

In 1752 Washington received his first military appointment as a major in the Virginia militia. 
On a mission for Governor Robert Dinwiddie during October 1753-January 1754, he delivered 
an ultimatum to the French at Fort Le Boeuf, demanding their withdrawal from territory claimed 
by Britain. The French refused. The French and the Ohio Company, anxious to acquire western 
lands, were competing for the control of what is now Pittsburgh. The French drove the Ohio 
Company from the area and at the confluence of the Allegheny and Monongahela rivers 
constructed Fort Duquesne. Promoted to lieutenant colonel in March 1754, Washington oversaw 
the construction of Fort Necessity in what is now Fayette County, Pennsylvania. However, he 
was forced to surrender that place to the French and Indian in July 1754, a humiliating defeat that 
temporarily gave France control of the entire region. Washington gained command experience 
during the French and Indian War (1754-1763). Due to this experience, his military bearing, his 
enormous charisma, and his political base in the largest colony, the second Continental Congress 
chose him as commander-in-chief of the American army in 1775.  From 1759-1774 he was a 
member of House of Burgesses. He was a delegate to the Continental Congress, from1774-1775.   uvwl mno� p§���`|}�&f�|à� �xy�� �mno� p m° �� mno÷p m �§ ó}��"�ö���y� �uvw� 6�¡¢é£¤¥¦§¨©ª «¬ ®¤¯°±¯²³´µ ¶·¸ «¹£¤¥º» ¼£¤¥½¾¿ÀÁ ÂÃÄÅÆ ÇÈ¶É «ÊËÌÍÎÏª «£¤¥Ð¾¿ÀÁ ÂÑÒÓ§ÔÕ½Ö×ØÙÚÕÛÜÝ Þßª ¼àáâÄ ãäåæ ç è éêëìí «²îïðßßñªòóô õö÷øù «¹ úçûé²üýþ ÿÄ£ ¤¥½ �É� ¥Ä �É «���� ��	 «
 ��£ ¤ÌÍ�� �� ¼àáâÄãäåæ� ãä�è çô£¤¥½�É�¥�� �ÅÆ��¬� ¼��²�¬� ��� ��¥���µ !" «ô#$%&É�'()É «*+$,¤-Ä ãääå ç./²�0¤¤�#1�� ¼ãäå2� ãääæ ç²30¤4Ü567Ô8ö9:;<ö=ö�>?@? A¼ãääæ�äå ç²3$,¤-BC ¼

He was a commander in chief of Continental Army during Revolution 1775-1783. With 
poorly trained, undisciplined force comprised of short-term militia, General Washington took to 
the field against crack British regulars and Hessians mercenaries. In March 1776 he thrilled New 
Englanders by flushing the redcoats from Boston, but his loss of New York City and other 
setbacks later that year dispelled any hope of a quick American victory. Sagging American 
morale got a boost when Washington slipped across the Delaware River to New Jersey and 
defeated superior enemy forces at Trenton (December 1776) and Princeton (January 1777). 
However, humiliating defeats at Brandywine (September 1777) and Germantown (October 1777) 
and the subsequent loss of Philadelphia undermined Washington’s prestige in Congress. Some 
people conspired to remove Washington and replace him with General Horatio, who had  
defeated General John Burgoyne at the battle of Saratoga (October 1777). Washington’s 
congressional supporters rallied to quash the so-called Conway Cabal. Prospects for victory 
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seemed bleak as Washington settled his men into winter quarters at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania 
December 1777. “No pay! no clothes! no provisions! no rum!” some people chanted. But 
remarkably there was no mass desertion, no mutiny. Patriotism, to be sure, sustained many 
people, but no more so than did confidence in Washington’s ability to see them through safely. 
With snow-clogged roads impassible to supply wagons, the men stayed alive on such fare as 
pepper pot soup, a thin tripe broth flavored with a handful of peppercorns. Many died that winter. 
Those that survived drew fresh hope with the greening of spring and the news, announced to 
them by General Washington in May 1778, that France had recognized the independence of 
America. Also encouraging was the arrival of Baron Friedrich von Steuben, who, at 
Washington’s direction, drilled the debilitated Valley Forge survivors into crack troops.  ãääå� ãäPè çàáâQ�30¤4Ü�Ê�$,�R�#1�� «²STUVW�XY�RZ[®\]^�R ¼ãää� ç è é²S_ßâ`a�bcd®e <f³ «¹²ghijk½l²g	 «�²mn0\4Ü�Ropqr�stuv ¼wàáâxyzÚ{ÕÒd|Ç «ô ãää� ç ã} éÄ~�½ ãäää ç ã éÄ ��ßâ�	q !�f��� «�� �0�ÆÒb� ¼¹ ãäää ç 2 éÄ� <É�½ ã� éÄ� ������	 «�Ë ÷��g� «�� �àáâô \-��� ¼��f³ ��� ��� àáâQ����� ¡¢ £¤¥¦§§§ ¨ ¦© ª«¬ ®¯¡¢°±�²³´µ £¶·¸¥ ¹º»¼½¾¿À¼½¤ Á¦§§§¨ ¦Â ª¶·¸° ÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊ¢Ë £ÌÆÍÎÏÐÑÒÓ ÁÔÕÖ×Ø ÙÚÛÜÝÞ £ÛÜßà £ÛÜáâ £ÛÜãä ÁåæçèéÖ×ÛÜêëìË íî¹ËïðçèéÖ× £¤×ñ¶·¸òóôõö÷ ø»ù úûüýþË Áçÿ� �����÷ë�� £Ö×ë�	
�� ��Å½�� £�Õ��»Ö×��ð����»�� Á¶·¸¡¢° ¦§§�¨ � ªñ¤×�� ¹!"#¹»$% Á&'()*+,-¥ ¶·¸ù ú./0Ó1 £234Ç5�6»��¾789:¢; Á

General Washington imposed strict, but not punitive, surrender terms: All weapons and 
military supplies must be given up; all booty must be returned, but the enemy soldiers could keep 
their personal effects and the officers could retain their sidearms.  British doctors were allowed 
to tend to their own sick and wounded. Cornwallis accepted, but instead of personally leading his 
troops to the mutually agreed-upon point of surrender on October 19, 1781, he sent his deputy 
Brigadier Charles O’Hara. Unwilling to deal with a man of lesser rank, Washington directed 
O’Hara to submit the sword of capitulation to his aide General Benjamin Lincoln. In his victory 
dispatch to Congress, Washington wrote with pride, “Sir, I have the Honor to inform Congress, 
that a Reduction of the British Army under the Command of Lord Cornwallis, is most happily 
effected. The unremitting Ardor which actuated every officer and soldier in the combined Army 
in this occasion, has principally led to this important event, at an earlier period than my most 
sanguine hopes had induced me to expect.” In November 1783, two months after the formal 
peace treaty was signed, Washington resigned his commission and returned home to the 
neglected fields of Mount Vernon.¶·¸¡¢<= >? £æ@ABç» í² Cáâ DE¢FÜGH�¢IJKLMN4O £FÜ´ÆLMNPQ £æE¢RëS½¤×TÖ»FÜU�VW×RëS½¤×»GH ÁX¹Y�×Z[\]^_`¾�a`¾ Ábcûdefg h £æijTÖù ú¤»¢;k l�² Cáâ £¤mnopqr¢s¡tuvw� £¶·¸xniyz¢W{| £¤ }úvw�~�² Cáâ»��������¡¢Á¥� ¹º»ÌÆ���¶·¸�� »�ð ÙÚ�� Ù ���������� ¹ºø°bcûdef�.X¹�¢»�� £¥���� �x¡¢»
£¤¥¦ ¢§ÔVW��¨�© ª«A�F¬Ò» Áå®Tª¯9
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¼½¾Z¿À £¦§�Á ¨ ¦¦ ª¶·¸ÂÃ¤»ÄÅ ÆQÒ¤ÅÇ¯ÈÄÉÊËÅÌ Á
George Washington, a Virginia delegate, was unanimously elected President of the 

Constitutional Convention in 1787. He was among those favoring a federal government. 
Washington, a Federalist, was elected as President (first term) of the United States with great 
victory in 1789. A proven leader whose popularity transcended the conflict between Federists 
and those opposed to a central government, the man most responsible for winning independence. 
Despite the growing strength of Democratic-Republicans, Washington continued to enjoy 
virtually universal support. He was reelected as President (second term) of the U.S. in 1792. 
Please read III about his first and second inaugural addresses. President Washington announced 
his retirement in his celebrated Farewell Address in1796. He passed away on December 14, 1799 
after 10 p.m. at Mount Vernon, Virginia.  ¦§�§ ¨ÍÎ¶·¸ëÅÇ¯ÈÄpqZôÏÔÐÑÒÓ pqçººV Á¤AÔÕ¦Ö×Ø»Ö×�Ô� ¦§�Ù ¨¤ÚÛçÌ �ZÑÒ#¹ÜÔÝÞß Á¤AÔàZá â»ù ú¾ �¤»Î�ãà¦Ö×Ø¼½¾�äñ åæ×Ø¾ �¤Añ#¹ÚÛ$%»ççèé¾Áêëìíî½ ï»ðûñò�óôõö ÷øÙù úûüýþÿ����� ����	
���� ��	�������	���	
���� ��� ! �÷ø"# úóôõö��û$%&!'(��)* ��ö ÷ø"" ú ÷ù + ÷, -./ ÷0 123456789:;<=>7? �
 
II. Briefs of current Chinese governments and     II. @A@A@A@A BCDEBCDEBCDEBCDEF GHIJF GHIJF GHIJF GHIJ  
   their ideologies across the Taiwan Strait           FKFKFKFKLMNOPQLMNOPQLMNOPQLMNOPQ  
 
1. Briefs of current Mainland China’s           1. @A@A@A@A BCDEBCDEBCDEBCDEIJIJIJIJ  

government and their ideology                  FKFKFKFKLMNOPQLMNOPQLMNOPQLMNOPQ  
 
Since Mo Zedong (1893-1976) established the People’s of Republic of China in 1949, he 

enforced Marxist ideology and his own thought to the Chinese people. “The thunder of artillery 
of the revolution of October sends us Marxist and Lenin’s principles,” said Mao. Since Sun 
Sat-Sen ever suggested that “adopt Russian as our teacher”, using Russia’s “party over the 
nation”, non-separation of party and politics, and party substituted as nation, the party-nation 
politics was gradually established through the Kuo-Ming Party (The Nationalist Party) and 
Communism Party. Chinese communism originated from the Bolshevik Party which was 
controlled by Russia. Mao Ze-Don resorted to arms to deal with politics, and used deception and 
violence to establish the People’s of Republic of China in 1949. Marxist and Lenin’s principles 
were practiced by all the Mainland Chinese. Mainland China followed Russia’s political system 
as well as economic system. Mo Ze-Dong’s thought is the mixture of Marxist and Lenin’s 
principles and Chinese practices. In the Cultural Revolution in 1966-1976, Mo Ze-Dong 
completely criticized about capitalism, and his ideology was worshiped by Chinese as a religion. 
After the Gang of four: Jiang Qing, Zhang Chunciao, Yao Wenyuan, Wang Hongwen were torn 
down, Hu Yaobon, the former chairman of communism party described the past ideology was 
“false, big, and non-sense.”    R

1949
ú SóTUVW XYZ[\ ]÷^"_` ÷"ø#abc2d eSXVf ghi jklm nZ[\op �Z[\q rst+uv�wxyz{|}d ~j��k�lm �� ��S���� � �2������ e��� �g� X�� eg��� e2g��� �gX��� e� YXUg�Vfg�g� SX���� �SXVfg����  ¡¢7�g e£
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°��±² e÷"," úZ[\2³´µ ��¶ e·¸¹�º»¼½¾¿ XUgbcÀ ÁVWX �jklmö���� SXTUÂÃÄÅÆÇ�ÈÉi Ê e�Ë�Ì�²ÍÎ�� e�Ï�²ÐÍÎ��ÑÒÓ�Ï �Z[\opÔ��jklm� SXhÕÖ×�fØ �ÙÚÛÜuv ]÷"##` ÷"ø#aÝZ[\� ��� ÈÉ� ÊÞßàáfâãhi�äå� eæçèéêëìíî ïðñ òóôõö÷èøùú ûüý þÿ�� þ��� þ����� 	
������������ð��ñèèéêëì��� �� þ� þ� ò
In 1979, Deng Xiaoping (1904-1997) initiated the economic reform which looked like the 

counter attack of communism. But, he changed the chaos of poor situations into order in 
Mainland China. Deng Xiaoping and Hu Yaobon made a lot of efforts trying to turn Mao 
Zedong’s ideology away from Chinese daily practice. Therefore, Mainland China’s reform 
started from weakening Marxist and Lenin’s principles and Mao Zedong’s thought for Chinese 
people. When Jiang Zeming took the office in 1988, he applied the new scholar, Wang Funing’s 
(of Fudan University) proposal of “three delegates”, which was different than the communist 
party representing the laborers. Some people criticize it was as unreasonable, but it fits the 
situations at that time well since more people could join together to reform China. !"#$ %& '( )!"*+, !""#-./ 012 3456�/ö÷ 78 è9: 	;6< =9> 	?@ABC6éêëìDE 	&'( þ���FGH0I JKLM6NOPQR�STèUV 	WXYZ[\]è^ù_` ab1cd 	0e f./ òagè./4h56Ziñjklm þ[\]cdèéêë ì0nè ò!"$$ %ü\o)!"pq, -r2� 	Zstuvwx�y
z{lm|�}~ 	� � �^�� 	QVsXY jk���è������A��ù����è�� ò��ù����jklm 	���� ag���� 	��f���è�� ¡¢��£iñ��¤¥ 	4h¦§¨©èùªv«��ñ ò

Ru (Confucius’s school) proposed the doctrine of the mean, the unifying of Providence’s 
law and humanity, and dealing politics with virtues. The former President Jiang Jeming (1926-) 
also suggested “managing politics with morals”. Therefore, Mainland China adopted the 
deceased Professor Zhang Dai’s (of Beijing University) “Unifying theory”, which intended to 
combine new Ru philosophy into Marxist ideology. After the new millennium, the government of 
the China’s fourth generation took power from the third generation, Hu Jintao (1942-)and Wen 
Jiabo were confronted with the new difficulty of marketing economics making the rich people 
richer and the poor people poorer. The marketing economics of capitalism made China’s GDP 
increase rapidly. In the mean time, people are losing jobs, and the gap of the earnings between 
rich people and poor people are increasing, and the satisfactions of people are decreasing. 
According to [5], although Hu Jintao proposed “eight honors and eight shames” and Ru’s 
“managing politics peacefully” in 2005, he apparently pined down the ideology of freedom of 
people even worse at the same time. He secretly implemented many policies to control people’s 
ideology, and sentenced some political dissentients to prison, which caused over a million 
Chinese to withdraw from the Communist Party. In this new era of computer technology, the 
effect of his control of people’s ideology is negative. From Chiang Kai-shek’s propaganda to 
people with the thought of “Ku-Ming party” to Mao Zedong’s “Cultural Civilization”, both failed 
eventually.    ¬ �® a¯�° 	±ù�� 	�2h² ³ü\o´� � �h²µg 	a�¶·¸í¹º»�yð¼ÿ½¾ç� �è �¿�À
V Á�
¬yjÂÃlmñò
Ä%� agÅÆÇÈÉÊ 	a�K p**p %ËÉ f&� �Ì�� ÍÎ 	Ï �Ìø� ÍÎèzHÐÑ 	��ÒÓ)!"+p,- þÔÕÖ×ØËÙÚÛÅÆ
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èÚÛÅÆ 	óñò agóoôõöòùo�÷�øsùèúç 	́ û� ���üßýþ þÿ��� þ���öñF����� 	ùª	é
�� ò� �� � è� ��p**� %�ÒÓ��×s� � ����� �¬ è ���µQ � 	��s����è� ùoéêëìè!" 	# añ$ f%©!"&V'"cdè() 	*+ ol,-ù.�/ 	�0s12ùo3 ���� ò�!"&V'"cdè() 	ó 456789: ;�<=è�± 	�>�?×è@A òó agB��hv C� DEF GH!" CIJKL H MNOPPQRS TUVWXH MYQZ[R\] Ĉ _`abcde f
The newspaper of the Chinese army reported an article of “preserving the history of the 

Chinese peoples’ military” which exalted the Chinese military to resist military nationalization 
on June, 18, 2007. The nationalization of military is the regulation that most of civilized 
countries obey. Communist China resists military nationalization which violates the trend, 
consciousness, Chinese constitution, and world’s military regulation. The defense of Taiwan 
abolished “principle and leader” of “five faiths of a soldier”, and changed into “three faiths: 
country, obligation, and honor” since July 2007, following USA’s three faiths. This fits the goals 
and objectives of military nationalization in the world. The five faiths of a soldier were 
announced by Chiang Kai-Shek in 1953 at the chief army school in Taiwan, in which he put 
principle and leader over the nation. It reflected that the military of Taiwan was controlled by 
Kuo-Ming party and Chiang Kai-Shek at that time. According to the World Journal and [4], since 
Hu Jintou took the presidency of China in 2002, he promoted ten people into generals 
immediately. Afterwards, many generals proposed articles to emphasize that “Chinese military 
obey the leader”, and announced that they resisted military nationalization.  ghhi j k l mn oppqrstuuvw xppyz{Os|}~�H� ���uuY� ���qrs M����s|N�QR ������N��N{�H�� fs|N�Q����Y�N����� H ¡ ��¢£����s|N�Q�¤¥��¦§ �¤¥ ¨© �¤¥�NHª« ��¤¥��s¬Z[H® fghhi j i l¯ °± N²³´µ Ms{¶·¸¹R �H Mº» ¼½¾R¿À MN� ¼ÁÂ ¼ÃÄR �ÅÆÇÈÉÊËNH MN� ¼ÁÂ ¼ÃÄRÌ·¸¹ �ÍÎs|N�QH ÏÐ f Ms{¶·¸¹R� mÑÒÓ jJKLÔ ÕsÖ×ØÙÚÛ ÜÝH �Þ Mº» ¼½¾ ¼N� ¼ÁÂ ¼ÃÄR �ßº» ¼½¾ àÔ N�áâ �ãä xåæç±s|HPsQ�JsQHèé fêÅ�� otë ìí îHt ïð�N·Õ ñòóôÔ ghhg jâç_ �õöâ÷øùúû½ �üý��þÿû½�Y�� M��s|H��H½ ïR ���Æ£ M����s|N�QR f
2. Briefs of current Taiwan’s government          2. �������� 	
	
	
	
��������

and their ideology                              ����������������������������
Taiwan is a part of China’s territory. In the Sino-Japanese War, China had a naval defeat, 

and ceded Taiwan to Japan for 50 years in the treaty of Ma-Guan in 1895. Since the defeat and 
surrender of Japan at the end of the Second World War, the sovereignty of Taiwan was returned 
to China in 1945. After Chiang Kai-Shek, the former president of the Republic of China and 
chairman of Kuo-Ming Party lost his power to Mao Ze-Dong in Mainland China in 1949, he led 
his party to evacuate to Taiwan. He repented and introspected very much, and therefore, he 
rebuilt Taiwan in a great endeavor. When he passed away in 1975, his son Chiang Jin-Kuo 
succeeded him to take the presidency. He carried out ten great projects from 1975 to1988 such 
that Taiwan became one of the four best small countries with rapid economic growth in Asia. 
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Before he passed away in 1988, he lifted martial law and the ban on new political parties. All the 
Taiwanese ancestors originally came from Mainland China. However, since Lee Teng-Hui 
(1988-2000) and Chen Sui-Bian (2000-2008) taking the presidency about 20 years, they have 
tried to make Taiwanese forget their roots in China in order to weaken their relations with 
Chinese. “Remove binding with China” is always their policy. They disregard the happiness and 
future of about 23,000,000 Taiwanese. The administration of Chen Sui-Bian recently secretly 
reformed the textbooks of domestic history, “the history of our country”, “Mainland China”, “our 
country” etc., all changed into “China”. In other words, Taiwanese look at China as a foreign 
country.   °±� �N½ !H"³ �# $%&'()*+,-. /01234 5678 9:; $< =5676 9> $?@<ABC <@D2EFGH4IJKLMN34OPQ /RST <@DUV01WXYZ /[\][ /̂ _`a 01 =FGH4 56b8 9Lc. /RdefFg<#h /4 56b8ijj 9 k /Fg <l 01mnoI`apq /r 01gstuvw /pxyz{|}~� /R4 56jj 9Lc~> /�� 01������D� =��-�����01�@�d����� �$<IJ/��� �56jji�����C��  �����i���j�¡N-�� 9 /¢L $<£ ¤�¥¦R�§3. d¨©ª«�mnN¬ /®�¯°±²³ 01�@�d´�: µ�¶�·¸ =�� N¹º»>;¼¼d½ ¾¿ À Á°ÂÃÄÅ /Æ ¢Ç<¤Á¢IJ¤Á¢È <¤ÉÊË�Ì ¾Í ¢$<¤/MÎÏ~¨ /Ð¦ ¢Ñ<¤dÀ°ÊÍ �01Òº ÓÔl Õ� /01¦Ö×ÑØ ¢Ñ<¤À° =ÙÚÛ�ÜÝ°Þ¦�ß ¢01à£Iáâ ¤ã =

According [6,a], he played the card of the interpretation of the constitution that he only can 
be investigated and interrogated at the end of his presidency, after Chen Sui-Bian was dismissed 
twice by the Senate (votes were over one half, but a little less than two thirds) for his 
presidency in 2006. His wife Wu Shu-Jen was under investigation for embezzling lots of 
government’s money who was under investigation. He also insisted that his wife is sick and she 
is not able to go to the court. Apparently, he wants to postpone his and his wife’s indictments 
untill he finishes his presidency. Therefore, his crisis of corruption can be diminished. It is very 
possible that he will promote Taiwan for independence in 2007. Chen said that the time for new 
constitution of Taiwan has matured, and he refused to accept the one China policy. He wants to 
use the name of Taiwan to enter the United Nations, etc.     äå æçèé ê /#�� 4 ���ç 9�.ëìíî�ïðñÏ 0. /Rò óô õö i äåõ�R�÷øùú3¥ûMüh�ýËMþÿ����Ü� ó��� /r�ïÜ���M�	
 / �� � $�N���rI��ô õ�. /���ûh��� /R��������Ï 0d¬� � ! /"# l <$%& '
$d(% ¨�)*+, =���b 9�-pxRm. 0/ d+09 =�� 12Î3 ÓÔ456 õ*% �p7 /Ò �´89�: $< /�;1Ê<=>?@ <ãÉ =

 According to [6, b], Chen Sui-Bian has intention to take advantage of Taiwan’s 
independence to clean up his reputation. If he can put any policy into action such that he gains 
international attention, he can take advantage of it to cover up his corruption. He can make the 
case that he was dismissed by millions of people in red uniforms as rebellion of politics. I visited 
Taiwan from June to July in 2007 and met a bus driver. “In the past, the officials of Kuo-Ming 
Party corrupted money by small spoons. In the present time, the officials of Democratic 
Progressive Party corrupted money by robot’s hands,” said the driver. “Economic growth in 
Taiwan is weakening each year such that many people can not make living and commit suicide. 
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Nowadays, the business of coffin is booming in Taiwan.” According to the World Journal, Chen 
Sui-Bian plans to spend about 4.5 billion USD to purchase eight navy ships (six first, and two 
later). This is the largest expense of his defense before he finishes his second turn in 2008. He 
ignores Taiwanese living problems and happiness, but tries to do something to flatter U. S. in 
order to help him more visible internationally.  äå MNOP QO�� R STý� 0/ ¨Udn. /VW�	
XÏd¿ÀYÊ /Z&n.-[\ <]^_ /̀ rZ�ab.c /R��ý#defg�	���hijk l£xNmdno =pq ���b 9rstu 01 /vw�xyz{ |% }~�d01���È� �¢���������������������������� ���������������������������� �������� ������ �������������� ������������ ������������������������������������ ������������� � � �  ¡¢ £¤¥¦§¨©ª¡¢£¤¥¦§¨©ª¡¢£¤¥¦§¨©ª¡¢£¤¥¦§¨©ª ����« ¬� ®¯« ¬� ®¯« ¬� ®¯« ¬� ®¯ ����°± £¤°± £¤°± £¤°± £¤²³´²³ ´²³´²³ ´�µ¶�µ¶�µ¶�µ¶ ����·̧ ¹º» ¼½½¾ ¿ÀÁÂÃÄÅ ÆÇÇÈ ÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐÑÒÓÔÒÕÒÖ ¿×ØÙÚ ÛØÜÝÞ ßàáâÚ ¿ãäåæçèéÜÝÞ ßàá ¿êëìí Ïî ïðÇÇ ñ òó ôð ñ Øõö ÷ øùúÏÐÑÒÓÔûü ýþÿ���� ¿���� ¿�	
� ¿Ã��É ÷

 
  According to [6, b], Ma Yin-Jo of Kuo-Ming Party and Hseih Chang-Tin of Democracy 

Progressive Party are campaigning in the presidential races in 2008. Due to Chen Sui-Bian’s 
stirring, the DDP tried to put “support Taiwan into the United Nations” in the 2008 election 
ballot and hope to win the election by the ideology of independence. KMP also agrees with 
supporting Taiwan’s inclusion into the United Nations. Both sides play the games of elections. 
When Hsieh Chang-Tin visited America, USA refused to let Chen Sui-Bin stay, which implied 
that US opposed “support of Taiwan into the United Nations”. Due to the 2008 presidential 
election, the US stops to sell F-16 airplanes to Taiwan to prevent them from expanding their 
military. If DDP wins the election in 2008, it will tense the situation between US and China. 
Therefore, US opposes any election ballot which leads to independence since it violets the 
Sino-US Commuiques. In December 2007, Yasuo Fukuda, the new Prime Minister of Japan, 
visited China, he strongly supported “One-China Policy”, opposed “One China and One Taiwan” 
and “Taiwan returning to the United Nations.” The 7th election of senators took placed in Taiwan 
on January 12, 2008. 81 senators were elected in Kuo-Ming Party, which defeated 13 senators in 
Democratic Progressive Party with a large margin. Predicting the outcome of the 2008 election is 
difficult. The result of the presidency could affect Taiwanese near future tremendously.¸¹ ���� �����ÿ���Ã �� ÆÇÇÈ É ÏÐê��� ¿� ÀÁÂ!" ÏÐ#$ ¿%&'()*+ Ù ¿,-./01�234��5� ¿6789:;< Ò�=>?ØÙ @A$BC#$<DEF'()*+ Ù ¿GHIJKLMN OPQRSTUV WTXYZ[\]^_`a Wbcdefghijk X WfPQRlmn WJopqf rstu v Wwxyz{|}x~ O����PQR��ST WTX��efghij�� W��d���� OT v��� � ���� � �����Mm������  WTX¡¢£ ¤�� ¥¦§¨ ©ª W«¬ ��®¯°±²³ µ́ �¶·¸¹º ��»¼��½¾¿ WÀbTXÁÂÃ}�¶ÄÅlgh W�ÆÇÈÉTvyÊ©ËÌÍ O���Î � §� Ï Ð`ÑÒÓÔ ÕS ÖvX�×ØÙÚÛ ruÜ vX{Ý Þ Wef ru vu�{ß r��àijk X{O���� � § Ï§� Ðáâãätå æMN WXçèb �§ é�êçëè §ì é OPQR����Míîïðñ Wòbóô Wõö÷øùúû� ü��}ý}þ ÿ�ö�� �b�� O

 

III. President George Washington, a great exemplar  III. ���	
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����	
����	
� ��������������������
for Chinese governments and people across the      ����� ������������ ������������ ������������ �������
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Taiwan Strait                                    ()�*+()�*+()�*+()�*+  
 

George Washington, a trained surveyor, mastered topography and applied his superior 
knowledge of battlegrounds to maximum effect. Despite his flaws (he lost a few battles), he was 
a remarkable leader who possessed a strategic, national, and continental vision and who inspired 
loyalty in his fellow revolutionaries and officers. The United States could never have won 
democracy, freedom, and equality without him. Washington’s great achievement was in his 
completeness, in how he united the military, political, and personal skills necessary to lead a 
nation in war and peace. His great vision for strategy, nation, and continent was a great exemplar 
for all the Chinese governments and military people across the Taiwan Strait.  ,-./0�uÜ123lô45 W6789:; W�<=õ> ?l©@ABCD�lEF OG HõlIJK LõMê8©@NOP WõQR�u�S�lTU �́V1f©Ë WX5��×lXYZ[ W\]^_õl`a©bcdö�efölgXh Oi1./0TXjklmn ço Wpq�rs OõlS�tuJ8EtlvETXw�l¶ä`aß|}jkxy WÝ-ßÜz{|ýT }TX~�©b�wr O./0f©Ë WX5��×lS�lXYZ[�� ����»¼ vX���Ý�ßxyfæölS��� O

Su Shi, a great writer in the Sung Dynasty in China described: “Liu Bon, the founding 
father of the Han Dynasty defeated the frequently winning General Xiang Yu due to his 
persistence and patience. He tolerated poor conditions and prepared his military well in order to 
defeat Xiang Yu by listening to his chief strategist’s (Zhang Liang’s) advice. Therefore, he 
succeeded, and won a great victory.” General Washington (like Liu Bon) used poorly trained, 
undisciplined forces comprised of short-term militia against strong British regulars (like Chan Yu 
and his troops). Though he lost a few battles, he was patient and persistent. Eventually, George 
Washington led the American Continental Army to great victory over Great Britain in the 
American Revolutionary War. Afterwards, he helped American people to win freedom, 
democracy, and equality, and only served two terms for his presidency. Ironically, in Chinese 
history of 5000 years, all the emperors ascended their thrones and served untill they passed 
away (except Emperor Shun-Zi who renounced his throne and became a monk in the Qing 
Dynasty). President George Washington was a great exemplar for all the Chinese emperors and 
people for 5,000 years. His patience and persistence on the battlegrounds set a great model for 
Chinese governments and military people across the Taiwan Strait.    ���� ��� �� �r��X�UÀb� W���UÀbê� WJl��jl�U���� O���jl� W�b�©�� ��q� X́��U W q¡� ��q¢ £¤¥¦ L§x¨© ª«¬® °̄±²³ ´µ¶· «¸¹º»¼½¾¿ÀÁÂÃÄ Å²ÆÇÈÉÊËÁ´µÌÍÎ§ÁÂ« ÏÐÑÒÓÔÕ ÏÖ×ØÙ Ú¼Û ¾ÜÝ ÏÞßàáâ ã äÑáåæÙçèé Ïêëß ìíîï æðñ òÉóôéõö÷ø¸ ±̄²³ùúûòÉüýþÿ��� Ï�òÉý�� ���� 	
����� 	
����� 	
����� 	
� �̄ �É��æ� � Ï���Èþ����������������������� ´� � !"�È#$û%& « Ï±²³ùú' �±ý(��æ���Èþ)üýþ¾*Æ+, ä§Ù Ú¼Û ¾ú-ÜÝû./0123 �É)4/56þ)Á7$þ¾*Æ8, ¯

Part of George Washington first inaugural address in New York, April 30, 1789 was:  “. . . 
When I was first honored with a call into the service of my country, then on the eve of an 
arduous struggle for its liberties, the light in which I contemplated my duty required that I 
should renounce every pecuniary compensation. From this resolution I have in no instance 
departed; and being still under the impressions which produced it, I must decline as 
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inapplicable to myself any share in the provision for the executive department, and must 
accordingly pray that the pecuniary estimates for the station in which I am placed may 
during my continuance in it be limited to such actual expenditures as the public good may 
be thought to require …” George Washington was a national servant for American people 
without salary. All his expenses were for the good of American people, but not for himself. This 
is exactly the Ru’s philosophy: “In order to carry out the Great Way, all the people need to 
work for the people”. “There are three characters of a gentleman: A human man is not worried. 
A wise man is not puzzled. A courageous man is not afraid,” said Confucius. “If a president 
manages politics with virtue, he looks like a great star, and all officials look like small stars 
around him and serving him.” President George Washington managed military and politics with 
his integrity, he looked like a great star. All the officers were around him and served him and 
looked liked small stars. He also was a man of humanity, wisdom, and courage. His devotion to 
American people and great virtues made him an exemplary figure for all American politicians 
and people. He was also a great exemplar for all the Chinese and Taiwanese governments and 
people across the Taiwan Strait, and all the governments and people all over the world.    E"±²³ß ìíîF æ G H ïI J¾K�LùúMNOP¾QRSTUµ� V WWWWXXXXYZYZYZYZ[\]^_`a bcdZ`efgh[\]^_`a bcdZ`efgh[\]^_`a bcdZ`efgh[\]^_`a bcdZ`efgh iiiijd klmnop`qrjd klmnop`qrjd klmnop`qrjd klmnop`qr iiiiZstZuvwxy\ZstZuvwxy\ZstZuvwxy\ZstZuvwxy\z{|}~�z{| }~�z{|}~�z{| }~� ������z����z����z����z�� ������������������������������������������������������������������������ �������������������������������������� ��� ¡ ¢£¤¥¦}§¨©�� ��� ¡ ¢£¤¥ ¦}§¨©�� ��� ¡ ¢£¤¥¦}§¨©�� ��� ¡ ¢£¤¥ ¦}§¨© ������ª«�¬®¯�¥ ¦{| }~���ª«�¬®¯�¥ ¦{| }~���ª«�¬®¯�¥ ¦{| }~���ª«�¬®¯�¥ ¦{| }~� ����°±²³°±²³°±²³°±²³´µ¶·¸¹º»¬¼½}¾¿ÀÁ´µ¶·¸¹º»¬ ¼½}¾¿ÀÁ´µ¶·¸¹º»¬¼½}¾¿ÀÁ´µ¶·¸¹º»¬ ¼½}¾¿ÀÁ ����ÂÂÂÂÃÃÃÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐÑÒÓ ÔÕÏÖ×ØÙÊÆÚÐÑÛÜÝÏÞßàá Ôâ ãÑä å æçèé¶çèé¶çèé¶çèé¶êÏëì ÔËí îï ðñ òóæéôõöéôõöéôõöéôõö ����÷øùú÷øùú÷øùú÷øùú ûûûûüý¬üý¬üý¬üý¬ ûûûûþ¹ÿ��þ¹ÿ��þ¹ÿ��þ¹ÿ�� ����ê�òó æ������������������������ �������	���	���	���	 ����
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When we read the modern Chinese history, we find that Mo Zedong took the power from 
Chiang Kai-Shek and used deception and violence to establish the People’s of Republic of China 
in 1949. He applied the Marxist ideology, and enforced the bureaucratic system of Communist 
party. There were land reforms and extremely political movements followed by the Great Leap 
and culminating with Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 76. When De Xiaoping served as the 
chair of Chinese communist military from 1981 to 1990, he was in charged of Chinese politics 
and military. He had some merits about initiating Chinese economic reforms in 1978 which made 
Chinese economics improve remarkably. However, according to the news report, he was the 
dictator to order the Chinese army to open fire on Chinese students and people, killing more than 
three thousand people at the Tiannamen Square in Beijing on June 4, 1989. When Jiang Zeming 
served as the president of PRC and the chair of Chinese communist party from 1993-2003, he 
continued Chinese economic reforms. But, he insisted on obeying the rules and regulations of the 
Chinese communist party. According [4, 5], when Fu Jingtao took the presidency of PRC and 
chair of Chinese communist party since December 2002, he manipulated Chinese ideology 
secretly and opposed Chinese military nationalization. He hopes that he can lead the Chinese 
military himself instead of Chinese military nationalization. All the leaders of first, second, third, 
and fourth generations of the People’s of Republic of China, Chiang Kai-Shek and his successors, 
Li Teng-hui, and Chen Sui-Ben should feel shamed when they read the biographical sketch of 
George Washington. They all should use Washington as a great exemplar to deal with politics. 
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He helped Americans to win freedom, democracy, and equality, and only served two terms for 
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George Washington’s second inaugural address in Philadelphia, March 4, 1793 (this was the 
shortest inaugural address, just 135 words) was: “Fellow Citizens: I am again called upon by 
the voice of my country to execute the functions of the Chief Magistrate. When the occasion 
proper for it shall arrive, I shall endeavor to express the high sense I entertain of this 
distinguished honor, and of the confidence which has been reposed in me by the people of 
united America. ‘Previous to the execution of any official act of the President the 
Constitution requires an oath of office. This oath I am now about to take, and in your 
presence: That if it shall be found during my administration of the Government I have in 
any instance violated willingly or knowingly the injunction thereof, I may (besides 
incurring constitutional punishment) be subject to the upbraidings of all who are now 
witness of the present ceremony.’ ” Ironically, Chen Sui-Ben was dismissed twice by the senate 
in Taiwan in 2006 with votes over half, less than two thirds in the senate. But, he played the card 
of the interpretation of the constitution that he only can be investigated and interrogated at the 
end of his presidency. Apparently, he wants to postpone his and his wife’s corruptions untill he 
finishes his presidency. He should study George Washington’s first and second inaugural 
addresses and let himself and his wife go to the court to face their crimes in order to avoid his 
name being reviled down in Taiwan’s history. All the Chinese and Taiwanese governments 
should study George Washington’s first and second inaugural addresses and adopted them as 
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Corrections of the hard copy of the             ���������������� îîîî�������������������� ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡¢¢¢¢  
2nd volume of The Voice of Han 
 £

On page 1: ¤�i¥ h¦§ , “¨©ª ”
!3«

”¬¬¬¬©ª ”
2

 £
On page 9: in the 1st and 2nd lines of the 1st paragraph, “…from Great Britain for eight years 
(1770-78)” should be (1775-1783). The same is for Chinese translation. £
On page 16: in the 2nd line of the 3rd paragraph, “all the American people have equality” 
should be “had equality”.  £
On page 21: in the last line, “That which is hard is brittle” should be “hard to brittle”. £
On page 22: 

hj¥ h§ ® ¯°±²5³!3« ®́́́́ ¯°±²5³
. £

On page 99:
h¦¥ hµ§

 “¶·¸¹º»¼½ ¾” 
!3« ®¿¿¿¿»¼½ ¾”.  
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A Model of a “Declaration of China’s         ����
�
�
�
�������������������������� � � � !!!!����

Peaceful����Democratic Re-unification”              """"#$#$#$#$��������
 

������������Rui How                                   ÀÁ                                  
 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt addressed to Congress on January 6, 1941: “In the future 
days, which we seek to make secure, we look forward to a world founded upon four essential 
human freedoms. The first is freedom of speech and expression Â everywhere in the world. The 
second is freedom of every person to worship God in his own wayÂ  everywhere in the world. 
The third is freedom from want… The fourth is freedom from fear.” We sincerely hope that 
China will be a country founded upon these four human freedoms: freedom of speech and 
expression, freedom of religion, freedom from deficiency and poverty, and freedom from fear in 
the near future. We further hope that China will join the United States and the European Union to 
expand these four human freedoms to the entire the world, especially in Africa. In this article we 
study and explore a model of a “Declaration of China’s Peaceful Democratic Re-unification.” 
This article is divided into three parts: 1) the brief history of China’s unification, 2) a model of a 
“Declaration of China’s Peaceful Democratic Re-unification” and 3) how to draft a “Declaration 
of China’s Peaceful Democratic Re-unification.” ÃÄÅÆÇ Èý ÉÊË É � É Ì ò ¾Í�bbÎ<= ÏÐÍ	Ñ� ¾ÒÓgÔÕÖ× óÓg/Øi��ÙÚ¦Û ÜÝ�`Þ Bß Ï hi Bß«à��áiâã�äåVæç Bß è hj Bß«à��áiÛ`� Bßé BW�ãêëìíî è hï Bß«ðñòóV ôõ è h¦ Bß«ðñö÷ øùÓúûüýþ ÿ���������	
�� ����� �� ������ �� ��� �� ���� � !"� �� ���#÷� �� ø$ú%ýþ ÿ����&��'()*�+
�,��� ��-./012 �34567 ø�89:$ú; <=>? @ÿ�ABCDE+F� ùGH I ��9:JKLJ M NOPÿ�E+QR SNTP@ÿ�ABCDE+F� ùGH I SNUPVWXY @ÿ�ABCDE+F� ùø

   
1.  The brief history of China’s unification      1. Z[\]^Z[\]^Z[\]^Z[\]^____ 
        

China’s five thousand years of history are like an epic of striving for China’s     
unification. According the legend of the Han Dynasty, the first ancestor of China was Pangu and 
then there were three emperors: Fushi, Shennun, Syuiren. Afterwards, there were five emperors:  
Emperor Huang, Duan Shun, Di Gu, Yao, Shun. Emperor Huang was the founding father of 
China. During his time, Chinese fought with Chi Yao in the south and Huang Zhou in the north. 
In the Shia Dynasty (432 years or 471 years), Shan Mio and Jio Li were constantly in revolt, 
Emperors Duan Shun, Di Gu, Yao and Shun waged wars against them continuously and  
eventually pacified them. Later, the Emperor Great Yu assisted people to deal with floods 
successfully and accomplished very much.  In the Shang Dynasty (640 years, 1751 B.C. - 1111 
B. C.), the Chinese fought with the wild people for a while. The great Emperor Tom managed 
the country well and worked for the people. In the Chow Dynasty (West Chow for 351 years and 
East Chow for 515 years), the Emperors Wen and Wu destroyed the tyrannical Emperor Zhou of 
the Shang Dynasty. Chow Gong, the brother of Emperor Wu was intelligent and well-known for 
his filiality. After Wu died, he assisted the Emperor Chen, Wu’s son, to perform politics 
successfully. In the West Chow Dynasty, the Chinese fought with Shan Zon in the east, Ouei Yi 
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and Su Yi in the west, Yan Yun in the north, and Jin Man in the south. At the end of the Chow 
Dynasty, Shi Zon’s people killed Emperor Yio and then they escaped to the east. During the 
Epoch of the Spring and Autumn (770-476 B.C.), Confucius was born in Lu. He visited all over 
the countries and wrote the book, Chun Qiu (Spring and Autumn). During the Warring States 
(475-221 B.C.), there were more chaos in China and then the Founding Emperor of Qin unified 
China (221 B. C.), and established the Qin Dynasty. ÿ�lmno�p RqV+L ÿrCsE+tuR øvwx�yz �ÿ�{|�}~����5��� S���K� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ��� ��� ��� �� ��  ��¡ ¢£¤¥¦ §¨© ª« ¬®¯ ª°±²³  ́ �µ¶ �·¸¹º»¼ ª�� ��� �� �� ª½¾¿À ªÁÂ¨ÃÄÅ ªÆ�ÇÈÉÊËÌ  ÍÎÏÐÑÒ ªÐÓÔÕÖ  ×�ØÙÚ �ÛÚÜÝ ªÛÚÞÞØßà ªáâÃÕãäå ªæ�çèéê ªëìËí ªîïÛÚÜÝ ªÛÚðñ ªÆòóÚáô ªØßàõöËÌ �Ø÷À øù ªúÄûü �ý ü ª°þÿ ª¬���  ÷Ø�ñ ª÷ù���Ú ª��Úñ 	ú
  ��¹Â ªü�� ª�ò���§ ªØ��§ ª»��  �§�á ª���� ª���¨� !"#  

In the Han Dynasty, during the time of the Emperor Wu (140-86 B.C.), he was very strong 
in politics and military. He promoted the philosophy of Confucius and Ru when he dealt with 
politics. In military, many large scale campaigns against the Huns were carried out and lead by 
outstanding commanders. The combined size of these armies usually exceeded 300,000 soldiers 
and mounted warriors. At the beginning, both side had some significant victories and defeats but 
the struggle came to a culminating climax when the Huns lost over 100,000 men in a single 
battle. After that disastrous defeat, the strength and morale of the Huns were completely sapped 
and were never to recover. In the Jin Dynasty, part of China was controlled by the Fu’s people, 
and then was unified in the Syui Dynasty. In the Tang Dynasty, Emperor Tai was ambitious and 
strong. He emphasized education and used Confucius scholars as officers, and China was 
prosperous and peaceful. In the Tang Dynasty, Chinese defeated Tu Jei, Fei Ha, Tu Fan and Nan 
Chau. There were 20 emperors and Tang was strong for 290 years. In the time of five 
generations and Sung Dynasty, Chi Dan and Nu Jin invaded the north. Afterwards, China was 
unified in the Yuan Dynasty and Mongolia was part of China’s territory. Later, the Founding 
Emperor of the Ming Dynasty overthrew the Yuan Dynasty. There were 16 emperors total in the 
Ming Dynasty which lasted 277 years. Afterwards, the Qing Dynasty took over and Emperor 
Kuan-Shi conquered three regional kings. Emperors Kuan-Shi, Yun-Zhen, and Shen-Lon were 
the three best and strongest emperors in the Qing Dynasty. There were 13 emperors total in the 
Qing Dynasty which lasted for 268 years.  $%& ' ªÛ�(ÙÉÛÌ)* ª« +,-./012 �ÀÅ ¬34 �5±°34 �67÷8 �9÷: �;<=>?@8 �Ü ¬A�BA  ÷$Cú$¹& ª¢§§DE* ªFG ! ªF�HI ª÷9÷: ª� JKLM÷N ªOL�9P¨=$%  $�µ§¹Â��QR  ST¬°% ª"#ÇUV=W�  X �Y ! ¢§ ªZ[\]  Y^_"` aÛ ª\íÇb ªcÅùd �«ZeÙf ªghij ªkå1æil �Æ¹ ª"#mn ª�o¾p ªq¾rs ªF�tu= ü ªv.wæ xyzÎÉ{|}~��}���  Y%���;�� ��� ��� �¬���Î�� ª��Y�( É� ªY%�~��� ª�~��á  �Â�� ª�� ��y�º ª��°Ò  ���� ! ¢§ ª��� � Î¡¢£ ª¤^©¥= ¦§ £Á ª¤%� ¨}�� ª�~��á  ©ª«�Í¬ ª«a©® ªÄ¯µ° ª«C ±² �
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¿ÀÁÂÇ«^Äµ*ñ ª«%ÃÄ ¨Å�� ªÆÇ~}Èá  
Through the long history of five thousand years, China has always maintained its 

unification. Though part of China may be separated from China from time to time, overall, the 
time of unification is longer than separation. From the Qin Dynasty to now, there are about 2,200 
years, China was totally unified for more than 1,600 years and part of it was separated for a little 
more than 500 years. We can summarize the following four factors for China’s unification: (1) 
The reliance and cooperation of all the races; (2) promote economic growth and prosperity of all 
the regions and races; (3) safeguard China’s territorial integrity; (4) enhance Chinese confidence 
and propagate Chinese culture. ¢§�ÉáÃvÊÄºËÌÍ ª�ÎÏ��Æ !Ð  öÉÑÒ ªÊ�ËÓËÁ ªÔÃÁÎ¹&æÕ  �Î !§.�� ªæÃ vÖ(Ç×Ì ªØ�ºÙÚÛÜÉÜ-á ªÆ¢ !¹'Û!ÉÝ-Þá ªÃÕöÚÖÉ§( !¹'ßà �Óá(¹'�Û�-Þá ªâãúT �¬°% ��Â �¬�  �� ¢§ !(äåÇæçèéêë ì í¨î ïð ñòóôõö ÷øùúû ü íýî þ ÿ ��ï����� �úûï����	ôõ 
� üí�î ���� ��� ������� üí� î �� ���ð �� �� ���ð!"#$%& '
2.  A model of a “Declaration of China’s       2. (((()*)*)*)*+,+,+,+, ----..../0/0/0/011112222 333344445 6565 656 

Peaceful Democratic Re-unification” 
                  
After ten failed uprisings, Sun Sat-Sen (1865-1925) led a successful revolution which 

overthrew the Qing Dynasty and established the Republic of China in 1911. Sun Sat-Sen is 
referred to as “The Founding Father of the Republic of China.” However, he devoted 40 years to 
the Republic of China for democracy with partial success and was not as fortunate as George 
Washington. He left an unfinished task before he passed away in 1925. When Dr. Sun passed 
away, he left a will as follows: “I devoted to China’s revolution for 40 years for China’s freedom 
and equality. From my experience of 40 years, we must unify with all the Chinese people and 
cooperate with all the countries in the world who treat China equally. We must work hard for 
striving for China’s democracy. Now, the revolution has not been accomplished yet. All our 
people must follow what I wrote: The Strategic plan for the establishment of China, The 
principals of the establishment of China, Three Principles: the government of China, of the 
people, by the people, and for the people, and the declaration of the first national meeting, and 
continue to work hard in order to carry out our goals and objectives. Recently, we plan to 
organize a national meeting to nullify the unjust treaties. I hope that it will be completed in a 
short period of time.” “Strive and Save China peacefully!” were his last few words. The 
sovereignty of Taiwan was returned to China on October 25, 1945. From 1911 to 1949, China 
had civil war and foreign war with Japan. In 1957, China suffered the rebellion of the 
conservatives and 1966-76 culture revolution.   7 �8 í9:;<= 9>ý<î?@ABCDE �F 9>99 GH?I@JKLM �9N O 9N PQRABST �UVWX �YZ�� �[\]^ _���`a'bcdF ��AB �N G �efgh�ijkl �m^ ���nop qrsST 'bF 9>ý< Gtu v �w xyz{�Sù| }~���� � ����}������� �� ��� ��}� �� ��� �������� � ¡¢£¤ �� �¥¦§¨ �©ª«¬®¯°��±²��³ �́ µ¶· �̧ ��� ¹º»¼ ��²µ½¾¦¿À�ÁÂÃÃÄ }ÅÆÇÇ � ÃÃÄ }~ÈÇÇ �ÃÃÉ �ÊËÇÇ �
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��� ��� ���� ��� ���� ����� ���Ê�ñ ���� � �� � �� �� �} ��!"# } �´�� ����� �}�$Ê%&'(ñ �}~)*+,-�. �/0�� 1́ 2 $34�� �ñ÷´2$Ê%567»8 �9:�´; } �Ù< =�,->? @���A �BC ���DDEAD ����FG~��H� � IJKL �MN·O �PQRS ��}~):�TURV �WXYZ ��î[\ �
Due to the inequality of about 0.9 billions farmers and laborers in the rural areas, there are 

many incidents for rural people fighting for equality. For instances, in late 2005, the communist 
officials sent policemen to suppress the residents of Tai-Shi village fighting for their rights. In 
December of 2005, about 3,000 policemen and soldiers in Dong-Zhou, San Wei City, Guandong 
Province killed about 30 residents. In October, 2006, thousands of policemen in Jiangxi 
Provence to prevent tens of thousands of students from parading on the street. At the same time, 
rural people in the Han Yuan County, Sishan Province had a resistance movement on a large 
scale. More than 2,500 people of the Nanguan Company in Chendu, Sishan Province fought for 
their rights for a year. About 13,002 farmers in the Jiguan City, Sishan Province fought to protect 
their lands. There were many laborers who went to parade on a large scale to protect their rights 
in Yeigang, Shanxi Province in April, 2007. There were also many demonstrations to oppose 
their deprived rights. Since the presidential election in Taiwan in 2004, many people have lost 
jobs and the economy has been deteriorating. Many high officials are corrupted including 
Taiwanese president, Chen Sui-Bian’s son in law and his wife. Chen was dismissed by the senate 
about his presidency twice. The Taiwanese are losing hope. Since the first Opium War in the 
early1840s, China has been in turmoil for more than 160 years. Though Taiwan is a part of 
China’s territory, China and Taiwan have managed their politics separately since 1949. We 
sincerely hope that all the Chinese people across the Taiwan Strait join together to study and 
explore how Chinese can reunify for democracy peacefully? ������ø] ��ñ �}~)ð �^ _� �̀ : �_�`�ab:��î��c�}�ôd�>?e¨ fg �hi � �����jkl m?nopqrst(uu �d� 1�����jv7wxb7yud�u �z{oê|pqcð }�u �~\ 1 ���D� �����kl��V��o������\¯��� 1���D� ���������#~�� �©���O>? 1���»� ����� ��������n âd� ¡çÙ� 1��� �¢£¤�� �}c���¥_� �¥�¦§ ¨©ª«¬ � ����A��� �®¯�Æ°"#~��`:±�²³ ����A� ��� �´ ôv7wµ¶·p"#~��d��ë�?H� ��� ������¸¹~º°¦ �*�: »¼½ ��¾¿ï �°À�ÁÂ:Vª �Q:VÃÄ¯Å 1Æ¯,Ç ÈÉÊËÌªÍÎÏÐÑÒÄÓËÌV�� ��ÔÕÖ×Ø~ËÙ �ÍÎÏÚÚÛ8ÜÝÞßàáâãäåæçèéé êëìëí îïðñòóôõö ï÷øùúû üýþÿ� êïð���� ��àá ò�õö îñò�ô�öÿ�	
�� ê� ïð�����ù���� � ê�������æ�� !�"# ïð$%� ê&$ù'�( )ïð* +,-.�ù/

 “In order to carry out the Great Way, all the people need to work for the people,” said 
Confucius. “We praise the Emperors Yau and Shun since they worked for the people,” he also 
said. In an ideal world, emperors should serve and work for the people. Although Yau and Shun 
were emperors, they worked for the people instead of themselves. “Providence sees what people 
see and hear what people hear,” was described in an ancient Chinese book. “People are the most 
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important, the country comes next and the emperor comes the last,” said Mencius. “I heard a 
person killed the tyrannical Emperor Shou of the Shung Dynasty, but I did not hear that any 
people killed good emperors,” he also said. Such teachings placed the importance on people 
about two thousand years ago, but it does not address the modern concept of democracy. <=> ?@ABCDE ê FGHI îJK,L+M�A$NO îP> @QRSTU JêVWT XU�Y� êZ[\KDW] ê̂ _\�K`FG êaKDbB +, îcde f @Fg ñ�+g êFh ñ�+h îJi=> f @+Hj êklúC êWHm îJP> f @noùpqr êsntWE îJuvwxyöz êïðç �{+M|} ê~s��+,��� î

The first democratic revolution happened in Great Britain in 1649. The leader of the 
revolutionary party was Mr. Gromwell who killed the Emperor Charles I. He did not assassinate 
him secretly, but he took the Emperor to the court for a trial in public. He announced that the 
Emperor was not loyal to the people, and interrogated many counts of his guilt, and then 
executed him. It is hard to imagine that the British were used to the emperial system, and they 
restored the throne with the Emperor Charles II. During that time, China was in the beginning of 
the Qing Dynasty. There was a democratic movement, but it disappeared in Great Britain. After 
eight years of revolution, American people declared their independence from Great Britain in 
1776, and established the United States of America. U. S. was the first country in the world to 
exercise the democratic system. In 1789, there was a French revolution. King Louis XIV was a 
tyrannical emperor who persecuted and ruined people. His son and grandson succeeded the 
thrones, and they were even worse. French people reached the limit of their tolerance, which led 
to a revolution, killing Louis XVI. Similar to Charles I, French people took him to the court, 
announced his crimes and disloyalty to the people, and executed him. After the French people 
killed Louis XVI, there was a war in Europe which last for more than 10 years. After that 
revolution, the emperial system restored again. But the concept of democracy was much deeper 
and widespread. Japan had a “Ming-Zhi Renaissance” in 1869 which made its country stonger. 
Recently, the Berlin Wall was torn down in 1989, and West and East Germany were reunited. 
Afterwards, the communist system was collapsed in Russia. All these historical events 
demonstrated that the democracy is the trend of the current time. China is the last largest country 
in the world without democracy. Through a long series of turmoils such as a closed-door policy 
in the Ming Dynasty, two opium wars, the alliance of eight countries invasion, many wars with 
foreign countries, and ten years of Cultural Revolution, etc., China already fell behind a few 
hundreds years. We sincerely hope that we can catch up in our generation. We shall take over the 
unfinished wills and tasks of previous generations and strive for a new unified democratic China 
across the Taiwan Strait which shall have a new birth of freedom and the government of the 
people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.          ��^_\�+,������v÷ð îò�ô� ö���� ê�
�� ���������

Gromwell� ê�÷ð�����ùN��   î¡¢£¤¥¦§ ©̈£ª«¬®¯°±²³´µ¶ ·̈¸¡¢¹º »¼½¾¿ÀÁÂ ¨ÃÄª¡¥ ÅÆÇÈÉ »¾¿Ê£ËÌÍÎ ¢̈°ÏÐ É̈ »ÑÒ ÓÔÕÖ× Ø̈ª«¬ÙÚ®ÛÜÝ¦§ Þßàá»âãäåæç É̈ »ÒÓèé¿Îêë¢ìíîï Æðññò Ðó»ôèõÐÀö÷ ·̈¸ øùú·û ü̈ýþÉ »ùú ÿ̈ú���� ó̈ »£��®���	
� ¿ÎÀ»¼ Æó»�ú�ÀÏ�Ð� ð̈ñ�� Ð±»ÒÓ�ö÷ ±̈ »�à� �Ï����� �̈��� �̈� ! ¨¡À"#$%&£'()* ¾̈ ¿+),+ º̈ £Ò Ó�ö÷ ª̈� �Ï-¥ Å Þ±»¾¿¥� �Ï-. /É »¾ª«¬® ¯°±²³´µ¶ ¨ ·¸¡¢¹º »¼½¾¿ÀÁÂ Ã̈ Äª¡¥ Å Æ� �Ï-0¥1� 2̈3�4Ï5Ð 6̈é±»ö÷Ê£78 §̈�
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ØEÔèF G̈±»À¿ÎHI&JÒK Å ÆL�õ-MÐ NOP øQRST üUVWXMõMÐYZ[\] ¨̂ _`abcdef�gÀhij ÆkÄl Q ø¿Îü£®��mÃJ ¨©á»£n®�W�	f��Êo
� ø¿ÎüÀ� » Æá»pQ qårçst qð�uv Ð áÉ�éw x4yc á»�zÀÏÐ{ö ¨á»|ô}�~ Ð Æ��������� Û̈��� $̈� á»��o�ÿÀ�� �̈�º á»������À��¿Î� �̈��	 ¿P q¿R q¿�ÀT á»���� Æ
Concerning the history of democracy, Mr. Russell, a well-known French scholar had a book  

The theory of people’s rights published a few hundred years ago. The main concepts are: all 
people are created equal, and have the rights God entitled: freedom, democracy, and equality. His 
democratic thoughts started a revolutionary war in France. Russell’s great work and thoughts 
continued to have a successful impact on the independence of the United States and French 
Revolution. When Chinese politics are dominated by one big party and are dictated by a few 
government heads, denying the Chinese people their Freedom, Democracy, Equality, and the 
Pursuit of Happiness, 1.3 billion Chinese people have the rights God entitled them to issue a 
declaration to secure their rights and to form a new government. We can use America’s 
Declaration of Independence as a model. In China, we can elect three representatives in each 
province, region, and city, for a total of 93 representatives (China has 22 providences including 
Taiwan, 5 autonomous regions, and 4 municipal cities, 31 total. U.S. has 100 senators, two for 
each state.) to form the delegation of declaration. Then, select five representatives from amongst 
them to form a committee to draft “The Declaration of Chinese Peaceful Democratic 
Re-unification”.  �°¿Î� ±̈ » ¡¢£¤¥ Î̈¦¿Î  ̈ ø¿§¨ ü̈ © áú¨Àª«£¾¿À�¬Ó©p�j ®̈¾¯P°±À�¬ ²̈¿�£°ÓÀ Æ³´¡À¿ÎHI Ñ̈Ò Ó± »�ö÷ Æ¤¥Î¦¿Îµ¶ ¿�À·¸£�R�¹ºÀ�»¼ )̈¨ó»Àùú·ûc±»�ö÷À¾� ·û¯½c p�j£°±¾¾À¿� £̈¡¾Ã¢ÀÁÂÀ Æ�á»��´Ã�� ¨©Ä~� Åù���à ¢̈´ á»¾¿À p q¿Î q�jc�ÆÇÈ Ià ¨á»Ï�É¾¿ÊP ø°±¾� üÀ�¬ ,̈Ë¢ÌÍÒÎ·ûcÏÐTÀ��Ñ¬�R Æ��,Ä øó»ùú·û ü´Ò Ó Æn á»ÚÏÚÔ ÕÖ× ØÙÔÚ Û̈pRÜc��ÝÞ ß̈Ô qÜàÞ,nÔ q ÜàÞ¾¿áâ�%�ÎMÏ��Î�Õó»ÛÏã %äå æÚÏÿ øá»��¿Î�·û�Îç æè ü̈ é n»�Îç æè ê̈âÛ¡ç æÏÿ øá»��¿Î�·ûëìç æè ü̈ ìí øá»��¿Î�·û üÆ

  
 

A Model of a Declaration of China’s Peaceful Democratic Re-unification  
                    îîîîïðïðïðïðñòñòñòñòóóóóôôôôõöõöõöõö÷÷÷÷øøøø ùùùùúúúúû üûüû üûü
 
     A Declaration of China’s Peaceful Democratic Re-unification including 22 provinces  

five autonomous regions, and four municipal cities á»��¿Î�·û Ö×ÚÏÚÔÛ pRÜc��ÝÞ
 

The procedures of a “Declartion of China’s Peaceful Democratic Re-unification”:  
 

I. 1.3 billion Chinese people across the Taiwan Strait deal with everything peacefully with 
mutual respect and cooperation including politics, economics, military, education, 
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transportation, science, academia, culture, etc. 
II. China belongs to all of the 1.3 billion Chinese people, and is not owned by any party. The 

Chinese people on both sides work hard and establish “a democratic system” together. 
III. All the Chinese across the Taiwan Strait try to unify together peacefully under a democratic 

system. Establish a new “Chinese Constitution” under a democratic system. China will be a 
democratic nation of the people, by the people, and for the people as described in the 
President Lincoln’s address. In order to restore and inherit Chinese five thousand years of 
history and culture and to communicate easier between Mainland China and Taiwan, Chinese 
characters will be reverted back from “Simplified Characters” into “Traditional Characters”. 

IV. All the Chinese across the Taiwan Strait obey the new Chinese Constitution under a 
democratic system. All the Chinese people are equal according to the constitution such as all 
the races of Han, Manchuria, Mongolia, Muslim, Tibet, etc. are equal; city people and rural 
people (farmers and laborers) are equal, Mainland Chinese and Taiwanese are equal, usual 
Taiwanese and rural Taiwanese in the mountains are equal, etc.  

V. All the 1.3 billion people across the Taiwan Strait has President Roosevelt’s four human 
freedoms: freedom of speech and expression, freedom of religion, freedom from deficiency 
and poverty, and freedom from fear. Finally, China will negotiate with Mongolia to return to 
their motherland, in order to preserve the integrity of the territory inherited from the Qing 
Dynasty. World peace is China’s ultimate goal and objective.  

    øá»��¿Î�·û ü�ýcþÿ ��� Ø����� ��ng��É ��	
 �������� ������������ �� ! "#$ "%� "&' "() "*+ "+, "-./0 12� ��3456789:; ����< ��	=> �?@ABC� D �456789:; ��	EFGHIJ KLMNO PGHQR S1T� 456789:; ����< ��	 PGHQR SU ������EFV� �
WX P��YZ S�[ ��F\]^_V=`a PG> "G! "GbSaGHc �� 1\def ��ghij kl m-.nVopqBrst 45uG	a-.(v ���rs-w
x Py;wSz{\ P|;wS1} � 456789 ��:;��< ��	 PGHQR SU �~� P��YZ S��� ��GHY ���uG YZUuu�0 �� ��� ��� "�� "�� "�� "��/0�����0 ���rs��uGt�� a�G "�uo�G����0 �rsuGt 45uG���0 �45a��uGt ������0 �/0 1� �456789 ��:;��< ��	
�>���_V� ��� ��au  ¡x � ¢£ ¡x �¤& ¡x �¥¦§¨t ©ªa ¡x �¥¦«¬a ¡x 1®t P̄ �°S±²�³ �� �́ µ¶�K·¸¹º»¼½¾¿ ÀÁÂ ÃÄÅÆÇ È É ÊËÅÆÌÍ ÎÏÐÑ ÒÓ½Ô ÃÄÕÖ½×ØÎÙÚÛÜÝ ÞßàáÕâÒ
 China, from Emperor Huang, Yao, Shun, Yu, Tang, Wen, Wu, Chow Gong, Confucius, 

down through to the Han, Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming, and Qing Dynasties, up to the present, has 
about five thousand years of long history. We will inherit and restore the philosophy of Chinese 
sages, “In order to carry out a great way, we have to work for the people”. We will establish a 
suitable system which will combine the European and American democratic systems and match  
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Chinese history and culture. ÃÄïðñò óô óõ óö ó÷ óø óù óúû óüý þÁÿ� ó� ó� ó� ó � ó¹����	
�� � ÒÃÄ�ÿð»�»�½ Þá���� þ�Á�û ÒâóÞ�� �Ó¼� þ�� �Ó¼� Òâ��¼��Ü � !"# ÃÄÄ$ þ%&'( ó)ÄÎ¼*+, Ò
 All the 1.3 billion Chinese people across the Taiwan Strait cooperate together to recover the 

transportation, mailing, and trading directly as soon as possible. It will strengthen and 
consolidate the communications of all the Chinese across the strait. We hold these truths to be 
self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness - That to 
secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the 
consent of the governed, - That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these 
ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying 
its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem 
most likely to effect their safety and happiness. -.Ð/01Ô2 ÃÄ345 ÕÖ½�67·¸ -.Ð/0148 þ9:8; ó8< ó8= þ>?@-.Ð/01Ô2 ÃÄÕÖ½ÎA8 þBC ÃÄÔ2ÕÖ½ÎDE ÒÃÄFGHÔ ÃÄ345I¼ þ!JGH -.Ð/01ÎKÊÙL þÓ½�MN�OÎPQÝ¾RÎI½S!T� þÓ½URVWXYZ[\]^_ÎI` þabcI` ÃRSd ó�Vefghi j � klmÔbc`D þÙn VÔ2I¼Ãopqr þst uÛÎI¼Îv]w Sx½Îûy`z þ{ |ÙnÎq}~r��ÃÄI¼Sd ó�Vefghi`D� þI¼R`z��~�&�� þ!qr�ÎÙn þab�$�Á þáR]��Ô2 ÃÄI¼Î�Ôehi� �r� Ò

The founding general Chen Ji Si Han lead the first western campaign in 1218. Afterwards, 
he conducted the second western campaign and Mongolia became a part of China’s territory 
about 700 years ever since. Then General Shu Lei Wu had the third western campaign, and the 
Emperor Hu Bi Lei (1260-1294) established the Yuan Dynasty. Unfortunately, Mongolia 
declared independence under the instigation of the Russians in 1924. In fact, Outer Mongolia and 
Inner Mongolia, just like West Germany and East Germany, are a family which can not be 
separated. We hope that we will negotiate with Outer Mongolia to unify with China together to 
safeguard the territorial integrity which were inherited from the Qing Dynasty.     �r����Ê��� ����� 
 �� ����� þ�Êá�� ¡ þ¢£¤¥� ÃÄÇ È ÎÊ¦ § �̈ ©ªª 
 «þ¬ ® �4� �� þ� ¯° ± � Ã� þÝ � �ß ²���³ªj ��´µ � Ò¢£¤a¶·¸¹�Áº ÃÄ»¼½¾ ¿À�ÁH �´�µ 
ÂÃ ÒÓ½ÄÅ×ÆÇ Þ¢£¤âÈÉÊÃÄ þ¢£Ç¿£ËÌÍÎÏ ÕÐÑÇ�Ñ þFÃÄÊáÒÓ ÒÔÓ¢£¤ÕÖ þ·¸¹º»¼½¾¿ ÀÁÂ ÃÄÅÆÇ È×

  
For the support of this declaration, we firmly self-guard China’s territory integrity, keep the 

superior Chinese civilization, with a firm reliance on the protection of divine Providence, we 
mutually pledge to each other our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor. We will inherit the 
political goals and objectives of ancient Confucius and recent Dr. Sun Yat-Sen as our final goals: 
“To carry out the great way, all the people work for the people. Elect capable, wise and talented 
men and women to be our officials. People get along and are trusted. Sons and daughters are 
filial to their parents, and then extended to other parents. Parents take care of their children, and 
then extend to other children. The old people have good endings. The young people devote their 
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lives to society. The children are growing well and have good education. The widows, widowers, 
bachelors, handicapped people have good care. Men and women have good marriages. Don’t 
throw away goods which are not necessarily possessed by one-self. Work for people and not be 
selfish. Therefore, there will be no crimes and evil acts. We don’t need to close the door to sleep. 
This is so called ‘World Peace’. World peace is China’s ultimate goal and objective.  � kØN ÞÃÄeT¼*�ÊÙÚ âþÓ½ÛÜÝmN ÃÄÇ ÈÅÆ þÞá Ãß¼Ó �à þáâ Ãß¼Ó�	
ã äøåæ�çè Îàé þÓ½ÛÓ½ÎSd óêë�ìíîÍá ï ÒÓ½�ÿðï ���»ðüý þÁ�ñX¼ÄÎò ÃÖ»SÎÙÚÛÜ þ¥óôóõáÕö ÷Þá���� þ�Á�û Òo �Ç� þøàùú ÒûI\Âüýü þ\Âýýý þþÿR¾Ø þ�R¾Û þ�R¾� þ���ÂY �R¾� þ�R§ ó	R
 Ò��ýH��\°�H � þz�ý\ �H��\°�� þÝû� �!\� þ���� �\� �û¢� �\� �����  !"#��$%& '()*+ ,-./012 �3&456789:  
 
3. How to draft a “Declaration of China’s  3. ;;;;<<<<=>=>=>=> ????@A@A@A@ABCBCBCBCDDDDEEEEFGFGFGFGHHHHIIII JJJJ

Peaceful Democratic Re-unification” 
 
The drafting of a declaration of China’s peaceful democratic re-unification can be sponsored 

by the delegates of Mainland China and Taiwan. The delegates of Mainland China are formed by 
the governors of 21 provinces, mayors of four municipal cities, and the heads of five autonomous 
regions. The delegates of Taiwan are formed by the chairs of Kuo-Ming Party and Democratic 
Progressive Party. The delegates on both sides will hold meetings consecutively at two largest 
cities in Mainland China and Taiwan: Beijing, Taipei, Shanghai, Kuoshion. Mainland China’s 
government assists the delegates of China, and Taiwan’s government assists Taiwan’s delegates. 
Each governor/mayor/head of each province/municipal city/autonomous region informs all the 
people in each region to hold national election of the delegates of the declaration of Chinese 
peacefully democratic re-unification at the same time on the same day across the Taiwan Strait. 
People in each province/municipal city/autonomous region elect three representatives, 93 total. 
Then 93 representatives elect five members to draft a “Declaration of Chinese Peaceful 
Democratic Re-unification”. There are two options of three elective representatives: 1. Each 
governor/mayor/head could be one of three representatives of each province/municipal 
city/autonomous region. Since they participate in the initiative meetings, they understand the 
situations better.  The other two are elected by people in each region. In Taiwan, the chairs of 
KMP and DDP could be two of three representatives, the other one is elected by people. 2. All 
three representatives are elected by the people in each province/municipal city/autonomous 
region.    K,-LMNOPQRS !6TU �VW,-�XYZ[\ '(YZ[]^O_  ,-�XYZ[`ab0Qcd efghiid ej k8lldm no p �\ '(YZ[`a -NqOr eNsqOrm t p �um nt p vswTU K,-LMNOPQRS !6xy\z{ �| ,-�X} '(6b�~i�� e'� e�) e�� �����[��  ,-7��� ,-�XYZ[ �'(7��� '(YZ[  W�XYZ[b0Qcd �fghid}j k�ld\ '(YZ[���c ei el�6� e� e� e� N&| ������ �'()�*+ ,-./012pNm�sw K,-LMNOPQRSYZ� �[!���[  . ,-b0bc �`a '(c� �j k8l}fghi � Qc el eiVW.c e
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l eipN��1YZ �um ®n YZ&¯° K,-LMNOPQRSYZ� �[±²³´µ¶·¸¹º»¼½¾¿ ÀÁ ÂÃ ½¾Ä ²ÅÆÇÈ¿ ÀÉÊ ËÌ¶·¸¹º»¼ÍÎÏÐ¿ ÀÁÑ²ÐÒ ËÌ¶·¸¹º»¼ÍÎ ÑÓÔ¼Õ Ö× ÖØÙ´µÕ Ö× ÖØÚ¹ÛÆÜÝ½¾ ²Þß ÂÃ ½¾ÄÙ´àáâãäå æ 1. çè¼Õé ÖêëìØØé ÖÇ íî××éÙÊïðÕ ÖØ Ö×ñÜ½¾ò¼ ²óïôÄõö÷ø½¾Áö ùú½¾Áûüýþÿ���� ²�ç½¾ ´ðÕ ÖØ Ö×ñ�Ú¹Äë�ÛÆ Óùú ¶¹�º� Ö¹	�º�ß 
 ½¾ ²� Ú¹Û �
2. çèçÕ �� ùúÕ �êëìØ ÖÇ íî× ²Ô¼Õ ÖØ Ö×ÜÝ½¾µ� ´ðÕ ÖØ Ö×ñ�Ú¹Äë�ÛÆ Ó�ÄÙÛ��¼âã Ó

The committee will study and investigate all the details and procedures, and draft a 
“Declaration of Chinese Peaceful Democratic Re-unification”. After the declaration is drafted, 
the delegation will hold a few meetings to discuss and edit it according to the people‘s opinions, 
and finally, it will be passed by the delegation. When the Declaration of Chinese peaceful 
democratic re-unification passes, we can form “The Drafting Committee of a new Constitution”, 
to create a new constitution. The constitution is the most important foundation of a country, 
which is different from the Declaration of Peaceful Democratic Re-unification, could be finished 
in a short period of time. It should be thought over for a long period of time (a few years). The 
United States of America was established in 1776, but the Constitution was completed in 1787. ËÌ¶·¸¹º»¼ÍÎÏÐ¿ ÀÁÑÙ�� ËÌ¶·¸¹º»¼ÍÎ Ñò�� ²���� ²³��� !" Ì¶·¸¹º»¼�#$%&' ñ( ²ÐÒ)� ËÌ¶·¸¹º»¼ÍÎ Ñ²* ËÌ¶·¸¹º»¼ÍÎ ÑÐ+, ²³ ´ ËÌ¶·¸¹º»¼ÍÎ½¾¿ ÀÁÑ-.÷Á"/ ²��µ Ì¶èÜ0Ú¹12� � ²3, ´ ËÌ¶·¸¹º»¼ÍÎ½¾¿ ÀÁÑ÷Á4 5)�67 Ó8 ËÌ¶·¸¹º»¼ÍÎ Ñ)�67, ²�9µ Ì¶Ú¹Ù��:ÍÎÉ;<=>?@ Ì¶=î ²ABCÊËÌ¶DEÏÐ¿ ÀÁÑ²F<GÒËÌ¶<DE Ñ²DEHIî¶��J÷E ²K LM Ë·¸¹º»¼ÍÎ ÑÙNOPQRÊ ²STU7éVW XPY� �Z[ ²��Å\]^ ²_`éîab� Ì¶·¸¹º»¼÷c Ód¶DE í�eefg¶h�eieY DEjÐÒRÊ �

China belongs to all the 1.3 billion Chinese people, and is not owned by any party. Chinese 
people on both sides work hard together and establish “a democratic system”. “Politics” is the 
people’s business, “Administration” is to administrate the people’s affairs, “Politics and 
Administration” is to administrate and manage people’s business. “Power” is the strength of 
exercising laws and convincing people. There are two kinds of power, one is administrative 
power, the other one is managing power. People have four kinds of managing power: elective, 
dismissed, establishing, and abolishing. Government has three kinds of administrative power: 
executive, legislative, and judiciary.  People use four managing powers to balance the 
government’s three administrative powers. We hope that people have the power to manage the 
government and the government has the capability to serve people. Government has federal 
government and local government. Federal government can be elected by the people directly or 
indirectly (elected by people’s representatives), and local government can be elected by people 
directly. China has had a “Provincial System” for over two thousand years since the Qin and Han 
Dynasties. China is suitable for a “Provincial System”, but not for the American “United States 
System”. A President exercises the “Executive” power, Congress exercises the “Legislative” 
power, and the Supreme Court exercises “Judiciary” power. The President is elected by the 
people directly or indirectly. Congress has a “Senate” and a “House”. Senators (two or three) are 
elected by the people in each province, region, or city, and house representatives are elected 
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according to the population (for instance, one representative for every 3 million people). Judges 
are nominated by the President, and passed by the Congress. Similarly, each province has a 
governor, congress and supreme court. All the officials are elected by the people in each province. 
In each province, there are counties, districts, and villages. Similarly, in each county, there are 
county heads, county senates, and county houses, etc. We will continue to investigate and 
explore the related documents and materials in the next volume. ùwàxµy Ì¶LzÄ{Ê Ë¹ºÑß| ²��CÊ Ë¹ºG} ÑÓ=I~Úò� ²îI?@ ²?@~Úò��I Ë=îÑÓË� ÑI�����öG��� ��� Ó�� Ë=� Ñö Ëî� ÑÓÚ¹�êá=� �ÛÆ� ²��� ²�G� ²��� ÓÚ¹Ù�êá=��?@=>�Üáî� Ó=>Ù� ËÌ�=> Ñö Ë�â=> Ñ²ËÌ�=> ÑÙ´Ú¹ë� �W� �Ú¹½¾ÛÆ �ÛÆäå ²Ë�â=> Ñ´Ú¹ë�ÛÆäå ÓÌ�=>� Ë�= ÖgE Ö�E ÑÜ��g ÓÌ¶¶þ·d¶KL ²í���� ²Ì¶�â����G} ç¡¢Y ²��£¤ ²¥ Ì¶�â¦§ Ë�ÕG Ñ²¨K¦§d¶ Ë©ªG ÑÓÞ»«�Ë�= Ñ²¶Á«� ËgEÑ²3¬E«� Ë�E ÑÓÞ»´Ú¹ë��W�ÛÆ Ó¶Á�gEöÚ¹÷Á½¾ ²gE® 8Mõ¯ ²Ú¹÷Á½¾® 8M~¯ ²gE¿À´ÔÕ ÖØ Ö×Ú¹ÛÆç�ÜÈ ²Ú÷½¾��ÔÕ ÖØ Ö×Ú°±²äå ²³ÔÜ´µÚ¹äå¼Ú÷½¾ � Ó3¬EE¶ ²́ Þ»·È ²¶Á67 Ó̧ ¹ ��â=>�ÕØ Ö× �é ÖÕ Ø Ö× �gE ÖÕ Ø Ö×�¯Á ÖÕ Ø Ö× � �E ²´ðÕ Ø Ö× �Ú¹ë�ÛÆ ÓÔÕ Ø Ö× ��º» ¼� Ö½ Ö¾ Ö¿ ²̧ ¹��é ²�¯Á'� ¹½¾À Ó�ÄÁÂºÃÄÅ!"�ÆÇ ã' ñ( Ó
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Abstract                                             òòòòóóóó                               
 
 In February 2007, North Korea agreed to freeze the reprocessing of plutonium from spent 
 fuel at the Yongbyon graphite nuclear reactor. North Korea’s agreement was the product of 
 six-party talks among North Korea, China, the United States, South Korea, Japan and 
 Russia. Pressure from China was particularly instrumental in moving North Korea toward 
 the freeze. This article examines China’s efforts to seek a non-nuclear Korean Peninsula. 
  
ôôe Y 
 Q ²õö L1Â ÷øùúûüýþÿ�û���G� Óõö ²Ì� ²d� ²ö � ²�J·� �Þ�	â
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North Korea's Nuclear Program                      ,,,,----..../01/01/01/01
 

North Korea has had a nuclear energy program since the early 1960s. In 1993, however, the 
US accused North Korea of building a nuclear weapons program in violation of the nuclear 
nonproliferation treaty (NPT). The crisis was diffused in 1994 when North Korea and the United 
States signed the Agreed Framework. Under the Agreed Framework, North Korea agreed to 
freeze its graphite (plutonium) reactors and return to full inspections under the NPT. In exchange, 
a consortium of nations composed of the US, Japan and South Korea would supply light water 
reactors to help North Korea solve its energy problems. Until the LWR came on line, the US 
would supply heating oil to North Korea, and would begin upgrading diplomatic relations. 
    23�(45675 8 9: ;<= �>? @ ABBC ; @D�EF23GH(IJ67 @KL �MNO( IJPQ RMNOPQS�T23UD�V ABBW ;XYZ[\]^ @_`ab �cdZ[\] @23 efghij k Rl SLmn�op @qcdMNO(IJPQrstuvw �xyz{P| @}D� ~��� ��������� ������������ ������������ �  ¡¢���£¤¥ �¦����§¨©�� �ª«¬�®¯°± �
    A second nuclear crisis erupted in 2002, however. In December 2002, North Korea expelled 
inspectors following revelations that it was purchasing a nuclear weapons program based on 
enriched uranium in violation of the 1994 agreed framework. North Korea also withdrew from 
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the NPT. In mid-2003, North Korea reactivated the Yongbyon facility and announced that it had 
nukes that it might test or sell. To head of the crisis, the US, China, North Korea, South Korea, 
Japan and Russia agreed to participate in multinational talks, commonly referred to as the 
six-party talks. The goal of the talks is verifiable denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula in a 
peaceful manner. In September 2005, however, North Korea boycotted the talks following a US 
threat of financial sanctions on banks that launder North Korean money. 
    ¾¿ �ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ ÉÊÊÉ Ë �ÉÊÊÉ Ë ÌÉ Í ���ÎÏ�ÐÑÈÒÓÔÕ ÖÃ×ØÙÚÛÜ� ÌÝÝÞ Ëßàáâãäåæ�çèéê ��� ëìí îïðñòó � ÉÊÊôË õö ���÷øùúûüýþ �ªÿ� �Ð��Ã×Ø �ª��ãä����� �	��ÄÅ �¦� 
õ� 
�� 
� � ���� �� ë������� ���	���� ��� ��Û ��������� !"Ã# �¾¿ �$ ÉÊÊ% Ë Ý Í¦�&'�()*+��,-./äãä 0123¤4 ���52�� �
    Following the breakdown of the six-party talks, North Korea in October 2006 tested a 
nuclear bomb. In response, the UN Security Council (UNSC) unanimously adopted a resolution, 
UNSC Res. 1718, which called for imposing weapon and financial sanctions on North Korea, 
and requested that countries freeze funds related to North Korea's non-conventional weapons 
programs. It also called on North Korea to refrain from conducting additional nuclear or ballistic 
missile tests, rejoin the NPT, suspend its ballistic missile program and abandon its nuclear 
weapons.  
    

����6 74 ���  ÉÊÊ8 Ë ÌÊ Í�9:;Ã<= ��> �?@ �ABCD� EAC� F:GHI JAC� ÌK ÌL �â �M�âNO��� ¡ä ×Ø�PQ23 �ªNOR �ST�°���UVW×ØÙÚXP �M�âëìYZ��ïNãä[®Ã×=\]=� �÷^ïðñÃ×Øòó �_`Ð=\ a=ÙÚ �ªbcÐÃ ×Ø �
    The UN actions brought North Korea back to the six-party talks, which resumed in Beijing 
in summer 2005. All parties reaffirmed the goal of verifiable denuclearization of the Korean 
Peninsula in a peaceful manner, and North Korea agreed to abandon its nuclear weapons 
programs and return to the NPT. The US also agreed to take steps to normalize relations with 
North Korea. The promise of establishing diplomatic relations appears to have been the key 
element for North Korean.1 ?@ �äú]G��de ÉÊÊ% Ëfg �hiä ����� � R�÷j ������kãä"Ã# !� �� ��� ë�bcÐÃ ×Øl � �ª÷^ïðñòó �¦�më�nopq r�� ¡¢°±s t# � uvwx®¯°±yz {�	���|N}~ �� �

 
China’s Influence on North Korea                 ������������������������������������ 

    China's response to the October 2006 missile test reflected its frustration with North Korea. 
China was likely angered by North Korea’s repayment of energy and food aid with missile 
launches and nuclear tests. North Korea openly defied China by going ahead with the July 2006 
missile launches and the October test. These actions alarmed Japan and provided it with 
justification for bolstering its own missile defenses, spy satellite launches, and the strengthening 
                                                 
1 Emma Chanlett-Avery and Sharon Squassoni, “North Korea’s Nuclear Test: Motivations, 
Implications, and U.S. Options,” CRS Report for Congress, October 24, 2006, p. CRS-6.   
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the US-Japan security alliance, developments that China would rather not have taken place. 
These things had an important impact on China’s North Korea policy. China had for some time 
resisted US calls for exerting greater pressure on North Korea, including significant cut offs of 
oil and food supplies. China did not comply for fear of regime collapse in North Korea and a 
huge migration problem. 
    

õ�� ÉÊÊ8 Ë ÌÊ Í��]=�9��� ��� JÐ������ �õ�����	���]=Ç9�Ã� �	 õ��Ð����������äú¿�� ���B�ãäÉÊÊ8 Ë K Í�]=Ç9� ÌÊ Í�]=�� �Û�¾�� õ��ä	 ���äú�� �� �© ���� J���  ¡¢�]=£¤ ±W� ¥¦§¨�Ç9 � � ¦ �AB?©�Çª � �«Ð¬õ�ï��Ç�Çª ®C ¯ � °���� õ����±²³ J÷N�´µ �õ�{�:¶ì¥52¦�°È���þ�·¸¹��YZ ���YZ º»¸¼½¾¿¨����� ��	ÀÁ��±Â Ã��Ä¸Å Æ�� �õ�Ç�ÈÉMYZ �
     Publicly, China's response to the October 2006 test was more muted than that of the US. In 
action, however, China appears prepared to have dealt harshly with North Korea. In orchestrating 
a response, China needed to consider that harsh measures might lead to regime collapse in North 
Korea, resulting in a massive migration problem. Beijing also wanted to keep North Korea as a 
buffer between China and the US-backed South Korea, with US troops stationed in the south. In 
this context, China wished to balance the need to send a stern message to Pyongyang with its 
determination to avoid sparking a destabilizing military conflict. Rather than punish North Korea, 
China wanted the UNSC resolution to "create conditions conducive to the peaceful resolution of 
this issue through dialogue and negotiation."2 With these goals in mind, China insisted that the 
final draft of Res. 1718 request, but not require, that countries rule out the use of military force. 
A more robust military embargo was scaled back to include only heavy military equipment such 
as tanks and missiles.  
    

õ�� ÉÊÊ8 Ë ÌÊ ÍÃ����«��Ê¦�·�Ë �ÌÛ äúÍ �õ�yzÎ�ÏÐÑC�� � ÒÓ²Úd�Í �õ�ÔN}~eÏÐÕþ��]G��±ÂÖ× �ª�>Ø� J¸ÙÅ Æ�� ��hmÚÛÜÝ���	Þß¥ àáÞâ õãäåãæÝçèéêëì íîïíðñòïóô õö÷ø àùãúûüýöþÿ�ï��������	
����ïê���ï�� õ�ö÷ø �ùã���� ã����� � !"#$% �&'()ä*+ �,ä�÷-â�.ö/01�23456ð õ7.8 9: ;� �ù<=>?@ �ABAC D��EFGHIJ �23ûJ �<KLMN OPQ õöþRS"Qïê�TUVWXYZ[ \]êO^_ �̀ abäcd õ
     China’s support for enforcement of sanctions is crucial. In accordance with the resolution, 
Chinese banks stopped remittances of foreign currency to North Korea. However, China refused 
to take part in inspections that entail military forces boarding ships carrying Korean cargo, 
calling them provocative. China did, however, begin inspecting trucks bound for North Korea 
more closely.3 China also sent a high level envoy to Pyongyang on October 18, 2006 to deliver a 
very strong message to North Korean leader Kim Jong-il. Regardless of the sanctions, the only 
truly effective punishment on North Korea would be the suspension of energy aid from China. 
North Korea depends of China for up to 90 percent of its oil, much of which is sold on credit or 

                                                 
2 "U.S. Pressures China on North Korean Arms Traffic," Los Angeles Times, October 16, 2006.  
 
3 "China Reverses Its Refusal to Search N. Korean Cargo," Los Angeles Times, October 17, 2006. 
" 
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for bartered goods. In September 2006, China cut off oil exports to North Korea amid tensions 
over North Korea’s nuclear and missile programs.4 China’s oil exports to North Korea had been 
averaging about 50,000 metric tons a month. It appears that China was miffed that North Korea 
fired ballistic missiles in July 2006, despite China’s pleas for restraint. 
    

ù<(qrstïæ>uvw õxyz�� �ù<ï{r(6ð|}~��� õ�u �ù<������U�����6ðêë����ï�� �ç�z��@���� ��������� ¡¢£¤¥¦� §¨©ª«¬ ��� ®¯¯° ± ²¯ ³ ²´ µ¶ ·¸¹º»¼½¡¾¿À¢£ÁÂÃÄÅ µÆÇ ÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏ �ÐÑÒÓÔÕ Ö×ØÙÅÚÛÍÜÝÞß ���¢£àáâãäå �¢£æçè ��¦ éÍêëìí î¯ï Öð �ñòóßôõö·÷øùúûüý�þÿ�� � ®¯¯° ± î ³ Ö�¢£Í����Â��	Í
������ª� ·é�¢£Íêë ���Íêë·é�¢£ �¾��� �¯�¯¯¯ �Ò� ��� Ö���¢£Ò� ��Í�Ô�� Ö�� ®¯¯° ± � ³Æ�� Â�!��"�ß#$ �
The reduction in oil might have been the leverage necessary to pressure North Korea to 

resume participation in the six-party talks. China appears to have been successful in persuading 
North Korea to return to talks with the US. In late October, a US diplomat sat down with a North 
Korean official in Beijing in a meeting arranged under Chinese auspices. The bilateral meeting 
indicates some flexibility on the part of the US. President Bush had rejected for months North 
Korea’s demand for direct talks. The US-North Korean meeting appears to have been a 
compromise. It was a forum somewhere between the insistent North Korean demand to have 
strictly bilateral talks with the US, and the US demand that it meet North Korea only in the 
six-party forums. In effect, the US, North Korea and China had a three-party forum.5 %&êë'â �()*+¢£, -.¨/012 ���34 �5678¢£9: ;<�12 �²¯ ³=> Ö� ��Í?å= ÖØ@<�AùBC¢£BD�¢E1F �GH1FIJ È<�0KÍØLMNO �PQRSØTô�UV¢£TW12Í*� Ö<XYZ1F34 �[\] �̂ _Ó`ßa¢£C<�ÚbcÍGH12ÍdË*� ÖC<��¢£.¨/0Ó`Íe� �"fg Ö<� hXi� ��¦� ÈjkÓ` �
      As North Korea’s neighbor and closest ally, China has unique leverage over Pyongyang. 
Chinese pressure that has been key in bringing North Korea to the table. China had very heavy 
involvement in talks that took place in Beijing, and appears to have exerted more direct pressure 
on North Korea to come back to the six-party talks. According to Paul Pillar, a former senior US 
intelligence officer stated that, "clearly if you had to identify any one country that was key to this 
North Korean problem, it’s China”.6 
    

ý�¢£Ílm�no©Ípq Ö���¾¿rÚs»Í() ���t¨Í+u �[� vw¼¢£:x2yz{ ����|ó}9.CÆ~�¢EÍ12 Ö�¢£x�/01234�~§TWÍ+u ��� ��� ÖØ@½<�¸¹��BDÇJ Ö �� I� ÖÐÑ�Ò�Ò� ·Ø_�¢£� ���vwý öÍ�� Ö��ß ��� �
        It is not is not publicly known what pressure China put on North Korea or what 

                                                 
4 Joseph Kahn, “China Cut Off Exports of Oil to North Korea,” International Herald Tribune, 
October 31, 2006. www.iht.com.  
5 Thomas, “Chinese Seen as Key,” VOANews.com.  
 
6 Gary Thomas, “Chinese Seen As Key to North Korean Nuclear Reversal,” VOA News, 1 
November 2006.  
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message China's high level envoy conveyed to Kim Jong-Il on October 18, 2006. Most likely, the 
threat to withhold oil and food aid was enough to return North Korea to the table. It is vital that 
China continues to influence Pyongyang to honor its agreements. China has been particularly 
helpful in breaking the deadlock over frozen North Korean-linked funds at Banco Delta Asia. 
The bank, based in China's Special Administrative Region of Macao, has been dealing with 
North Korean finances for more than 20 years. In 2005, the US government charged Banco Delta 
Asia under Section 311 of the USA Patriot Act, which allows the secretary of the treasury to rule 
that foreign banks are of "primary money laundering concern" and require American financial 
institutions to take protective measures, including cutting ties with these entities. North Korea 
boycotted the six-party talks after the charge. In March 2007, China helped break the impasse by 
agreeing to help transfer $25 million from Banco Delta Asia to a North Korean account at the 
Bank of China in Beijing. Unfortunately, the transfer was not completed due to "technical 
difficulties," causing a recess in the March 2007 six-party talks in Beijing. 
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      China’s efforts to bring North Korea back to the six-party talks probably have improved 
China-US relations. Beijing’s diplomatic coup has allegedly won kudos from Washington. 
President Bush thanked China for encouraging Pyongyang back to the talks. Assistant Secretary 
of State Christopher Hill observed that “what we are doing with China today with respect to a 
neighbor of China is unprecedented. So perhaps in the history books Kim Jong-il will get a lot of 
credit for bringing the US and China closer together.”7 Despite their differences over a range of 
issues, both the US and China share a common interest in making the Korean Peninsula 
nuclear-free. However, the two countries’ visions of the endgames for North Korea are different. 
For China, the best outcome is a non-nuclear (or denuclearized) peninsula, but with the existing 
North Korean regime intact. For the US, nuclear disarmament is the fundamental issue, even if it 
means regime change. ���������	
���ö���� ���� ����� !"#$%�&'( )*+, ���-./012 �34�567	
 �89 �:;<=> ? @ ABCDEF�G�H��I �JK L�5 M�N�OP ùQRSTU � �VW ùXY�RZ[ ù\G ]	^I����_ �`abc ��de f%�g hij �klmnC�d�opq�Nr�st ùSuQ�� ùvQ � ùwöxyz�{j ù|}Q���~�S�� ��� ù����!���5��Q�z� �� �(� ù�����Qd��
                                                 
7 Jing-dong Yuan, “China’s New North Korea Diplomacy,” Asia Times Online, November 2006, 
www.atimes.com. 
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      At times, China has been frustrated with US inflexibility and suspicious of its real 
intentions regarding the resolution of the Korean nuclear crisis. One widely cited example is the 
US imposition of financial sanctions on North Korea soon after the September 2005 Joint 
Statement was adopted. Chinese analysts suggest that the US is using the crisis to advance its 
own strategic interests in the region, including bringing Japan and South Korea in a strong bond 
under its alliance systems, justifying enhanced military presence and force deployments in the 
region, forcing china to make the difficult choices and creating unstable regional security 
environments to disrupt and delay China’s economic progress. 
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Conclusion                                   	
	
	
	

     In the end, North Korea’s October 2006 nuclear test was more than China could accept. 
Immediately after the test, China sought closer consultation with other powers and sent a special 
envoy to deliver a stern message to Kim Jong-il. While continuing to emphasize diplomacy, 
China tightened it border controls and instructed banks to halt financial dealing with North Korea, 
in addition to reported suspension of oil exports. In spring 2005, China like the US froze North 
Korean assets connected to money laundering. Chinese officials never announced that they had 
done so, which suggests that China is willing to take tough actions quietly. All of these actions 
demonstrate efforts on China’s part in seeking a solution to the North Korean nuclear issue. 
Diplomacy has played a useful role in establishing and facilitating multilateral talks over the past 
three years, but sometimes actions need to back up words. Now that North Korea has crossed the 
red line, China is reassessing its policies and weighing alternative options.  
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Introduction It is rather difficult to write a comprehensive history of an armed service of any 
country, because there exits so little information in the opened literature as most of the technical 
data are classified. Another difficulty arises from the fact that a modern air force consists of 
organizational structure, logistics, training, maintenance, avionic and weapon systems, aircraft 
research and development etc. This paper will concentrate on a very narrow pursue, tracing the 
development of fighter and attack aircraft of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army Air Force 
(PLAAF) from 1949 to 2007. 
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The Early Years  The People’s Republic of China came into power in 1949 after battling the 
Chinese Nationalist Army  from 1927 to 1949 off and on and fought the Japanese invading 
army from the early 1930s  to 1945. Through those difficult years of armed struggle, the 
Chinese Communist leadership came into power without an air corps. It is really hard to imagine 
just how difficult it would be to develop a viable air force without the experience, tradition and 
an industrial complex to support an aircraft industry.   
 The air force branch of the People’s Liberation Army (PLAAF) was officially formed on 
November 11, 1949, a month and ten days after Mao Ze-Dong declared on Tian-En Men the 
establishment of the People’s Republic of China.  At that time, the so-called People’s Liberation 
Army Air Force (PLAAF) consisted of about 150 hotchpotch  aircraft more suitable for 
aerospace museums than for air combat.   
 ����������������  �Ù��ó!" ������ �����æ#�ó$ 9"% êí³�&'�()ÒÚ*+� �Ú,yË- óÕ./%ó�� í êí³�&'0 1	23Þ451È Äó(6�[7�( �89 :;<ù=>? @ABCDEFG HIJK>?LMBNO HPQRSTQUVWB XYZ[\]^ONOJ_ `aba cd>ed> f X g? fhijklmno pqr Ys[\t; ZuvB fwxy>?ezdn Xm{?|} Hy~�SB �YZ[\]^ONO�xy>��d�� �� ZB����B�� Hg��cB�� Hx�������B��� H�������� ¡� X
 
The Arrival of the Jet Age Although Germany had developed and fielded jet propelled fighter 
aircraft near the end of the Second World War to intercept American heavy bombers, Flying 
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Fortress B-17, air warfare involving jet fighters actually began in the Korean War from 1950 to 
1953.  Initially it was the Mikoyan Mig-15 of the former Soviet Union verses the F-80 
(Shooting Star) of the United States Air Force. The F-80 was quickly replaced by the F-84 
(Thunderjet), but neither of these two American aircraft was able to match the Mig-15 in speed, 
maneuverability and fire power.  The U.S. Air Force did not regain air superiority until the F-86 
(Saberjet) came out.   
 ®¯°®¯°®¯°®¯° ±±±±²²²² ³³³³´µ´µ´µ´µ ¶·¸ Zm ¹º»¼½¾ ¿w ÀÁÂ ÃÄÅ ¡Æ ÇÈÉ ÊËÌÍÎÏÐÆ ÑÒÓÔÕ Ö×ØÙ ÚÛÜÝÞßàáÆ âãäåæçãèé ÑØêëì× Øêëí ÚîçãïèðÌñòóôäõö÷Ì Ñøù ×Øë ÚúÊËÌ Ñûü ý×þì Úîÿ��ÊËÌ Ñ�àáý×þ�Ú����òã� î	æ Ñøù×ØëÚÌ
�� Û��� Û��� Û���ñ�ÊËÌõèÒÆ�ÿä Ñøù ØëÚÌú� î�� Ñ���àáÆ ý×þ�Úß�� ÛÊËâ�� !"#$% &ß âÌ' â( î
 
The J-5 [Note 1] By the end of the Korean War, the world was deep into the Cold War and the 
Soviet Union began to send all types of technical assistance to China. The first jet fighter 
produced in China, designated as the J-5 by the Chinese, was the Mikoyan Mig-17, Fig. 1. 
Initially these planes were assembled in China from kits imported from the Soviet Union and 
later they were manufactured under license in China by the Shenyang Aircraft Corporation. The 
J-5 project began in October 1954 and the first flight took place in July 1956. Mass production 
began two months later and by May 1959 when the assembly line ceased production, a total of 
767 J-5 were produced. 
 )))) ****++++ Ñ,- Úçã./ð�ò01 234� 56ãð7 îö÷ 238å9 :Ë;<=>Ì?@ î" :ËABÌC-�ãÆä ÑD ×ë ÚÛ�Eäö÷Ì Føù ØÙG ÛH- îIJäKLö÷MÇÌNOPQRNSÒÆ Û�ÇT	ö÷U(VWÒÆX YZB îD ×ë [\L-]^_`a-b8å Û-]^c`dbeÒ îñò b� 8åfgZB î�h-]^]`^bRNijB Û:Ë-kAB 5dlcad� ÑD ×ë Úî
  

 
Fig. 1.  J-5 (three different views)          mnmnmnmn ooooppppqqqq rrrrstuvstuvstuvstuv

 

 
Note 1:  The nomenclature used by the PLAAF is as follows: J is short for jian ji ji  or fighter.  Q is 
short for qian ji ji  or attack aircraft.  H stands for hong zha ji or bomber. Y stands for yun shu ji or 
transporter.  
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�� �����������
J����  (jian ji ji ) �Q����  (qiang ji ji ) �H ����  (hong 

zha ji), Y ���� (yun shu ji� � 
 
 J-5 Characteristics The J-5 is a single-seat single engine jet fighter designed as an 
interceptor with a ground attack capability. Its physical characteristics are summarized in Table 
1.  
    

))))****++++ ������������ D ×ë ä-�����
Æ  Ç¡¢�£¤Æ ÌD¥Æ î¦ð Û§�¨� Ç©¥ª«ßÌ ¬ î §Ì®¯°;<±² Û³´µ- î  
 
Table 1:  J-5 Physical and Performance Characteristics  ¶ n¶n¶ n¶n···· oooo ppppqqqq ¸¹º»¼½¸¹º»¼½¸¹º»¼½¸¹º»¼½  

Dimensions ¾¿ ÀÁ¾ ) Length (M) Â  Ã  11.36 

 Height  ÂÄ  3.80 

 Wing Span   ÅÆ 9.60 
 Wing surface area (M2) ÅÇÈ  25 
 Wing swept angle (degrees) ÉÊ  45 

Weights  ËÌ ÀÁÍ Î Max. take off weight (KGm) ÏÐÑÒÓÔ  6,000 

 Normal take-off weight (KGm) ÕÖÑÒÓÔ  5340 

Fuel Capacity  ×Ì ØÁÍÙ    

       Internal (KGm) ÚÛÜÔ  1170 
       With external fuel tanks (KGm) ÝÜÞ  1834 
Maximum load (KGm) ÏÐßàÓÔ áâã ä 2130 
Performance characteristcs åæçè   

    ÏÄéê áâë /ìí  
ä

 Maximum speed (at 3,000M) Km/Hr 1145 

    îÒéê  Cruising speed (Km/Hr) 800 

    ÏÐïðñ áâò /ó ä Max. climbing rate (M/sec) 75.8 

    ôõðö áâò ä Practical ceiling 16,000 

    Ï Ð ÷ ø áù Ý Ü Þ ä      áÝÜÞ ä  -  áâë ä 
Max. range-with no ext. fuel tanks (Km) 
                  with external fuel tanks (Km) 

1020 
1560 

   
J-5 Armaments  Before the era of air-to-air missiles, fighters in the US Air Force generally rely 
on heavy fire power for dogfights by equipping fighters with four to six 50-caliber heavy 
machine guns. The J-5, being Soviet in origin, adapts a different approach; it relies on large 
caliber guns for fire power.  The J-5 is equipped with two 23 mm canons on the right side of the 
nose and one 37 mm canon on the left side.  It turned out that the combination of two different 
caliber guns was a bad idea as one can not use a single gun sight for guns with different 
trajectories. There are two pylons under the wings to carry two (2) 250 KGm bombs. Later 
models of the J-5 were equipped with radar to make it into a night fighter as well as an 
all-weather interceptor.      
 )))) ****++++ úûüýúûüýúûüýúûüý âú âþÿ�� �0 Ìðè Û"��� âãÌ��� ÛÊËÌã	Æ Ì��ä
 �c� ëì ��ÌÍÆ �� î	æD ×ë äö÷ÌB� Û��� ÿ¦Ì��Ç�h���Ì�� îD ×ë ÌÆ���Rßñ�  í !"�# ÛÆ�$�TRß-� íÙ !"�# î�Ç��% ÛRßñ�ÿ ¦�� Ì�#ä&fÌ'( î)*ñ�ÿ ¦�� Ì�#ÿ¯ ¦-ò+, - îD ×ë Æ .Ì/�0ñò1 -23 Û̈ �4 5ñ6  ëì X7Ðÿ î�ÇÌ
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Î8�Rß�� Û9D ×ë S*: ;<=>?@AB C
   
The J-6: The J-6, Fig. 2, was produced by the Shenyang Aircraft Corporation based on the 
Soviet Mig-19.  It was first flown in September 1959, but the aircraft was not mass produced 
until 1962 due to the negative impact of the Great Leap Forward, a very disruptive 
political/economic movement which took place in the late ‘50s. The successful mass production 
of the J-6 was important to China for many reasons: (1)  the J-6 became the main fighter aircraft 
for the PLAAF for the next 40 years, (2) it ushered in the supersonic age, (3) close to 4,000 
aircraft were produced, including exports to a half-dozen foreign countries (See Table 2b).   
This aircraft was so successful that a number of variants, Table 2a, were designed and produced 
to satisfy various functions: 
 DDDD EEEEFFFF GGGGH@ IJ KLMN L O PQRS TU V WXYIZ[ K@AB\] V Ĉ _O`abB cdCef bB ghihjhklgmn b Lo pqghrNjstuvwxU Cyz{| Ley} V~� LO� � Wv� � K� ���� ������� ���� ��� ������ �����  ¡�¢£¤ �¥� ¦§ ¨ �©�ª« ��������¬®¯°±² ³´ µ¶ ��·�¸ ¹º»¶ ¼½ �¾¿�À ÁÂ �Ãº»�Ä� ��ÅÆ§ ��¬�ÇÈ ����� É�ÊÃËÌÍÎ � ������ÏÐ Ñ �ÒËÓÔÌÕ �Ö×Ø �ÓÔÌ ÙÚ¿¹� �Û �
 Table 2a.   Principal J-6 variants   ÜÝÜÝÜÝÜÝ a 

J-6A    All-weather radar-equipped interceptor with two 30mm cannons.   Þ
-6A    ßàáâãä åæç åèé

30êëìí î 
 
J-6B    Interceptor with two PL-1 air-to-air missiles. ïPL stands for (pi-li, thunderbolt, in chinese) Þ

-6B   âãä åðñèò óôõ
-1ö÷ø÷ùú î 

 
J-6C   Day fighter version with three 30mm cannon & braking parachute at the base of the rudder  Þ

-6C  ûüÞýä åþé
30êëìí åÿ����ä� å����	
�� î 

 
J-6 Xin  Advanced version of the J-6A with radome for Chinese-made radar.  Þ

-6Xin 
Þ

-6A ��� åÿ���ü�����æç î 
 
J-6III   Single-seat day-fighter prototype.  Þ

-6III  �� ûüÞýä��� î 
 
JJ-6    Two-seat trainer   Þ

-6J   ����ä î                  
JZ-6    Dedicated reconnaissance version     Þ

-6Z   ��ä î 
 
Nanchang Q-5  Extensively redesigned attack aircraft based on J-6.  ��

  Q-5      ! ïÞ -6"#$% å��&ä'()��*ýä î 
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Fig.2.  J-6 formation on Tarmac   7Ý7Ý7Ý7Ý 8888  9:;<9:;<9:;<9:;< ====>>>> -6????@A@A@A@A  
  
Table 2b.  J-6 Physical and Performance Characteristics      ÜÝÜÝÜÝÜÝ b:  ====>>>> -6????<BCDEFGH<BCDEFGH<BCDEFGH<BCDEFGH  

Builder  IJIJIJIJ  Shenang Aircraft Co.    KL&ä'(  

Crew   MNOMNOMNOMNO  one  ��   

Role   PQPQPQPQ    interceptor    âãä  
  capable of attacking ground targets  RýST UV

 

Length  
@WX@WX@WX@WX

 42 ft, 11 in (13.1 m) 

Span    
@@@@YZYZYZYZ

 29 ft, 6 in (9 m) 

Height   [X[X[X[X  12 ft. 0 in.  

Weight \]\]\]\]  ====̂ _`a^_`a^_`a^_`a ???? 9,040kg (loaded)  

Engine  bbbbc@c@c@c@  Two Tumansky RD-9 turbojets with 7,165 lbs. thrust ea. (with afterburner)  

Maximum speed d[eXd[eXd[eXd[eX  900 mph / 1,450 km/h/ Mach 1.35  

Cruising speed 9MeX9MeX9MeX9MeX  590 mph /950 km/h / Mach 0.9  

Ceiling  fgfgfgfg  17900 meters 

Range  hijkhijkhijkhijk  425 mi / 685 km radius hi-lo-hi w/ drop tanks 

Internal Fuel lmnlmnlmnlmn  1732 kg 

Drop Tanks opnqopnqopnqopnq   800 L drop tank with 639kg of fuel for 138nm range  
1140 L drop tank with 911kg of fuel for 197nm range 

  

Armament  rsturstursturstu
 

2 or 3 NR-30mm Cannon   ìí  
2 Type 1 250 kg bombs or  vú  
8x57 rocket pod and 2 800 L drop tanks (923nm) ìw  
2 PL-2 AAM and 2 1140 L drop tanks (1029nm) ÷ø÷ùú  
2 ARS 212 rockets and 2 800 L drop tanks (923 nm)  

Sensor  xysxysxysxys  Izmrud radar, RWR, Basic bombsight  
æç åzú{|}  

User Countries ~�~�~�~� ====>>>> -6????<��<��<��<��  
 

Albania (J-6)   �� ���            
Bangladesh (J-6) ����  
Burma (J-6)  ��  
Cambodia (F-6) ���  
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North Korea (J-6) ��  
Pakistan (J-6) ����  

  
The J-7: In 1964, China received from the former Soviet Union license to manufacture the 
Mikoyan Mig-21, which China had designated as the J-7, Fig. 3. In principle, this aircraft has 
numerous advantageous characteristics such as a light airframe to enable high speed and 
maneuverability, simplicity in design for low cost production and maintenance.  But in reality, 
the proto-type Mig-21 contained some major design shortcomings which proved to be a  
long-term financial and technical liability for the PLAAF. The Mig-21 was originally designed as 
a high altitude and high speed interceptor, but its limited capability to carry heavy loads of 
armament  
 

 
Fig. 3.  J-7 Formation of Tamarc  7�7�7�7� 88889:;<9:;<9:;<9:;< ====>>>> -7????@A@A@A@A  

 
and fuel, plus its notorious unreliability severely limited its combat performance.   
 Initially, Shenyang Aircraft Corporation was responsible for the production of the J-7, but 
eventually as the requirement of aircraft increased, both the Chengdu Aircraft Corporation and 
the Guizhou Aircraft Corporation were engaged in the production of the J-7. By the late ‘60s or 
early ‘70s, the Shenyang Aircraft Corporation delivered the first batch of 27 aircraft to the 
PLAAF but was rejected by the military due to the poor quality of these aircraft. Such a 
miserable performance of the J-7 project had a number of causes. The utmost culprit was 
incomplete technical information from the former Soviet Union as the political alliance between 
the two countries has ceased to exit and all technical assistants were withdrawn from China. 
Most likely, much of the developmental work on the J-7 had to rely on the difficult process of 
reverse-engineering.  To make an already difficult situation even more unmanageable, the tragic 
so-called Cultural Revolution broke out in 1966. The hostile political undercurrent plus the lack 
of resources, both financial and advanced machine tools almost doomed the effort of 
manufacturing the Mig-21 in China. It was not until a full ten years later, 1980-1982, the J-7 
finally met the military’s qualification requirements and a total of 187 J-7 went into service.  
The performance characteristics of a latter variant, the J-7E, is shown in Table 3. 
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 ���� �������� ���¹Ã» ������ É��  ¡ �¢��£¤�� �¥¦ �· ©��§¨ �©ª ���«¬¨« ���®§ ���¯��°Ò �±²³ �¥¦ �· ©���«´µ¶¤·¸ ¹��§¨ �º�»¼½ �¾º�²¿À �³´ÁÂ ÃÄ �º��ÅÆÇÈÉÊ �ËÌÍÎÏ �ÐÑÒÓ �ÔÕÖ³ ��¥¦ �·©��ÇÈ ×ØÙ� Ú�ÛÜ �º�Ý¬ÞÂß�àáÌ �Ô �Ï ¬Ââ�ß��ã � º�½ä¨åæ�çè���éê�ë �ìíîï ��ð ����¯�ñÆ§ ��¬òó� �ô �õó�ö÷³¨ø ù�úÙ� ���¯��Ô ûü ¬ý¡� ��â¨ �þ�Æÿ³¨ø ù���³¨ø ù������Â �¿ É¹º»¶Â ���º»¶� ��ö÷³¨ø ù�	
¬����Ðº�Ì ���¯��Ô�������� �����  !"#$ %& �'()* +, �-./012�034 � �56 789 :; <=> ?@ABCD��EFG HI �J KLMN OP QORSTUVUW XYZ[\] T̂U_`a ORVbcdefVghijklR m̂nop qrstuv wVxy ẑ{|}~S��� �V�� ^������V��� Q��d��� ����� K�MN Q������� Qp |¡¢V£¤V¥¦S�§ ^̈ ©ªp«¬« ® ^�¯J K�°±²N³¢´µ¶K�·±M¸¹º»V q¼½¾ ŵ ¿ q¼½¾À wÁÂÃVÄÅÆÇ QÈÉÃÊ ^
Table 3.  J-7E Physical and Performance Characteristics  ËÌËÌËÌËÌ Í ÎÍ ÎÍ ÎÍ ÎÏÏÏÏ -6ÐÐÐÐÑÒÓÔÕÖ×ØÑÒÓÔÕÖ×ØÑÒÓÔÕÖ×ØÑÒÓÔÕÖ×Ø   
General characteristics  ÙÚ×ØÙÚ×ØÙÚ×ØÙÚ×Ø   

     Crew  ÛÜÝ   1    Þß  
     Length    àáâ  14.88 m     ãä   
     Wingspan   àåæ  8.32 m       ãä  
     Height        çâ  4.10m        ãä  
     Wing area   åèé  23 m^2      ãêä  
     Empty Weight    ëì  íîïð ñ 5,292 kg    ãò  
     Loaded weight   ëì  íóôïð ñ 7,540 kg   ãò  
     Max takeoff weight   õö÷Ûëì  9,100 kg   ãò  
     Engine  øùà   

     Afterburning turbojet úûü  One Liyang Wopen 13F  ýþ ÿ�� -13F�øùà  
     Dry thrust  ���  4.1 kN   ���  
     Thrust with afterburner úû��  66.7 kN   ���  
Performance  ×Ø×Ø×Ø×Ø   

     Max speed           õç	â   2,175 km/h  íã
 /�� ñ 
     Combat range   ���  850 km  íã
 ñ 
     Ferry range       �Û��     2,200 km   íã
 ñ 
     Service ceiling  ����  18,800 m  íãä ñ 
     Rate of climb  õö���  11,700 m/min  íãä /�� ñ 
Armament  ����������������   

     *  ��  30 !"#  
     *  $þå%&'( í)þ 500ãò ñ 
     *  *+,&-./   íã� ñ 
     *  01234�56578  
     *  12x55  9  7x90 !":  ø;<  

*  2  30mm guns 
*  4 under-wing hard-point (500 kg load each) 
*  Centerline station (720 liter drop tank) 
*  PL-2, PL-5, PL-7, PL-9 short-range AAM 
*  12x55mm rocket pod, 7x90mm rocket pod 

Avionics  =>?@=>?@=>?@=>?@  ÿ226A �BC  Dù EFGHIJ  
*  Type 226 PD rader 
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 By the early ‘80s, it seemed that the harder they worked to catch up, the further they were 
left behind as the fourth generation (1970-1990) of jet fighters such as the F-14, F-15, F-16 and 
F/A-18 in the USA and the Su-27, Mig-29, and Mig-31 in the former Soviet Union, entered into 
service. Nevertheless, engineering and development efforts for the different types of J-7 
continued unabated until 2004 resulting in no fewer than two (2) dozen variants. Instead of 
producing thousands of aircraft like the successful J-6, it is believed that only about 1,000 J-7 
were produced, including the exported models and about 500 aircraft in the PLAAF. So, it is 
perhaps appropriate to say that, in spite of their valiant effort, all-in-all, the J-7 project represents 
a quixotic victory which in the end, wasted their precious time and resources in the last two 
decades of the millennium.   J K±MNÂWX QYÈ��«¬«® ^ZÁTUS ¡¢Rc[ÊS [\ÂV³¤]^_` QabRV c½ de fc½ dg fc½ dh fc½ di STUV jk½l¾ fm no½lp q ^rsat QORuvfwxyz q¼½¾wV¦{ ^¯J|²²\NÁ} QOR�~yz K|M��\�V q¼½¾ ŵ �� Q�� ��� Q�¤�vf� q¼½hw���� �̂®��� K��¹ ^t��·¹� R��� Q��Vi ��JR� �̂�� �����V��SY�����  K�MN ¡̂ Kt¢V�£ Q¤£S¥£ ^̈ ¦ §¨© QORyz ª¼½¾«p��¬V®¯ ^
  
The J-8: Some publications claim that the J-8 fighter aircraft is a derivative of the 
Mikoyan-Gurevich Ye-152A prototype; but in reality, the J-8 is actually the first indigenously 
designed and manufactured fighter/bomber in China albeit the basic design maybe based on the 
experience they obtained from the J-7 (Mig-21) as the prototype of the J-8 looked like an 
enlarged J-7 (Mig-21).  It is apparent that aviation and military experts in China foresaw the 
basic limitations of the J-7 (Mig-21) due to its light weight (limiting ordinance and fuel loads for 
longer range), they recognized the need for a multi-role fighter which can carry out not only high 
altitude intercepts but also a fighter for mid and low altitude combat with ground attack 
capability.  Thus, a project to develop a twin-engine multi-role fighter heavier then the J-7 was 
initiated as early as 1964 (conception formulation) and engineering development started in 1965.  
Again, like the J-7 effort, the J-8 project did not progress smoothly as it was buffeted by the 
political turmoil of the Cultural Revolution and hobbled by the anemic economy of the era.  
The serious problems they encountered in this project is readily reveal by the fact that the J-8I 
and J-8II (first flew in June 1984) and follow-on models were drastically different.  It appears 
as though they had totally abandoned the J-8I and started all over and re-designed the J-8II and 
other follow-on models.   
  °°°° ±±±±²²²² ³ f´bc�µÁ q¼½iwV¥¦p¶·TUV ª¸¹º «»À½dgl¼ ½¾¤ ^̈ ¿À|q¼½iwp[�¹ ORÁÂ¥¦SyzV£¤ �̂� Q�¤ÃV¥¦Syz Q�Äp¶·���yz q¼½¾wQr q̧ » ½l dwÅ�VYÆ §¾�V �̂X q¼½iwV�¾ QÇ�È�ÉtV q̧ » ½ld ŵ ÈÊË QORV�§� �S³ÌÍ ÎÏÐÑÒÓÔ ÕÖ×Ø ÙÚÛÜ ÝÞßÒàáàâ ÝãäåæçèÚéêëìí îïð ñòóôõßäö ÷øùú Ýûü øýþÿ øõ Ý�����Ú���õß î

The most noticeable difference between the J-8I and the J-8II is the nose area of the two 
aircraft (Figs. 4a and 4b).  The nose air inlet of the J-8I is replaced by a solid nose cone in the 
J-8II to accommodate the radar antenna. The air inlets for the J-8-II have been moved to the sides 
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of the fuselage.  Another indication that they were encountering serious technical development 
problems with the J-8 was that the Chinese Government signed a memorandum of understanding 
with the American aircraft company Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation to upgrade 50 
J-8II in the ‘80s. This usual military cooperation was possible in the early ‘80s because the 
United States wanted an ally which can contain the expanding power of the former Soviet Union 
in the Far East. However, such a deal was never consummated due to a number of reasons. The 
Chinese government deemed the cost of upgrading 50 planes at a cost of $500M US dollars too high; 
and a more likely determining factor was that by the late 80s, the Soviet Union was unraveling fast and 
the United States no longer need any security partners and therefore selling advanced military equipment 
to China was no longer considered a prudent thing to do. ���� ��� ���� �������� !"#$ �$% �&'�() * (+ �,���� ���-./ 01$% 23 4��� ��5�-./ 6$7�"8 29:;<=>?@ABC DEFGHIJKLMNOPQ RSTU VWXYZ@[\ D]^_`a bc dbefge@h9i j Rk lmn oijVp qGrstu dvwxbeyz{_| RSTU V@}~ D�H���@bg�I����@�� d���ge����GH��]������@���� D��H� ��F ¡ DG¢£¤qbe¥¦§{¨g©ª« D¬F¢X q^_`a® d�� ¯°±² dge¯³��´µ�� D]¶H·¸ d¹geº¢ d» beo�y ¼½¾� d£Gr³¿@ÀÁ D
                                                                                        

  
Fig. 4a  J-8I      ÂÂÂÂ 4aÃÃÃÃÄÄÄÄ -8I                            Fig. 4b  J-8II   ÂÂÂÂ 4bÃÃÃÃÄÄÄÄ -8II  

Variants of the J-8  Series  ÅÅÅÅÄÄÄÄ -8IÆÆÆÆÇÈÇÈÇÈÇÈ  

J-8   ÉÊ -8Ë1969 ÌÍÎÏÐÑ ÒÓÔÕÖ×ØÙ ÉÊ -7ËÚMig-21ÛÒ. 
First flew on July 5, 1969. Initial day fighter variant, resembles an enlarged MiG-21. Equipped with 2 x 
WP-7A turbojet engines 

 
J-8I   ÉÊ -8IË1981 ÌÍÎÏÐÑ ÒÜÝÙÞßàáâ Ò 

First flew in April 24, 1981. Improved all-weather version.   
 
J-8E  ÉÊ -8EËã ÉÊ -8IËÙ ÉäÌ ËÜåæ Ò 

Mid-life upgrade for J-8I.  
JZ-8 (J-8R)  ÉÊ -8RËçèâ Ò 

Reconnaissance version of J-8. 
J-8ACT  ÉÊ -8ACTË1990 ÌÐÑ ÒãÎéêëâ ìíîïðíñòóôÑõö÷ Ò 

First flew on June 24, 1990, fly-by-wire testbed aircraft.  

J-8II  Series  ÅÅÅÅÄÄÄÄ -8II ÆÆÆÆÇÈÇÈÇÈÇÈ  
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J-8II  ÚÊ -8IIÛ1984 ÌÐÑ ÒÚÊ -8IÛÜÝæ Ò 
First flew on June 12, 1984. Improved J-8I prototype with redesigned nose/front section and fuselage. 
Replaced nose air inlet with solid nose . 

J-8II Batch 02 (J-8IIB)   1989 ÌÐÑ ÒÉÊ -8IIËÜåæ Ò 
First flew in Nov 1989, improved J-8II  

Peace Pearl J-8 (J-8II) ÚÊ -8II Û������ Ò	
���åõÜÝ 50 � ÚÊ -8IIÛì��î����� Ò 
During the Sino-US cooperation era, up to 50 J-8IIs was to be delivered to the US for upgrades and 
installation of AN/APG-66(v) radar and fire control system for US$500 million, under the Peace Pearl 
program. However the project was cancelled and only about 24 J-8II was produced. 

J-8IIACT  ÚÊ -8IIACTÛ1988 ÌÐÑ Òñòóôêëâ Ò 
First flew in 1988, fly-by-wire testbed and technology demonstrator.  

J-8IID  ÚÊ -8IIDÛ  1990 ÌÐÑ Ò���ä����� Ò 
First flew on November 21, 1990, modified J-8B with fixed refuelling probe and updated avionics.   

J-8IIM (F-8IIM)  ÚÊ -8IIM Û1996 Ì���
����� ! Ò��"#$%&�'�ö÷ Ò (áâã)*æ+ ì�,-./01 Ò 
Unveiled in Zhuhai Air Show 1996, export version of J-8B with Russian Phazotron Zhuk-8II PD radar (70 
km range), R-27R1 (AA-10) AAM and Kh-31A (AS-17) anti-ship missile. Failed to attract any export 
customers and no domestic orders  

J-8IIM (2006)  ÚÊ -8IIM ÛÍ2Ï����) Ò 
At Zhuhai Air Show 2006, a newer version of the J-8IIM was put on display with upgraded systems. 

J-8IIF (J-8F)  ÚÊ -IIF Û2000ÌÍÎÏÐÑ Ò��3Ù45 ÚWP-13BIIÛ67â8�ä��� Ò 
First flew in 2000, J-8H with WP-13BII powerplant, in-flight refueling probe.  

 
Table 4.  Statistics below represent the model of the Shenyang J-8 / J-8 II series of aircraft. 9:9:9:9: ÃÃÃÃ ;<;<;<;< ====ÄÄÄÄ 8/ÄÄÄÄ -8II >>>>ÇÈ?@ABCDÇÈ?@ABCDÇÈ?@ABCDÇÈ?@ABCD  

 Basic Information:    EFGHEFGHEFGHEFGH  
  Series Designation:  Shengyang J-8 / J-8II   ÇÈIJÇÈIJÇÈIJÇÈIJ ÃÃÃÃKL ÉÊ -8 /

Ê
-8IIË 

  Classification Type:  Multirole Aircraft   MNMNMNMN ÃÃÃÃOPQáâ  
  Contractor:  Shenyang Aircraft Company   RSRSRSRS ÃÃÃÃKLÑâ�  
  Initial Year of Service:  1985   TUVWXTUVWXTUVWXTUVWX ÃÃÃÃ1985Ì  
  Crew:  1   VWYCVWYCVWYCVWYC ÃÃÃÃ1 
Performance Z[Z[Z[Z[  
  Powerplant:  2xLiyang (Guizhou) WP-13AII 
Turbojets with afterburner with 14,815 lbs of thrust. 

  \]@\]@\]@\]@ ÃÃÃÃ^_45 WP-13AII (̀ a ) 
                      b7c d14,815 e  

  Maximum Speed:  1,452 mph (2,338 km/h)   TfghTfghTfghTfgh ÃÃÃÃ1,452 ij  / kl  Ú2,338 
j  /k   

                                    l ) 
  Maximum Range:  1,367 miles (2,200 km)   TmnoTmnoTmnoTmno ÃÃÃÃ1,367 ij    Ú2,200

j Û 
  Service Ceiling:  66,27 ft  (20,200 m)   pqrspqrspqrspqrs ÃÃÃÃ 65,650 it  Ú20,200 

t Û 
  Initial Rate of Climb:   39,370 ft/min    
            (11,999 m/min) 

  urvurvurvurv ÃÃÃÃ39,370 it  wx   Ú11,999 
t   wx Û 

Dimensions yhyhyhyh  
  Length:    70.8 ft  (21.59 m)   @z@z@z@z ÃÃÃÃ70.8 it   (21.59  

t ) 
  Wingspan:    30.64 ft  (9.34 m)   {|{|{|{| ÃÃÃÃ:    30.64 it   (9.34 

t ) 
  Height:    17.75 ft   (5.41 m)   @f@f@f@f ÃÃÃÃ17.75 it   (5.41 

t ) 
  Empty weight:   21,649 lbs  (9, 820 kg)   }~}~}~}~ ÃÃÃÃ21,649 e  (9, 820 

e ) 
  Max. take-off weight:  39,242 lbs (17,800 kg)   Tm��~Tm��~Tm��~Tm��~ ÃÃÃÃ39,242 e   (17,800 

e ) 
Armament ����������������  
  Hardpoints:  7   

:�{����:�{����:�{����:�{���� :  7 
  Various weapons:  1  23mm cannon 
        Air-to-air infrared mid-range missiles 
        Air-to-ground rockets 

  AB��AB��AB��AB�� ÃÃÃÃ 
                  23 ����Î�  
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        gravity bombs                   
����Ó���

 
                  

�����  
                  �÷���      

 
J-10: The J-10 (Figs. 5a and 5b), designed by the Cheng Aircraft Design Bureau and 
manufactured by the Cheng Aircraft Industry Company, represents an important milestone in 
Chinese military aircraft development for the following reasons: 
 (1) This is the first aircraft where the intellectual properties involving all mechanical parts, 
software and hardware subsystems are indigenous. It is rumor out side of China that the  
early batch of the J-10 will be powered by a Russian engine, the AL-31FN and later models will 
be powered by a Chinese engine, the “Tai-Hang” WS-10A (WoShan) .  
 (2) Modern technology such as digital systems, fly-by-wire control, navigation system, 
weapon systems control, etc. are widely used. 
 (3) The J-10 is truly a multi-role fighter with the capability of carrying a large variety of 
ordnance (Fig. 5c). Its aerodynamic performance and war fighting capability are approaching or 
exceed those of the 3rd generation aircraft in the West such as the F-16.  
 (4) The J-10 engineering development effort was initiated in the late ‘80s and after more 
than a decade of hard work, they were rewarded with an excellent product which they can be 
proud of.  Unlike the disappointing experiences with the J-7 and J-8, the technical and 
management teams gain invaluable experience and, even more important, self-confidence from 
the J-10 development effort.  

 ���� ���� �������� � �� �  ¡�¢£ ¤¥ ¦ ¤§ ¡¨ ©ª«¬®¯°®¯ ±² ©ª«¬³ ´µ¶¦·¸ ¹��º�  ¡»¼½ ±¾ ¿À»ÁÂÃ ÄÅ ÆÇÈ ±̈ ÉÊË ÌÍ»ÎÏÐ ¹ÑÒ ©ÓÔ Õ�É¡Ö×Ø ±Ù®¯Ú½Û ±ÜÝ»Þßà ±áâ ãäåæ çèéêëìíîïðñòì óôõ ö÷ø ùúûüýþÿ ö��û��ÿ��� �� 	û 
�� ��� ö����� �úû ��� �����
 �� ���� � �û!" ö#$%& '( ö)*+,-� ö./ '( ö01+, '(2 ö34567 ��8 ��9��� ��:;<=û>7?ûþÿ �@AB CDEû �01 �FG HI ��ôJK -�LAMþNOPQ ö3 RST�MUõ VPûW8Xþÿ ö# YZ�û�� �[ ��\��9��� �û"]�^�_`abcXd �Sõb>cûef öghi`jkl münopûúqrst �u �9�v ö9�w �ûxyûSz{ | ö�9��� �ûl}~"]� ��� �C� m��� s� �����ûS� ö��� �ô�û � 
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Fig. 5a.   J-10 taking off                              Fig. 5b.  Operational J-10s on the tarmac. ��������

A � �� �� �� �     10¡¡¡¡¢£¤¢£¤¢£¤¢£¤
                                    

��������
B����¢¥¦§¢¥¦§¢¥¦§¢¥¦§ ����     -10¡¡¡¡ 

 

 
Fig. 5c.  J-10 armaments ¨©¨©¨©¨©

Cª «ª «ª «ª «¬¬¬¬ -10®¯°±²³´®¯°±²³´®¯°±²³´®¯°±²³´  
  

Estimated specifications of the J-10  µµµµ¶¶¶¶ 10 ····̧ ¹º»¸¹º»¸¹º»¸¹º»
 

General characteristics (due to the highly classified nature of this aircraft, the following data are only 
estimates at best.)      
 ¼½¾¼½¾¼½¾¼½¾¿¿¿¿

   ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊÂËÌÍÎ ÏÐÑÆÒÓÔÕÖ×ØÙÉÚÛÜÝÞ ß
 

*  Crew (àá ):   1  (basic), 2 (trainer variant)     âã ÏäåÅ
-æã   

*  Length(
Åçè

):  16.5 m (54 ft) 

*  Wingspan(éêë ):  11.3 m   

*  Height(
Åìè

):   6.0 m  

*  Wing area(
Åíîï

):  45.5 m^2 

*  Empty weight(ðñ):  8,000 – 9730 kg  
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*  Useful Load(òóñÖ):  5,5000 kg 

*  Max. takeoff weight(ôõö÷ñ ):  19,277 kg  

*  Power Plant(øùúøùúøùúøùú ):   1  AL-31FN  or  Woshan WS-10A “Taihang” turbofan 

(ûü )AL-31FN  ý þÿ   �� WS-10A ����  

Dry thrust(ðÜ�):   89.43  kN(���)   (20,052 lbf	 )    

Thrust with afterburner(
�� ): 129.4 kN(��� )  (29,101 lbf	 ) 

                                  �          

Performance   ���������������� 
 

*  Maximum speed(���������������� ):  Mach 2.0 at altitude; Mach 1.2 at sea level 

*  Combat radius(����������������):  750+ km 

*  Maximum range(���������������� ):  2,940 km 

*  Service ceiling(��������):  20,000 m 

*  Thrust/weight ratio    ! ! ! ! /"#$%"#$%"#$%"#$%(with afterburner) :  8.9 
 

Armament   &'()&'()&'()&'()  
 

*  guns:   2 x 23 mm internal cannon  *+*+*+*+ ,,,,23 -.   2  /  

*  Hardpoints: 11                 úúúú01 2301 2301 2301 23 444411 5  

*  Missiles and bombs:     67676767 888897979797 8888*:*:*:*:;;;; 

 ** Air-to-air:  PL-8, PL-9, PL-11, PL-12  <=<>? � @AB -8
Ï
9
Ï
11
Ï
12C  

** Air-to-surface: PJ-9, YJ-9K, 90 mm unguided rocket launcher pods<=DEFG>?Þ  
** Bombs: Laser guided bombs (Lt-2), glide bombs (LS-6), unguided bombs HIJEKF ÏLMKF ÏNOKFÞ 

 
FC-1 (Fierce Dragon) / JF-17 (Thunder)  
The FC-1/JF-17 is being developed by the Chengdu Aircraft Industry Corporation (CAC) in 
partnership with Pakistan Aeronautical Complex (PAC).  The Chinese designated this new 
aircraft FC-1 (China Fighter 1) and dubbed it “Fierce Dragon”. It is entirely possible that it will 
be re-designated as J-9 when it enters operational service in the PLAAF.  The Pakistanis on the 
other hand, designated it as JF-17 (Joint Fighter 17) and dubbed it “Thunder”, see Figures 6a and 
6b.   
 PQPQPQPQRRRR SSSS TTTTUVUVUVUV WWWWXXXX YPYPYPYPRRRR SSSSZZZZ TTTT[[[[\\\\ WWWW�I� �]^�� �v � �l3-ÿ_ `�� �abcd �efgh i jklimnopq rklstup vwxpyq rz{ vjr|}~� v�imnopq r��st �� v�wxpyq r�� v����� � � j
 
This project is expected to cost about US$ 500 million, with the amount equally divided between 
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China and Pakistan.  The cost per aircraft is expected to  in the neighborhood of US$ 15-20 
million.  Pakistan has announced that it intends to procure 150 JF-17, but this number may 
easily go up to 300.  The JF-17 will replace Pakistan’s F-7 (J-7) and the French-made Mirage 
III/V currently in service.  Potential countries which may procure the JF-17 include Azerbaijan, 
Egypt, Malaysia, Bangladesh, Nigeria, Burma, Zimbabwe, Morocco and Algeria. 
 ����� ¡ ¢£¤¥¦ �§¨© ª«¬¨ ®¯°±² ³´µ¶·¸¹º»¼½±¾¿ÀÁÂÃ¾ÁÄÅ ³ÆÇÈÉÊ ËÌÍÎÏÐÑÒÓÔ ÕÖ× µ ØÙ§¨© ªÚÛÜÝÞßà×× µ ³áâã Õä Òåæçè¸ ØÙéêëì ¸ Æíî ïãä Ëðñòó¸ Æôõ ööö÷ø Ë³ùúû âãÕä üýþ¸®ÿ� ��É� ���� ��	
� ��Þ �� ��� ��� ��ÇÏ� ����ð����� ³
 

Specifications (FC-1/Jf-17)  ������������ ���������������� ! ! ! !
 

 

General Characteristics  "#"#"#"#$$$$%%%%  
 
 *  Crew:  1 pilot    &' (  )*  
 *  Length:  14.97 m  (49 ft 1 in)   +,-   
 *  Wingspan:  9.46 m (31 ft 0 in)  +./  
 *  Height:   4.77 m (15 ft 8 in)        +0  
 *  Empty weight:  6,450 kg  (14,220 lb)   12  
 *  Loaded weight:  9,100 kg  (20,062 lb)  342  
 *  Max takeoff weight:  12,400 kg  (27,337 lb)   567829  
 *  Powerplant:  1 Russian-made RD-93 turbofan :;+ (<= D-93 
 
Performance >?@A>?@A>?@A>?@A   
 

*  Max speed:  Mach 1.8  (1,120 mph) at high altitude  50B- (CDE=1.8 
 *  Ferry range:  3,000 km (1,864 mi)   )FGF  
 *  Service ceiling:  16,700 m  (54,790 ft)  HI  
 
Armament   JKLMJKLMJKLMJKLM  
 
 *  One twin-barrel 23 mm cannon  NOPQ 23RSTU  
 *  Short range PL-9 air-to-air missiles  VFWXW YZ[ -9\]^  
 *  Bombs:  Laser guided bombs and gravity bombs _`a]b^ cdefb^  
 
Avionics ghij��ghij��ghij��ghij��  
 

*  Chinese produced radar  klmn_o  
 *  Global Positioning System pqrste  
 *  Head-up display, infra-red search and track system, night-vision goggle capability 
        uvwxy cz{|}~���te c�����  
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Fig.6a. FC-1/JF-17 fighter in 

Chinese/Pakistani marking ����
-6A����FC-1/JF-17 ���/���  

 
Fig. 6b.  FC-1/JF-17 in Pakistani marking ����

-6B���� JF-17 ��������  
 

 
J-11/SU-27/Su-30  
 
In the late ‘80s, Chinese military authorities saw clearly that in spite of their intense efforts in 
developing a modern jet fighter, there is nothing in their inventory, including their most current 
model the J-8II, can match American aircraft such as the F-14,  F-15, F-16 and F-18.  They 
needed to arm their air force as quickly as possible with more modern equipment.  Toward this 
end, high-level negotiations between China and the former Soviet Union over a possible fighter 
deal began in 1990.   By 1992, Russia delivered 26 aircraft to China, including 20 single-seat 
Sukhoi Su-27SK and 6 two-seat Su-27UBK, which the PLAAF designated as the J-11,  (Figs. 
7a, 7b). 
 ���� ����         ¡¢£¡¢£¡¢£¡¢£����¤¥¡¢£¦¤¥¡¢£¦¤¥¡¢£¦¤¥¡¢£¦§§§§¨©Íª©«¬¸®¯°±µ±Ô¸²¶ ØÙß ³´«¬µ Ø¶·¸ÌÍ¯¹ÐÑºü¸²¶ Øÿ�ÐÑ»±¸Æï ¼ ööËØ½ü±µÜ¾¿
¸¸²¶ ØÀÁ¸ âãÕÂ ØâãÕÖ Øâã ÕÃ Ä ØÅÆ ¸ ³ÐÑ ÇÈÉÊËÌ¶Í¹æÎ ³ÏÐê ÕÑÑ× ¬ ¶ÒÓ ÔÕðÖ×ØûÙÓ ÚÛÔ²¶¸ÜÝÔÞßà ³ß ³ ÕÑÑá ¬ Ø¶â×ØÓÔ ³Ã«ãµä±å¸²¶ Øÿ�Ã«µæç Æ×è ãáäéêËðãµëç Æ×è ãáäìíêË³§¶Íê ¶î·¸ïðñ ÆïãÕÕË³ Æòó ô Øó õË

The Sukhoi Su-27 is the twin-engine front-line fighter aircraft designed by the Russian 
Sukhoi Design Bureau in the late 1970s as a counter to the U.S. third-generation air-superiority 
fighters such as F-14 and F-15. Originally kits were delivered to Shenyang Aircraft Corporation 
for assembly, but over time there were to be increasing Chinese components in the aircraft, with 
up to 70% of all Su-27 in the PLAAF to be Chinese-made.  It has been rumored that China has 
received authorization from the Sukhoi Design Bureau to make re-designed upgrades of the 
aircraft on their own.  Æ×è ãáäËñÖ×Ø Æ×èö¶÷Üø Ë÷Ü¸ùüë¯ú¶ ä±å²¶ ³ª¸ñû	û°Á¸äüæ²¶ ØÀ ýâã ÕÂ �âãÕÖ �â ÕÃ ³Öþ¸±ÿ²¶ñâ×ØÔ ����� Ø� «íîö¶� ��ù 	
�þ ��ö��� ����� ���� 	���� ���� !" #$%&' �()*� !" #+,-./�0�12 	

The limitations of the Su-27, however, soon became apparent to the PLAAF. As a  
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Fig. 7A J-11 landing on runway(????-7A @@@@ -11ABCABCABCABC )     Fig. 7B J-11 flying in formation(????-7B @@@@ -11DEFGDEFGDEFGDEFG )  
 
single mission air superiority fighter, it could only perform secondary attack missions, and lack 
the capability to carry modern attack weapons such as laser guided bombs, air-launched cruise  
missiles and long range air-to-air missiles. By 2004 Chinese authorities had informed the Sukhoi 
Design Bureau that the basic Su-27 can no longer satisfy the Chinese Air Force’s requirement.  
For this reason only a limited number of this basic model was produced. This led to the decision 
to purchase the multirole Su-30MKK. and the Su-30MKK2; the later is capable of carrying 
cruise missiles.   HI�J �KLMNOPQRS TUVWXY Z[\] _̂`ab [cdefghijk[lb m̂\no pSqrs[tu vwx yz{|}~� �MKR{�� }���� M�M}����trs X̂��� � KL���� T����� ZvTUVWXY Z���u�� KLMN[d� �� �_�� � v ¡¢b£ ¤¥¦§ �¨©ª«¬[ T®W¯¯ Ẑ ° ± KLMN²³´µ¶tu[ TUVW·¸¹ºº Z� »UVW·�¹ºº X¼ v½¾g¿À�� }�ÁÂ[ ^
 
 
Possible Directions for Future Developments,  J-XX, J-12 and J-13  ÃÃÃÃÄÅÆÄÅÆÄÅÆÄÅÆÇÈÉÇÈÉÇÈÉÇÈÉ ÊÊÊÊËËËËÌÌÌÌÍÍÍÍÎÎÎÎÎÎÎÎ ÏÏÏÏÐÐÐÐ ËËËËÌÌÌÌÍÍÍÍ ÑÑÑÑÒÒÒÒ ÏÏÏÏÓÓÓÓ ËËËËÌÌÌÌÍÍÍÍ ÑÑÑÑÔÔÔÔ ÏÏÏÏ
  
Any information concerning research and development efforts in the Chinese military is highly 
classified, so any reports in the open literature in the area are sheer speculations at best.  
According to foreign observers, China has already launched its next generation aircraft program 
and Shenyang Aircraft Corporation has been selected to head research and development of the 
next generation fighter, tentatively designated as the J-XX, for the PLAAF.  There is also 
speculation that the J-XX project is actually two independent development efforts being carried 
out by the Shengyang Aircraft Corporation and the Chengdu Aircraft Corporation which 
eventually may be designated as the J-12 and J-13.  Regardless what the actual plans are, some 
of the most critical goals these development efforts must accomplish would include at least 
following: ÕÖ KLN×ØÙ[ÚR v_ÛgÜÖÝÞßà á̂ £âãäåæ[¨çãè vé¶�êg¨çëì í̂î ïLðñòó vKLô �âõÚRö¨q[ab � ¡¢b£ ¤g
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��_���[�� v_����u	
��� T®W Ẑ ���ï¨�ëì v�ç�ñ��� T®WZ��g����[�� �̈ ���g� ¡¢b£ ¤�� v��¨������Û¢b£ ¤� � _̂��b`!��u��� T®W¯X Z� T®W¯· Ẑ �"#�[��g$% v&�ÚR [é' ()*³+, ±ö[�- .
1.  Airframe design////  The highest priority is to build an aircraft with these characteristics. 

  (a)  To achieve a stealthy characteristic by reducing the over-all radar cross-section of 
the aircraft.  This is important because the pilot will be able to detect the enemy and launch 
missiles at the enemy aircraft even before his own presence in known to the enemy. 
  (b)  To reduce aircraft radar-cross-section, body weight and to strengthen airframe 
structure by replacing aluminum and titanium with composite material like carbon fibers.  
 T̈ Z0123012301230123 .456 7dt[ vgÚR�±ö8t[ab ^T9Z:;<=b>[z?@iA v?æ¨ªBCb [d� ^_�8t[7dtg�u=D[ ^BCb[¢E FuGRSlb v�HIGRJK ^»L ¼ MNOPQ�RqSÜ vxT�U ^�<=b>7;mV WXYZ ^

2.  Engine design.  Jet engine design and development are most likely the weakest links 
in the Chinese military aircraft industry as evidenced by the fact that even the latest aircraft, the 
J-10, uses a Russian engine, at least for the early production models.  To develop a world class 
military jet engine, they must accomplish al least the following tasks: 
  (A)  Thrust-to-weight ratio.  The thrush-to-weight ratio must reach the level some 
where between 9 and 10.  That is to say, if the engine produces 10,000 pounds of thrust, its 
weight should not be much more than 1,000 pounds.  
  (B)  Thrust vectoring.  Instead of simply producing thrust power straight back, the 
pilot can control and direct the thrust at some limited angle to the side in order to improve 
aircraft maneuverability.  
  (C)  Supersonic cruising speed.  The engine must be able to provide supersonic 
cruising speed without the use of after-burner so that the aircraft can have a large operating 
range. 
  (D)  Reliability & Maintainability.  The engine must be able to operate reliably 
3,000-4,000 hours before requiring a major over-haul. 
  (E)  Producibility.  The engine must be fairly simple in design so that it can be 
affordably produced by the thousands. 
 T[ ZÆÆÆÆ\023\023\023\023 R]b [ÚR�u!��é^_[¨` _̂�ò]g«a&�[éb[ab T®W¯� Z[R]b vécdge¨f [ v�gghi Lµ j Ú̂R H¨� Lkl[m{R]b v*nop ±ö[qr .T9Z ë]Zs7;tu v R]b [ë]Zs7;tu*³dáwxyz { |̂Qg} .x-R]b [m{Zg¨~� v��7;�u�ê¨�� ^TLZë]�; v R]b [ë]���¥cÖ �½ v��±�Àö���]���¢b [b]tu ^T�Z����¢ v abu���d½� s�?æ���¢E ^_%�±�ö�
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à vabQuæ����a ^T�Z�ht����t v R]bdu��� · v��� x � v��� �
��d��[���� ^
  

T�Z��¦§ v R]b [��d ¡ v���;¦§ ^
 3.  Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) Currently unmanned aerial vehicles are the hottest 
items in the research laboratories and in the international arms market.  The advantages of an 
UAV over a piloted aircraft in a combat environment are rather obvious.  It turns out that the 
more maneuverable an aircraft is, the more unstable it becomes. Since even the best pilots can 
send out about three responses per second to control the aircraft, as aircraft become more and 
more maneuverable, humans will not be able to control it at all.  On the other hand, a computer 
can respond with 10-15 signals per second to control the aircraft.  Then there is the total 
removal of risking a human life in extremely dangerous missions.  Secondary advantages are 
the weight reduction from the pilot’s body mass and the subsystems to support the pilot. 
 T¢¢¢¢ ÏÏÏÏ££££¤¤¤¤¥0¥0¥0¥0 ��¦K¢b¦§áÚ ¨©ªgLkN«¬À vÛg¨�O®¯[c° ±¦K² ³�Mqr´µ¶·¸ ³ ±¹º´ »²¼½¾ ¿ »ÀÁ½¾Â ±ÃÄ²¼½Å¿³Æ² »ÇÈÅÉÊ³ËÌ ÍÎÏÐµ Ñ ±ÃÄÒÓÔÕÖÏÐ ±×ØÙÚ Í »ÛÜ³ÝÞßàÄáÖâãäåæçè ±×ØÙÚ Í »Åéê³ëìí×Ø½î³ïð ±
 
Fighter Aircraft Inventory of the PLAAF The following table shows the estimated fighter 
aircraft that are operational in the PLAAF:ñòóôñòóôñòóôñòóôõõõõöööö÷ø÷÷ø÷÷ø÷÷ø÷ùúûùúûùúûùúûüüüü ýýýýþÿ���þÿ���þÿ���þÿ����������������������� ����

 

Designation 	
	
	
	
 Variants ��������
 

Manufacturer ����
 

Quantity ��������
 

Type ��������
 

4th Generation 

J-13? � --13   Chengdu  ��  In development Multirole stealth fighter ������
 

J-12?� -12   Shenyang  ��  In development Multirole stealth fighter ������
 

3rd Generation 

J-10 �
10 

• J-10  
• J-10S  

Chengdu ��  50~70 Multirole fighter �����
 

FC-1 (JF-17)  !
 

  Chengdu 4 (prototypes) Lightweight multirole fighter ���"#��
 

Su-33   KnAAPO (2) Carrier-based naval fighter 

Su-30MK • Su-30MKK  
• Su-30MKK2  

KnAAPO 100 Multirole fighter-bomber 

Su-27 • Su-27SK  KnAAPO 
IAPO 

36 
40 

Air-superiority fighter 
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• Su-27UBK  
• J-11  

Shenyang 96 

Generation 2.5 

J-8II �
-8II 

• F-8IIM  
• J-8C  
• J-8D  
• J-8F  
• J-8H  

Shenyang ~250 Interceptor fighter 

2nd Generation 

J-8 �
-8 

• J-8 'Day Fighter'  
• J-8I (J-8A)  
• J-8E  

Shenyang ~50 Interceptor fighter 

J-7 �
-7 

• J-7I (F-7A)  
• J-7II (F-7B/M/P)  
• J-7C/D  
• J-7E/G (F-7MG)  

Chengdu 500+ Interceptor fighter 

1st Generation 

J-6 
�

-6   Shenyang Retired012  Interceptor fighter 

J-5  
�

-5   Shenyang Retired012  Interceptor fighter 

MiG-15     Retired012  Interceptor fighter 
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In Memory of Professors James Eells (1926-2007) ��������	
��������	
��������	
��������	
 

and Joseph H. Sampson (1926-2003)          ������������������������������������������������������������������������

Two Pioneers of Harmonic Maps              ��������������������������������������������������� ���� ���� ���� �����
    
           Jen                                                  3
Introduction.   Professor James Eells was born in Cleveland, Ohio, 1926 and passed away in 
Cambridge in February, 2007. He received his Ph.D. at Harvard University under the topologist 
and analyst Hassler Whitney in 1954. He started at the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, 
went on to the University of California at Berkeley, returned to the East Coast for a position at 
Columbia University. He also taught Churchill College, Cambridge and Cornell University. Later, 
he was excited by the freedom and potential of the new University of Warwick, joined the 
mathematics department there and became a professor of analysis and differential geometry in 
1969. He organized the highly successful, year long Warwick symposia "Global Analysis" in 
1971-72 and "Geometry of the Laplace Operator" in 1976-77. He was the first director of the 
International Centre for Theoretical Physics at Trieste from 1986 to 1992. He was a prominent 
professor and innovative mathematician and his mathematical influence on harmonic maps was 
wide-spread internationally. He advised at least 38 graduate students, most of whom became 
academics, e.g., Drs. Luc Lemaire, R. T. Smith, John. C. Wood, F. Grazebrook, Andrea Ratto, etc. 
There are many more throughout the world who owe their careers to him. He retired in 1992, 
moved to Cambridge and continued to work on harmonic maps untill he passed away. On July 20, 
1992, I received a letter from Eells about a joint paper with Andrea Ratto, Harmonic Maps on 
Spaces with Conical Singularities [10] published in the Bulletin of French Mathematical Society, 
which was dedicated to Professors James Eells and Joseph H. Sampson: Dear Dr. Chiang, I have 
just received my copy of Bull SMF 120 - and was most surprised and pleased to read a dedication by you 
and our excellent friend Andrea. What a nice idea! Thank you very much - and all best wishes. Yours 
cordially, James Eells.   
 44445555 6666 789: ;<=>? @ABC D EFGHIJKJ LMNOP Q? BRRS D B TUVGW IXY Z[? @A\] DG^_`abcdefghaijkl=>m nopqhars Z[tuvw?xy<z{|ha} ~��} ~ Q����L�M�`a Q���������`a Z[ ��=?XY�7;a����;`a Z��[�WI��N���M`a� ����� �¡¢ £¤¥ Q¦? @ACA D�§¨©haª�«fg�¬f®=> Z[b ��M`au�? @AS@¯SB D°±�²�³´ µ ¶·¸fg ¹}º»� @ASC¯SS D ¶�x¼<½¾® ¹}º» Z[? @A¿C¯ @AAB DGÀ<ÁÂ� ÃÄ� IÅÆÇÈÆ ÉÊ�Ë Z[ÌÍV ÎÏ=>�Ð�hai Q[ÑÒÓÔÕÖ×IÅ�ØÙ� Z[m ntÚ Û¿ �} ~FÜ`�fÝÞaß Fà Q̈ Éáâ �ã�rs äåæ<rs äçPrs äèé êë ìMrs äíîïðrsñ| ZVòóô×õ öhai÷ ø[aß Fà Z@AAB D C T BR êùúû[ �Äü�ý×þùe[ �aFïðrsÿ �Ä�haÇO� �?� Ihaa»���@R � Q	ÇO
��: ;<=>�x�=> �¶����rs �ù���� Ihaa»@BR ��� Qù°±��� {¡ �����eíîïð �����ÇO Zö�H�� � !°± "���t#�$% !�&'�() Q789: ;< ¹
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Professor Joseph H. Sampson was born in Philadelphia in 1926 and passed away in Paris, France 
in August, 2003. He received his Ph.D. from Princeton University under Professor S. Bochner in 
1951. He worked as a Moore Instructor at M.I.T. afterwards. He was appointed as Visiting 
Assistant Professor at the Johns Hopkins University in 1955-58, appointed as Assistant Professor 
in 1958-63, promoted to Associate Professor in 1963-65 and promoted to Full Professor in 1965. 
Sampson was my adviser at the John Hopkins University where I received my Ph.D. in 1989 and 
the major part of my dissertation was published in [9, 11]. Eells and Sampson were good friends 
for over 40 years. Sampson ever invited Eells to speak on harmonic maps at a colloquium of the 
Mathematics Department at the Johns Hopkins University in 1985. They both were brilliant 
mathematicians and professors. Sampson was an editor of the American Journal of Mathematics 
in 1978-1992 and the chair of the Mathematics Department of the Johns Hopkins University in 
1969-1979. He retired from the Johns Hopkins University in 1990.  *+,x�=>? @ABC D EFGHI-. Ü? BRRÛ D ¿ TUVG�I/0 Z[? @A\@DGxy<z`ab�M1=>m nopqhars Z��[G23Æ4a�Â�5;67 Z��[? @A\\¯\¿ Db*89x:<`a�m;«< =>Æ=> Q@A\¿¯CÛ D?@«A=> Q@ACÛ¯C\ D?@«B=> Zx�=>Ìùb*89x:<`a�rsm n=> Qù? @A¿A Dpqharsa� QùrsÇO�³C�f� ED? �AÜ @@� Z: ;<ex�=>ÌE� ]R DFD�G() Qx� �? @A¿\ DH: ;<�*8 9x:<`ahaªI6ÒÿÔJ Q[KL�MÌ°±NO�hai�=> Zx�=> @AS¿¯ @AAB DÂ�HIhaa�PQR Q@ACA¯ @ASA DÂ�*8 9x:<`ahaª³� Q[? @AAR DST Z

 
      
Harmonic maps were introduced by Sampson in 1952 in the hope of obtaining a homotopy 
version of the highly successful Hodge theory of cohomology. Not long after that his then 
colleague, John Nash (one of three Nobel laureates in Economics in 1994) - both of them were 
Moore Instructors at M.I.T. at the time, proposed a quite different but equivalent definition. F. B. 
Fuller also came upon harmonic maps [29] in 1954. The definition, whether in terms of the 
energy functional or the Euler-Lagrange equations, seems very natural to us today, but it was not 
so obvious fifty years ago.  
 ÒÿÔJ �x�=>? @A\B D�U?V QV«[WXY	ûq�²^ZÆÇ[ ����\] Ẑ _[b23Æ4a���Þ*81` a@AA] Db�c d;efgq ³hÄ i Qj E^ �k |l�;m Zno? @A\] Dpj EÒÿÔJ �BA �Zq;mrs tuvwxyz{|}~���� � ��������� �� �� �� ��������� �
Eells's and Sampson's Collaborative Work.  In 1963-1964, Eells and Sampson did the first
collaborative paper Harmonic Mappings of Riemannian Manifolds [26] (52 pages long) in the 
American Journal of Mathematics, at the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton. This paper is 
usually considered as the pioneer work in harmonic maps. They also did the second joint paper 
Energie et Deformations en Geometrie Differentielle [27] and the third joint paper Variational 
Theory in Fibre Bundles [28]. The main results of Eells-Sampson [26] are: (The follwing text is 
technical, we describe it as easy as possible and don’t translate it into Chinese. ����� ¡¢£¤
THEOREM 1. Let Nn be a Riemannian manifold of non-positive Riemannian curvature and let ft: 
Mm ջNn be a bounded solution of ̍(ft)=∂ ft /∂ t, 0<t< ∞ (̍(f)=Trace Ddf). Then there is a 
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sequence t1, t2, t3, ...of t-values such that the maps fti converge uniformly, along with their first 
order spaces derivatives, to a harmonic map f. 
 
COROLLARY 2. Let N have non-positive Riemannian curvature and let f: Mm ջNn be a 
continuously differentiable map. Let ft be the solution of ̍(ft)= ∂ ft /∂ t, which reduces to f at t=0. 
If f t is bounded as tջ±, then f is homotopic to a harmonic map f’ for which E(f’) ² E(f). In 
particular, if N is compact, then every continuous map Mջ N is homotopic to a harmonic map. 
 
By Sacks-Uhlenback [38], if m=2 and ³2(N)=0, given a map f0: M

m ջNn there is a harmonic 
map f homotopic to f0. The above Eells-Sampson's result was extended to harmonic maps with 
boundary by Hamilton [31]. The condition RN²0 can be replaced by the condition that the 
image of f0= f supports a uniformly strictly convex function; see Jost [37] and Wahl [45]. Schoen 
and Uhlenbeck [39] showed that a bounded energy minimizing map f: M ջN of two Riemannian 
manifolds is regular except for a closed singular ´ set of Hausdorff dimension at most n-3. This 
can be checked in some interesting cases, for instances, if N has non-positive curvature or if the 
image of the map lies in a convex ball of N, we have ´ =µ and any minimizing harmonic maps 
into such manifolds are smooth, which are exactly the cases of Eells-Sampson [26] or 
Hildebrandt-Kaul-Widman [33]. 
 
Eells's Contributions on Harmonic Maps.  Eells had many publications in harmonic maps. 
He co-authored quite a few papers [13-19] with L. Lemaire including three most well-known 
reports: 1. A Report on Harmonic Maps [13], 2. Another Report on Harmonic Maps [17], 3. 
Selected Topics in Harmonic Maps [18]. Afterwards, there were two books on harmonic maps, 
loop groups, and integrable systems by Martin Guest [30] in 1997 and by Frederic Helein [32] in 
2001. Eells also introduced Exponential Harmonic Maps [19] with Lemaire in 1990. He wrote a 
few joint papers with J. C. Wood [22-25] to construct harmonic maps from Riemann surfaces to 
projective spaces and complex grassmannians from 1970s to 1980s and the main results were: 
 
THEOREM 3. There is a bijective correspondence between full isotropic harmonic maps f:Mջ 
Pn C and pairs (µ,k), µ: Mջ Pn C full holomorphic map, k=D”order of f (D’  =D∂/∂z, D” =D∂/∂ z  
denote the (1,0), (0,1) parts of the connection on f-1 TPnC ) given as follows: 
 
(a) µ(z)=( f"k-1 (z)¶ f”1(z))····= f” k-1 (z)····  ̧ f” k (z), l=n-k, 0² k² n , where   

f”:M ¹  Gk+1(C
n+1) is the k-th D”- associated curve of f (resp. f1 :M¹Gl+1(C

n+1) is the l-th 
D’- associated curve ). Conversely, 

(b) f(z)= º µ»¼½ºz¾ ¶ ¿À¼½ºz¾¾···· Á µ»¼½···· ºz)¸µ» (z) , whereµ» (z): M¹Gk+1(C
n+1) is the k-th 

associated curve of µ and ¿ is the polar curve ofµ (the polar curve¿ : Mջ Pn C ofµ
is defined as the antiholomorphic map¿=µÂ¼ÃÃÃÃ····  : Mջ Pn C ¹  Gl(C

n+1).  
 

He also wrote a joint paper with P. Baird [1] and obtained the following result: 
 

THEOREM 4. For a map f: (M,g) ¹  (N,h) between two Riemannian manifolds, the stress- 
energy tensor is defined by Sf = ef g - f* h, where ef =1/2|df|2 . We have divergence ( Sf )= 
-( Äf ,df). (a) If f is harmonic, then Sf is conservative (i.e., div Sf =0). (b) If f is a map which is a 
differentiable submersion almost everywhere on M and if div Sf =0, then f is harmonic. 
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He co-authored a joint paper with A. Ratto in harmonic maps between spheres and ellipsoids [21] 
and a book entitled, Harmonic Maps and Minimal Immersions with Symmetries, [20] published 
by Princeton University Press in 1993. His final monograph, Harmonic Maps between 
Riemannian Polyhedra, co-authored with the Danish mathematician B. Fuglede, was published 
in 2001.    
 
Sampson's Contributions on Harmonic Maps of Kahler Manifolds. In the 1980s, Sampson 
made great breakthrough and contributions on harmonic maps of KÅhler manifolds in his 
publications [40-43]. He used his elegant tensor techniques to show that: a complex KÅhler 
manifold of dimension >1 cannot be minimally immersed in a space of constant negative 
curvature. He also obtained the following results: 
 
THEOREM 5. If f is a harmonic map from a compact KÅhler manifold (M, g) into a KÅhler 
manifold (N,h) of strongly semi-negative curvature, then the (2,0)-part of the full back  µ=f*(ds2N) is holomorphic and RN =0 . 
 
THEOREM 6. (a) If f is a harmonic map of a compact KÅhler manifold into a Riemannian 
manifold of hermitian negative curvature, then µis holomorphic, and we have fÆÇÈÉ =0; RN=0 
(b)Under the conditions of (a), if RN=0 , then d'f maps T'p(M) onto an abelian algebra  a ⊂ PC, 
where P is identified with Tf(p) f(P)}(N). µ=f*(ds2N) is holomorphic, if f is harmonic and M is 
compact. 
 
THEOREM 7. (1) Let N be a Riemannian locally symmetric space whose irreducible local 
factors are all of non-compact or Euclidean type. Then N has hermitian negative curvature. 
(2)(a) The natural embedding of Spn R/Un in SL2n R/SO2n is totally geodesic. (b) A harmonic 
map of a compact KÅ hler manifold into a local symmetric space of type BD I(p,q) has rank ² 
2 if p=1, and ²2q if p=2, qÊ2.  
 
Biharmonic Maps. Biharmonic maps were introduced by Guoying Jiang [35, 36] in 1986. 
Biharmonic maps are the extensions of harmonic maps and they satisfy the fourth order 
non-linear partial differential equations. On March 18, 1994, I received a letter from Eells: 
Dear Prof. Chiang, Greetings from Cambridge! I have seen your reviews of H-A Sun's paper on 
2-harmonic maps (J. Math. PRC. Exp 12(1992)) and reference to another paper and would seek 
your help: Does 2-harmonic means critical map of 1/2ËM | Ì(f)|2? If so, would you be so kind 
as to state for me the precise conditions and formula for compositions proved by Sun and any 
significant example. I am sorry to bother you, but I can't a) read Chinese, even in summary! b) 
find either of Sun's paper. Many thanks, Yours cordially, James Eells. I translated the major part 
of Sun's paper into English and sent it to him immediately. I received a thank you letter with a 
beautiful card about Autumn, King's College, Cambridge on April 4, 1994: Dear Prof. Chiang, 
Thank you very much for the information on biharmonic maps. There is a future in that subject, 
without doubt, All best wishes, Yours cordially, James Eells. Afterwards, I started to study 
biharmonic maps. 
 
We [6] can apply Sampson's tensor techniques to compute the first variation of a biharmonic map 
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which is much easier than Jiang's original computation. A biharmonic map f:M¹  N between 
Riemannian manifolds M and N is a critical point of the bi-energy functional 
 

       E2 (f)=1/2 ÍM ||d+d*)f||2 dv=1/2ÍM ||Ä(f)||2 dv       (1)  
                

In order to compute the Euler-Lagrange equation of the bi-energy functional, we consider a 
one-parameter family of maps {ft} Î CÏ(Mx I, N) from a compact manifold M (without 
boundary)into a Riemannian manifold N such that  ft (x) is the endpoint of a segment starting at 

f(x)(=f0 (x)) determined in length and direction by the vector fieldf& (x) along f(x). For a 

non-closed manifold M we assume that the compact support of f& (x) is contained in the interior 
of N. Then we have:  

dt

d
 E2(f t )t=0 = ÍM (Dt Äf, Äf)t=0 dv               (2) 

 
The Euler-Lagrange equation describing (2): f is a biharmonic map iff the bi-tension field  ÄÐ (f)=Jf (Äf)=Ñ Ä(f)+RN(df,df)Ä(f)=0, i.e., the tension fieldÄ(f) is a Jacobi field.  
In this decade there have been growing interests and progresses in biharmonic maps by R. 
Caddeo, S. Montaldo, E. Loubeau, C. Oniciuc, P. Piu, S.-Y. Alice Chang, L. Wang, P. C. Yang [2, 
3], C. Wang [28, 29, 30], etc. Y. J. Chiang, Robert Wolak and Honan Sun also studied biharmonic 
maps in [4, 6, 7, 8].  
 
Wave Maps. Wave maps are harmonic maps on Minkowski spaces. In this decade, there are 
many new developments in wave maps achieved by S. Klainerman, M. Machedon [46, 47], J. 
Shatah, M. Struwe [49, 50], D. Tararu [44] T. Tao [51, 52], A. Nahmod, A. Stefanov, and K. 
Uhlenbeck [48], etc. After Eells and Lemaire introduced exponential harmonic maps in 1990, 
J.-Q. Hong and Yihu Yang [34] studied exponential harmonic maps and obtained some results in 
1993. Recently, I co-authored a paper Exponential Wave Maps [5] with Yihu Yang, which studied 
the relationships between wave maps and exponential wave maps, and the applications of 
exponential wave maps in relativity. Currently, I am studying "Transversal Wave Maps.” 

    
Final Notes. As a reviewer of Mathematical Reviews (published monthly by American 
Mathematical Society) since 1991, I wrote a review for Eells's publication entitled, "On the 
mathematical contributions of Giorgio Valli" [12]. I wrote an e-mail to him, and received an 
e-mail back from his wife on June 12, 2004: Dear Yuan-Jen Chiang, I am sorry that Jim is not 
very well at the moment and cannot reply to your e-mail. I 'm sure he will write you when he is 
feeling better. Sincerely, Nan Eells. Professor R. Hamilton of Columbia University was the 
originator using Ricci flow to attack the Poincare and Thurston Conjectures about 30 years ago. 
At the 2006 International Congress of Mathematicians in Madrid, he said that his initial 
inspiration came about 40 years ago, when he attended the seminars of James Eells and Joseph H. 
Sampson on Harmonic Maps, who suggested that one might be able to use evolution to attack the 
Poincare Conjecture. About ten years later, Hamilton began to think seriously about the 
possibility and hit upon the idea of using evolution equation called the Ricci flow. Hamilton 
investigated the Poincare problem over 25 years and developed the theory of [the Ricci flow] and 
laid the foundation for Gregori Perelman's work for solving the Poincare Conjecture. Professors 
James Eells and Joseph H. Sampson, the names of these two pioneers will be engraved on 
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all the mathematicians' minds throughout the world, who work on harmonic and wave 
maps for their great and imperishable contributions on harmonic maps forever. 
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MUHAMMAD YUNUS:                !"#$!"#$!"#$!"#$%%%%&'�&'�&'�&'�(((()*+,-.)*+,-.)*+,-.)*+,-. 

BANKER TO THE POOR                ������������������������/012�3456/012�3456/012�3456/012�3456����

  

2006 Nobel Peace Prize Recipient 

 
 
Author:  Dr. Margaret Mi                          ÒÓ Ô Õ}Ö×ØÙÚÛ

Professor of Business Administration                 ÕÜÝÞßàá 
  University of Mary Washington                      âãäå æçè  

 
Translator: Dr. Xiaofeng Zhao                            ¢éê ëìíîïð  

Assistant Professor of Business Administration      ñòóôõö÷
University of Mary Washington øùúû üýûþÿ

All it took was a loan of US$27 to 42 Bangladeshi women who made bamboo furniture to 
begin the journey toward the development of the Grameen Bank.  In 1976, Dr. Muhammad 
Yunus was an economics professor at Chittagong University near the village of Jobra.  The 
women from Jobra had to borrow five taka (nine cents) to produce each stool they made, and had 
to repay the moneylender seven cents, making only a two-cent profit.  Dr. Yunus was successful 
at securing loans from other banks and re-lending the monies to the poor.  He developed a 
unique payment method where “solidarity groups” were formed.  In essence, two of the five 
people in the each group had to repay their loans before the other three people could get loans.  
This informal lending “institution” soon became a recognized bank and was named Grameen, 
meaning village.  The Grameen Bank shared the 2006 Nobel Peace Prize with its founder, Dr. 
Muhammad Yunus, an economist.  A transcript of his Nobel lecture is available online at 
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/2006/yunus-lecture-en.html.  }���� �����	
���ÚÛ� �� ���� ���������� �!"# $%&!' ( )*+,- ./0123456�7 89�:;<;=�>?=@A $56�7���B�CD�EFG H IJ K& "L M)NOP�Q ! "LR )BSETSU � "LVW $/0123XYZ[\]^_`a� )bc�def�7 g $]hi jCklm�� no )pqr stuvwx� $ByQwXCD� vw )vw z{QNO j� |R )\}~Q�F��P� $�k��o�P� s��x����X�CD���F�^_ ����^_ )��4 �7^_ $���^_� ����Q>?=�*+,- .
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/0123L¥ j �¦¦' (�§¨©�ª« $/0123�§¨©¬®F¯�D°±²³ $
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/2006/yunus-lecture-en.html
The Norwegian Nobel committee jointly awarded the prize because Dr. Yunus and Grameen 

Bank created economic and social development from below.  In other words, loaning money to 
start-up businesses was a “grass-roots” effort; a person-to-person endeavor.  To date, the 
Grameen Bank has loaned more than US$6 billion to 7 million borrowers over the last 30 years.  
In addition, the bank has expanded its offerings to housing and educational loans, venture capital, 
and savings accounts.  Gramen Bank does not require any credit checks or prior history of its 
applicants.  It solely judges applicants on what they want to do with the loan to make their 
future better.  This “microcredit” Grameen concept quickly grew into “microfinancing.”  On 
its web site, the bank boasts of reaching over 3 million families in 22 countries with a payback 
rate of 99% (www.grameenfoundation.org). ´µ§¨©¶ ·¸|¹ºA|»§¨©�ª«4¼»/0123����^_hi j[½¸¾¿ÀÁ>?�½¸���Â o $ÃÄ| )�Å�ÆÇÈÉ_� 4CkÊ¿efË�0Ì )4¾»QÍQ|Î�ÏÐ $ÑÒ )���^_¯rÓ� Ô¦ ( z )Õ>Ö ! ×ØQ�Ù j '¦ Ú"#�� $ÛÜ )̂ _OÝÇÞß�³àá�@â� )ãäå æ )ºçèéÇÞ $̂ _êëìíîïðQ�� Ïñ�ò ó )�ôô õîïðQ`a� Rö÷øùú"û $���^_�k svüÏñxýþcÿ� svüÏ�x $̄ \°� )���^ _ � )� Õ > � �� D � � � Ô × Ø �� � � �  )�  � � � � &&	 $
(www.grameenfoundation.org) 

On May 10, 2007, Dr. Yunus’ remarks at Senior Class Day at Vanderbilt University were 
broadcast live on television.  In his remarks, Dr. Yunus, with pride in his voice, told graduating 
students how much Vanderbilt University guided him in his career when he was a graduate 
student in economics and later when he returned for his Ph.D.   The following statements are 
excerpts from his talk, which is available as a transcript on 
http://sitemason.vanderbilt.edu/newspub/. �¦¦! ( H 
 %¦ � )� ��Ù j/0123¯\�� �- �©;=��� ���¬ $̄ ¬ z )/0123� ��� ����¯ �� �ø )!]O4>?="�� �ø# )��$% &' j]�(Çø) $]R*¯+�`a23=, $̄ -.�D°� )Fº²³]¬�/0 $

(http://sitemason.vanderbilt.edu/newspub/)
“People don’t have to read everything in textbooks.  A textbook is a help; a textbook is not 

an answer book for every question,” clarifies Dr. Yunus in how he was able to help reduce 
poverty.  He and his students discovered that poverty is not created by poor people, but by 
institutions.  Dr. Yunus further proclaimed his faith in people by stating that human beings are 
full of potential, energy and creativity.  And, in closing his address, Dr. Yunus challenged 
students to try to change the concept of business because it limits human beings’ abilities.  He 
suggests that they consider social business practices because they embrace the good in people to 
solve social problems and not for profiting or personal gain. ¯ 1�] 234uQ567e8# )/01239 )sQ5ê:;<= z�BC>/ $<=S4Ck4u )�êFö�Ð% ?@��AB $]�]�=ø�C )efD�4¼fQ�E� )È4¼�FEX� $/0123ÉCG1�]HQI�ÏÐ )QIJKLÌ )öM�ÅEN $̄ ¬OP# )/0123QR =øS0ÌTUCVWÇXY )Z��¸�[QI�LÌ $]Oh\=ø]^½¸_` )�¸abQ5� cdÓef½¸?@ )È�ôôghVW�DQ¹a $
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Early Years                                ijklijklijklijkl
In his book, Banker to the Poor (1999), Dr. Yunus talks about his contented childhood as 

one of 14 children although five died in early childhood.  His mother always had money to give 
poor relatives who visited them from the country.  Dr. Yunus believes that his mother’s example 
made him concerned about the poor.  Although his mother had psychological problems after her 
last few births, she was not institutionalized.  His father, a jewelry storeowner, took care of his 
wife for the last 33 years of their 53-year marriage when therapy did not help her.     ¯]� sfQ�^_ �xCmz )/01n³]�o( $]�pV %� DqT )\ z HDrs tu� vwxyz{|}~����v��{�� t�������u� v~���u������� t��u� v�������  ¡¢�£¤¥ ¦§ ¨©ª«¬®¯° tu±vx�²³´µ t¶·¸¹º·¯u� v~¤¥» ¦u±v�u¼ ½¾ ¿ÀÁ  ÂÃ Äu� v��~ ¾¾ ¿ t

The war years had an impact on the family when a Japanese bomb fell on their home.  No 
one was injured, but this incident led his father to move his family to the safety of his parent’s 
home in the country.  When Dr. Yunus was seven years old, he vividly remembers the liberation 
celebration in his village.   Britain dominated India for almost two centuries.  In 1947, his part 
of India declared its allegiance as the free state of Pakistan.  It would take another war of 
liberation 24 years later before this part of Pakistan became the country of Bangladesh (Yunus, 
1999). ¶ÅÆÇÈu¼É» ¦ÊËÌÍ²ÉÎÏ|ÐÑ Ò��ÉÓ¹�ÔÕ ¦ÖÊË×�±vØÙÚÉÛÜÝÞ±ßà~ �� Òuáâãäåæ ¶u ç è» ¦u¼éêëìíî ~ïð Òñòóôõ¯ö÷øù²úûÒüýþç ¿ ¦u¼ÿ�~ö÷������Ì���� ò ÒÝ� ¦	
 Ä �þ ¿ ¦uÿ� ~����~���� ¦��Ì��� ò Ò
 

Bengalis in America Unite                       ������������������������������������
 

Amazingly, it took only six Bengalis living in the greater Nashville, Tennessee area, and 
their collective $6,000 to form the forerunner of the Bangladesh League of America.  Dr. Yunus 
and five other professionals met and laid plans to contact the media to draw attention to the 
plight of the Bengalis who were being murdered by the Pakistani army.  Their efforts resulted in 
a large Bengali demonstration on the steps of Capitol Hill.  Besides national media coverage, 
the demonstration drew the interest of several legislators who sent their aides to get more 
in-depth information.  The League lobbied in congress and Dr. Yunus’ apartment became the 
League’s information center.  When the war of independence was won, Dr. Yunus returned to 
his homeland to help establish its political and economic systems (Yunus, 1999). 

 � ����� !�"#$%&'()*+,-./01222 �3 4567 8��*+,-9: ;<=>?@ABCD)*+,-E FGHIJK 4CLMNOPQR-STUV WX>Y-Z ['*+,-'\] ;CL'=^_6 8����`abc!'*+,-/`de ;f 8���gOP 'hTij 4/`kl 8��`m nL'op 4Gq-rstu'v w ;*+,-9:x���`dy 4<=>?@g6z9:'v w{| ;*+,
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�7����� 4<=>��C'� �*+, 4G�� �g�7��� ��P � ;
  

Going Home                                  ��������
Although Dr. Yunus was appointed to the new government’s planning commission, he was 

not actively involved in doing anything and so he resigned to become the Chair of the Economics 
Department at Chittagong University.  While traveling to and from the university to his home, 
he could hardly ignore the abject poverty about him.  A year of war and destruction led to 
famine and thousands of deaths from starvation.  Instead of teaching abstract theories about 
economics, Dr. Yunus wondered why he couldn’t have hands-on projects for students that would 
help break the cycle of generational poverty.   <=>?@ ��5�� �¡'JK¢ n` 4£CG¤¥¦��¡ {§¨ ;�© 4Cªx«�6z¬!!®'���¯° ;�±g{x!®'²³ 4C¤´µ¶·¸¹'º» ;¼½'���¾¿ 4ÀÁ6Â³Ã'-Ä�ÅÆ ;<=>?@ÇÈÉÊË Ì'��®ÍÎ 4CÏz"ÐÇÑÒ®Ó¼ÔÕÖ×Ø 4Ù��ÚÛÜÝ-'º\Þß à

With permission from his university, he was able to use the university’s barren land as a 
project where people from the locale could plant winter rice by irrigating the land.  Dr. Yunus 
began to research rice grain and, with his students, convinced farmers to plant high-yielding rice 
from Japan.  With this success, Dr. Yunus began other projects with the help of his students, 
including laying the groundwork for the micro-lending bank.  Originally, Dr. Yunus co-signed 
for every loan and did not charge any interest.  At that time nearly, seventy-five percent of 
Bengalis were illiterate so students filled in applications for those who could not.  Dr. Yunus 
developed a simple payback system whereby each applicant must borrow 365 takas ($25) and 
pay back one taka (about two cents) per day from profits.  Thus, the burden of payback was 
lessened and problems could be solved immediately (Yunus, 1999).  áâ ®ã'äp 4<=>?@åÙæ ç®ã'ºèé%êë ìíî ;ïð'-LåÙñòé%óôõö ;<=>÷øë ìõö 4C AB®Ó¼lùyúûóô üý'þÿõö ;��íî6�� 4<=>?@�B®Ó'��� 4��ë ìB·×Ø 4���7�	
��e'X�ê ;¼÷ø 4<=>?@¼l���¼)
�� � 4GÇ�s°��w ;�� 4Ü� ���'*+,-©�� ;�� 4®Ó���ÔÇ� '-!" ;<=>?@�78¼ó #$'v
%&'H ;�¼()-*+
 ,1� -. /00� �314�2±�3 {%4¼-. /!5 0 �6 1;�7 4%4
�'8^9� 8 4:Ø;<=> 8 ;
 

A Lesson Learned                              ?@ABC?@ABC?@ABC?@ABC
 

Dr. Yunus cites an example of the response from one of his early borrowers in his book.  
He well remembers a young woman who passed her oral exam on banking policies and what 
happened when it was her turn in the group to ask for her lump-sum loan (US$25).   
  
 How does she feel? Terrified. She cannot sleep at night. She struggles with the 

fear of failure, the fear of the unknown. The morning she is to receive the loan, 
she almost quits.  Twenty-five dollars is simply too much responsibility for her. 
How will she ever be able to repay it? No woman in her extended family has ever 
had so much money. Her friends come around to reassure her, saying, ‘Look, we 
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all have to go through it. We will support you. We are here for just that. Don’t be 
scared. We will all be with you.’ (p. 64) 

 <=>?@�C'D{E 8¼)FG+
H'IJ ;CKL%Mâ¼)N½OPMN8Q��e�R'STUí 4V�W {XY () 00� �3'
�� 4ZÓ 8�7 '[\ ]Ŷ_`a� àbåc 8dY ef¤´gh ;Y i|�jk 4l|mn�¤´op'qr sFt Vuvwxyz{ |}~�� s�� ���|r����� � s�r������� �|��� ��������  ¡¢�£ �¤�¥ s| �¦§r¨|©ª«¬|�  ®̄ °±²³´µ¶· s°±¸¹º °±¨£»¼½¾ �£� s¿ÀÁ °±�ÂºÃ�� sÄ
 
Dr. Yunus continues the example on the next page of his book: 
 

This is the beginning for almost every Grameen borrower. All her life she has 
been told that she is no good, that she brings only misery to her family, and that 
they cannot afford to pay her dowry. Many times she hears her mother or her 
father tell her she should have been killed at birth, aborted, or starved. To her 
family she has been nothing, but another mouth to feed, another dowry to pay. But 
today, for the first time in her life, an institution has trusted her with a great sum 
of money. She promises that she will never let down the institution or herself. She 
will struggle to make sure that every penny is paid back. 
 ÅÆÇÈÉÃuÊ�Ë�ÌÍÎÏÐÑÒÓ Ô }~Õ�Ö×ØÙÚ �ÛxÜ²½£ÝÞß� àá��â� |²Ããä�|�åæ | ç½£��è �éêëìí ��î�¾|ïðñò à| óô ¤õ�|� ºö÷ãøùú û�âËü¼ö÷ã ýú ûþÿ à�|��èü� |� �²ì½ ��������	
 �� ��������� ���� ��� �	��� �� !�"�#��$%& ��'(�)*+,�-. �)*+-/ �0123�4& �

Dr. Yunus has done more than create an interest-free lending institution for the poor, he has 
developed interdependency and trust in the groups.  Because nearly all borrowers are women, 
they feel more comfortable with one another because of their common situations.  Some women 
are married with children while others are widowed or their husbands have left them and the 
children they sired. 56789*::;<�=>?@	ABC#DEF G2=>H IJK!L 	DMNO �P;QRS�	DMTU�VW  X	YZ[�\]^_�`+abc�d �e � �dVW �f�ghK ij k�dl�mVnopqrs � �

For only a few pennies a day, these Bengali women have a chance to break the bounds of 
poverty and exploitation by moneylenders.  Several of these women borrowers were with Dr. 
Yunus when he accepted his Nobel Peace prize. tu3��2Qv4 wxyVW�E+z{ |<	}~� �BD	�� ��56789�����K��� �Q�wxyVW�X�� ��� �
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Grameen Bank Expands                         ���� ¡¢£����  ¡¢£���� ¡¢£����  ¡¢£
  

After each successful project, the Bank would introduce another loaning enterprise.   As 
mentioned in the beginning of this article, the Bank created other services.  Savings and pension 
accounts gave the Bank resources to grant more loans.  These loans invested in fledging 
businesses and in educating and feeding children.  Grameen Bank joined with Dannon Yogurt to 
develop a special yogurt formula to fight malnourishment.  The yogurt is sold to poor families 
and children are regaining their health.  This joint-venture enterprise reinvests its dividends. 3�DM¤ ¥¦§¨ ©ª«¬U+®¯k�¤DM¤ ¥ �°±²³´µ®¯	 ¬ ´¶ �·�eG¸¹¤ ¥ �º»K¼½¾[¬�a�	¿¾ÀuDM �?d¿¾ÁÀuÂÃÄÅ ÆÇKÈ¼ÉÊ �©ª«¬ ËÌÍÎÏÐ ÑÒÓÔ' ��ÕÖ×	ÎÏØÙÚÛÉÊÜ¼* Ý �?ÕÎÏ �Þß|<ij gh\àáâã �äå �?iÒ¿ÂÃ0BæÀuçè ¿ �
Another unique project is Grameen’s Beggar program.  Since beggars went from house to house 
begging, Dr. Yumus thought that they should be given small items to sell.  Most of them are 
now part-time beggars because they were able to survive on their earnings.  Ten percent are 
completely self-sufficient.  This is astounding since there are 100,000 beggars in the program 
poverty (Vanderbilt Remarks, 2006). ©ª«¬ k�éÖ×	¸¹¤ ¥�êë¤ ¥ �tuêë\ì iêí 56789î;G\ïðÍX�ñ�dNòó �ô_ ?dêëU��õ�êí � P;G\ñNòóÍ¼iö ÷�øùú �e � ûüý	êëÍþÿ �> *çêí �?���	¦� P;?é¤ ¥� ûü �éêë�x �

(Vanderbilt Remarks, 2006).
In summary, sixty-four percent of borrowers were able to drag themselves out of poverty.  

Most were able to provide education and food for their children far beyond what they ever had.  
Their children are the first generation to live outside poverty.  It all began with a loan of US$27 
by one man-Muhammad Yunus.  For a complete listing of Dr. Yumus’ awards and other writings 
about him, search wikipedia. 

 ���� � �	ý	#DT
 r �|� �$���Í;gh�Æ ÇE+K�ó �G\	gh¦;
 r|�	���� �?U´µu�é� ����� ��� �567	 �� v�	DM �56789	�Õ��K�uG	eG�� Á�� !"#
(wikipedia)
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Search for Order in Nature and Three           789:+;<789:+;<789:+;<789:+;<����=�=�=�=� 

Well-Known Chinese-American Physicists       >?+@AB*>?+@AB*>?+@AB*>?+@AB*CDE.CDE.CDE.CDE.���� �
 

Dr. Winston C. Chow                                    $%89
 

Throughout history, people sought harmony and order in the world we live in. We seek to 
make sense out of apparent disorder that often seems to dominate natural phenomena as well as 
human relationships. We also hope better understanding may help people better deal with issues 
of surviving in this world.& '( �)_*+	,-./K0123 4)5 «6	78�.9�: e;R< =>? �@A B��CDE 4)FG.:HIÁJKL�)M:NOP,-	�ø QR �

Science is the branch of knowledge by which we attempt to make sense out of this apparent 
natural disarray. With information gained from science, we also search for techniques to better 
control nature and thus improve the quality of life. Yet even disregarding how science is 
applicable to improving of life’s quality, our minds also craves to just better understand the 
principles behind the workings of the universe. #S�4)T U5O«6	 �@78 �.9�:	S# ��! VW#SoXY 4)FZ.[\ ]^_` abc de]fghij klmnopqrstu]^ghvwx yz{v|}~�������� ��v�� k

Mathematics is the most important tool used in science. Scientists use it to develop models 
for expressing relationships in natural phenomena. We can also say mathematics is a language 
used in science to describe ideas. When we give mathematical expressions for physical processes, 
we indeed place order, harmony, and simplification to phenomena being studied. Thus 
mathematics is sometimes referred as the “queen of the sciences” and is considered itself a 
science. �o�t�nov����� kno�� t�������� ab��v�  kz{¡¢£¤¥¦§¨©ª¦«¬®¯°± ²³´µ¶·¸¹º»¥¦¼½¾¿ À́ µÁÂÃÄÅÆ ÇÈÉÈ ÊËÌÍÎÏ Ð¯ÑÒ ²ÓÔ¥¦Õ¿ÎÖ¶ª¦¯ ×ØÙÚÙÛ ÜÈÎÝ¶Þ ßà§áâª¦ ²

Mathematics possesses great beauty itself. Regardless to how it is used as a tool by other 
branches of knowledge, its deductive reasoning has elegance in its own right and so is similar to 
any work of art. That is why I often exclaim after seeing a mathematical derivation, “piece of 
art!” Since nature, when properly understood, amazingly, are expressible as mathematical 
relations, part of the nature’s beauty is from the very fact that it is expressible with mathematics, 
which is in itself aesthetic. ¥¦ãäåÕæç ² èéÞêë ìíî¦ªï ¨ð¶ñò ÀÞ¯óôõ¸ Óãäö÷øÕùú ÀÓûüýÕþÿð�§��¯ ²ý¢´��¥¦õ �¢�� �	
 À ×þÿ � �Ü Ó¶ ß� À³³��� À	�� À§¡¼�¯ð¶¥¦�� Àá��¯ ß�¯ç�§�Â�Þ§¡¢¥¦¼�¯ Àãä§�ç¯ ²

This elegance of mathematical deductive reasoning to model physical phenomena was also 
one of the themes in Chen-Ning Yang’s book shown as item #1 in the bibliography below. It also 
stated Einstein felt an ultimate goal of physicists is to reduce physics to a small number of 
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irreducible hypotheses and to infer all conclusions, which should match reality, from such 
elements by only applying mathematical deduction. ¥¦óôõ¸'(·¸ÑÒ¯ùú£§í )á*+, À-�./0 123 4ý�¯567¯0 ²Þ£8¬9Ó:;<Í·¸¦=¯á*>? 1@§ï·¸ABÍCD¥Eè÷AB¯F¤ÈõGýÕHI ÀJÕK¨¥¦¡LMÑÂ ²

Over ages of history, Chinese culture produced numerous great works of art, science, and 
mathematics. One of the purposes of the Voice of Han is to describe aspects of Chinese and 
American culture and education, and their intermingling. With that in mind, we give the main 
gist of the work of three prominent Americans of Chinese ethnicity, two of whom won the 
physics Nobel Prize for their contributions to making sense out of this apparent disarray of 
nature. As expected, the elegance of mathematical ideas was a tool used to express the newly 
found order. Their names are Chen-Ning Yang, Tsung-Dao Lee, and Chien-Shiung Wu. �¹NOP¯¿Q À)RSÌTU VWXYZþÿð� Çª¦È¥¦ ² í )×[ö\ Ü¯ 1¯§«¬ )RÈ çRSÌÈ] ^¯_`a ÞµbM ²Óû´µcde*fgçhi� Àjk ì©îµl© ß�¯bmnopÕqr¯st Ôuv V·¸w xyz À- { |}¯ À¥¦¯ç�§á*¼½~�Ñ��¯ñò Àîµ¯g�§567 À���È��� ²

Chen-Ning Yang was born on September 22, 1922 in Hefei located in the province of Anhui, 
China. He received his formal education at the National Southwest Associated University, 
Tsinghua University, and the University of Chicago. Dr. Yang received the Nobel Prize in 
physics along with Tsung-Dao Lee for their work on parity theory in 1957, which we briefly 
described in this article. 567© 3��� � � � �� ��U� )RÃ��M� ² î� )R���Z Ç�iZ¦È���Z¦� � V�n]^ ² 3��� �567ü���j��á � � Vw xy·¸zì©îµ¯� {¡¸I ¯ñð À́ µ�¢£S¤¥ Ê¦�«¬ ²

Tsung-Dao Lee was born on November 24, 1926 in Shanghai, China. His ancestors were 
from Suzhou in Jiangsu, China. Dr. Lee studied at Zhejiang University, National Southwest 
Associated University, and the University of Chicago. ���© 3��§ � 33 � �¨ ��U� )R�© ²î¯ª«§¬®®¯� ² ���°�±Z¦ À���Z¦È���Z¦¦² ²

Chien-Shiung Wu was born in May 12, 1912 in Shanghai but raised in Liuhe, approximately 
30 miles from Shanghai. She studied at National Central University in Nanjing. This school was 
renamed Nanjing University. She then studied at the University of California and earned a PhD 
there in 1940. She died on February 19, 1997.���© 3� 3� � � � 3� ��U��© À�³�©´ µ¶ ·¸�¹º»·¼ ½¾Z ²¿��À)ÁZ¦¦²Â ¢ý¦Ã�ÄÅg�ÀZ¦ ² 3�¨¶ �¿��¯Z¦vÆ V�� À¿© 3��� � � � 3� �ÇÈ ²

The theory that Dr. Yang and Dr. Lee dealt with in the early 1950’s concerns subatomic 
particle behavior when they are transformed by a mathematical mapping called a parity 
transformation. They theorized that for certain interactions, the behaviors of subatomic particles 
are not preserved under this transformation, which seemingly disturbed physicists’ ideas of 
symmetry, a type of order, at that time. However, they discovered a new symmetry in those 
elementary particles that demonstrated a new sort of order in nature. The two physicists proposed 
tests to test their conjecture. 5��ü���¯¸I§³îµÉ¹á¥¦ÊËÌ{¡ÍÎ ¿À�Ï¸ V� �¶ �QÐ
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} �©ÑÒÓÔÓÕ¶ ²îµõ¸¶Ö×Øð ¨ ÀÑÒÓÔÓÕ¶�¢ÍÎö4ÙÕÎÚÛ ÀÜ¿Þ¼`�ÝÞ·¸¦=¯lÖ® Àáß��¯àá ² �Ô Àîµ�Ñ�Ü×âãÔÓ�Ñ Vá*~¯lÖã äVß�~¯��²jk·¸¦=å �æçNèæîµ¯é ²
In quantum physics, there are 3 known interactions and gravity. They are in the order of 

strength, the strong forces, electromagnetic forces, weak forces, and gravitation forces. The 
strong forces involve nuclear interactions, electromagnetic forces involve electron interactions 
only as in chemical reactions, weak forces involve radioactive decay interactions, and 
gravitational force, by far the weakest, is from gravity. �EÓ·¸¦ ÀÕ µ êë¯Øð¨È ìø ² îµíøE Çîø Çïðø Çñò¯øEÈ óÕôøøE¯õ� ² îøcö÷Øð¨ ÀïðøcöïÓØð ¨J�Ì¦øù Àñò¯øEcöúËûüÍØð¨ Àýþ ôø¬�ÿôø�>ñò �

A parity transformation in a three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system is a coordinate 
transformation where the signs of each coordinate are reversed. So Cartesian axes ( )ZYX ,,  are 

mapped by the parity transformation Φ  as ( ) ( )ZYXZYX −−−→Φ ,,,,: . 

Although the( )ZYX ,,  is often defined as the coordinate axes (each with unit length), in 
applications we prefer to define it as the point or vector under consideration that is represented 
by the coordinate axes, instead of the axes themselves. The formula is identical. The matrix form 

of this transformation is 
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.  Since the determinant of this matrix 

representing this mapping is –1, not 1, this transformation is mathematically not considered to be 
a rotation. We also notice reflections (mirror images) constitute parts of such a parity 
transformation.  {¡ÍÎ�������	 
��	 ��� ���	���� � ����� ��
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With regards to parity transformations in subatomic particle physics, we are actually  

concerned about mirror images rather than a full parity map, since the lack preservation of parity 
only seems to affect a mirror image portion of the transformation. The mirror image part of the 
parity transformation only changes the signs of one of the axis instead of all three axes. Thus, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ZYXZYXZYXZYXZYXZYX −→Φ−→Φ−→Φ ,,,,:or;,,,,:;,,,,: 321  

each represents a mirror image transformation or reflection. As a matrix example, 
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 is the matrix equation for ( ) ( )ZYXZYX ,,,,:1 −→Φ . A parity 

transformation is a composition of three these mirror images. So parity is expressible as 

132231123

213312321
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;;;

ΦΦΦ=ΦΦΦΦ=ΦΦΦΦ=Φ
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Specimens outside laboratories may not be aligned to particular coordinate axes. Thus we rather 
refer to parity conservation ins`ead of mirror image conservation since parity is more general and, 
as seen as above, has all three mirror image. abcdefgfhijklmn opqklmnjrstuvwxymnjz{|} o~���� a�z{�b kl�� � klmn jz{����m��j��� �������� � p� o
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In quantum wave mechanics, parity is said to be preserved for interactions if the magnitudes 

of interactions remain the same under a parity transformation. Strong interactions and 
electromagnetic interactions indeed preserve parity. Physicists originally thought parity is also 
preserved in weak interactions. Yet, during the time period 1954-1956, experiments showed that 
a certain charged particle decayed into 3 sub-particles called π-mesons, but another similarly 
charged particle decayed into two π-mesons.  So experimentalists assumed the parent particle 
must have been different. They called the one disintegrating into 3 particles, τ, and the one that 
disintegrated into 2, θ. Yet other than the differences in how they decayed, these particles had 
identical properties. Evidence indicated θ and τ were actually the same particle. c»f¼½¾¿ o§Àc klmnÁÂÃÄÅÆ  ÇÈÉ� kÊj okl²ËqÅÆ  Çtu � ÌÅÆ ÇÍ ÎÏÅÆ  ÇÐ���tu kl � hi¿ÑÒÓÔqklcÕÅÆ  ÇÖ²tu � É� ob ×ØÙÚÛ ×ØÙÜ Ý Þ o�ª�© oß�àÎgfám¦ â �ãäågæ çèf oéê��ÅvëàÎgfám¦ìí� ç èf �§��ªîïðñòåg�ó��kj �ô� æõ� ö÷ì â �åg æ ø oÍ ö÷ì ù �åg æ ú �ûcô�üÊámjý±Á oþÿåg�Å kh� � ���� øÍ ú����k��åg �

Chen-Ning Yang and Tsung-Dao Lee noted all evidences of the conservation of parity 
related to electromagnetic and strong interactions. There was no actual experiment confirming 
the parity conservation in weak interactions, whose conservation was only assumed. The two 
physicists performed an intensive theoretical investigation of this problem and suspected parity is 
indeed not preserved in weak interactions. They designed experiments to test this possibility. We 
describe the first such experiment by Columbia University physicist Dr. Chien-Shiung Wu.  ��µÍ ����	
��kl����ÎÏ¤Í ÌÅÆ Ç�a���kl��cÕÅÆ  Çj���ª o��j����ïð �í�hi¿Ñ�� �þ� ��j�ã��ji��� o��²��jklcÕÅÆ  Çj���²tu �ô�ð �ª!"þ#¨$% �~�&'()* +dÄ¿hi¿Ñ,-./0�1jþÊ�ª �

Chien-Shiung Wu tested the parity of the disintegration of radioactive Cobalt 60 at the 
National Bureau of Standards (NBS), called the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) of the US Department of Commerce today. In 1956 she and NBS staff members, Ernest 
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Ambler, Raymond W. Hayward, Dale D. Hoppes, and Ralph P. Hudson performed the 
experiment on Cobalt 60, which decays into nickel and emit electrons, known as “beta particles”, 
and gamma rays. This is a weak interaction. They cooled a sample Cobalt 60 to near absolute 
zero in order to eliminate random thermal agitations of the its atoms. Since this isotope is 
magnetic, the “spin” and thereby the magnetic poles of its atoms can be aligned to a single 
direction by subjecting the isotope to an exterior magnetic field. So the scientists used an 
external magnetic field in a given direction to align the Cobalt 60 atoms. They noticed that more 
beta particles were emitted opposite the direction of the magnetic alignment than along its 
direction. It was unsymmetrical. In order to produce the mirror image transformation, they 
reversed the direction of the magnetic alignment and noticed more beta particles were then 
produced in the opposite direction than the original direction. The beta particles were always 
emitted in greater numbers in the direction opposite the magnetic field direction, and thereby 
mirror images of the decay differed from each other. Recall that physicists were only concerned 
about the reflection part of parity. This experimentally confirmed that parity was not conserved 
in this particular weak interaction.,-.!" �2�%3 Ü4 j5÷jklc 67�89:;< => o?cË67@A| 7Ñ�8BC> 9: D<E = � ×ØÙÜ FGÍ :;< H I o

Ernest Ambler
o
 Raymond W. Hayward

o
Dale 

D.Hoppes
Í

Ralph P. Hudson
c3 Ü4 J� ��ª oáK¦L��MN Îf oËq OPgf QÍ R�S � þ���ÕÅÆ Ç � ô�TUÊV3 Ü4 
WX¯�Yq �Z[�jefj\ 	]»^½ � pqþk�_�Ï%j oÒ a QÍb ��jefÏc¨¬¯��d�ef²³ ´ghib k�_
��|Ïj�§�k¿Ñc��°óefl Ç|Ïj³´3 Ü4 �ef �ô��	PgfMN �cÏ%¯8Sjef¯Å�bm�jef ����¯Ëj �q �noz{mn oô�paÏ%¯8Sjef oq�²�	Pgfno �cerefjÅ�ef � P gfMN �Ä»jstcÏjefjÅ�ef oq�b �áKjz{u��k � vwhi¿Ñ�a�klj��% � þ�ª��klcþ�°xÕÅÆ  Çy²tu �

Many other later tests further confirmed that mirror image symmetry (parity) was not 
preserved in weak interactions. Recall symmetry is one simplifying property that sub-atomic 
particles were expected by scientists to follow. So this new finding at first seemed to indicate 
nature was in a sense not as orderly as originally expected and physicists may need to accept that. 
Yet history proved the story did not end here and there indeed existed a less obvious symmetry 
when anti-particles were considered. z{�ôÒ|!"}���z{¯Ë 9kl =cÕÅÆ  Çy²tu �vw¯Ë��~�% �k¿Ñ� defgf���§�þ|N?�Óvw�� �É�����{hi¿ÑÒÓÝ�Öz ���� ���� �þ�Ð�����j�uc �������j¯Ë o��gf²�� �

Before proceeding further, let us explain what we are anti-particles. For each given 
sub-atomic particle, there exists a particle of equal mass known as an anti-particle. The world as 
we know it is nearly exclusively made of the non-anti-particles, mainly protons, neutrons, and 
electrons, but anti-particles can be produced in subatomic collisions and radioactive decay. In 
other words, the strong and weak interactions may produce anti-particles as some of their 
products. These products are detectible from cosmic rays and high energy particle accelerators. If 
a particle has a charge, its anti-particle has the opposite charge of the same magnitude. For 
example, the anti-particle to an electron, which has a –1 charge, is known as a positron and has a 
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+1 charge. If a particle has no charge, its anti-particle also has no charge. Regardless to charge, 
when a particle and its anti-particle come in contact, they annihilate each other and their masses 
transform into energy in accordance to the energy mass equivalence of relativity theory,2mcE= , 
where E represents energy, m represents mass, and c is the speed of light. In contrast to weak 
interaction parity, the totality of mass and energy is indeed conserved. In the parity experiment, 
the mass in the form of nickel and electron plus the energy from the gamma ray is equivalent to 
the mass of cobalt 60. c�����Á� o�~�÷�����gf ���°ódefgf oucÅ ljÄ»å�gf �c~����� o�w º²1¡�¢�åg£¦ o¡��¤¥ ¦�fÍÎf �é�gf¨¬² §�cdefj¨©Í2�%ám �n ª«¬ oÌÍÕÅÆ ÇÖz�§�gf q��j�ÿ�V � þÿ�Vb ®¯Í °$gf±² ³´µ¶·¸ ¹ º»¼½¾¿À ÁÂ¸Ã½Ä¾ ÅÆ¸ÇÃ¿À ¹ Èº ÁÃ½ÄÉÀÄ Á¾Ê Ë ¿À ÁÌÍÎÏÐÄÑÒ¾ÓË ¿À ¹º»¼½Ô¾¿À ÁÂ¸Ã½ÄÕÔ¾¿À ¹ Ö×ØÙÚ ¿À ÁÛ¼½ÜÂ¸Ã½ÄÝÞß ÁàáâÇãä ÁÑÒàá¸åæçèéêëìíîïÇ ðñÇÉòíî Á 2mcE= ó ô õöíî¸÷ø Á ù õöåæ ÁÑÒ ú ´û² ¹üýÇâÎþÅðÉÿ Áåæ¸��Üíî¸���� ¹ç Åð�� Áåæ�	 ¸
�Ü ÀÄ�Þíî���� Åðñ� �� ¹

Further parity experiments were performed with weak interactions, but this time 
anti-particles were involved. It happened that when positrons, the anti-particles counterparts to 
beta particles (electrons), were considered, the mirror image symmetry was indeed preserved. In 
contrast to beta particles, positrons prefer to be emitted in the direction of the magnetic 
alignments. Thus in weak interactions, particles behaved identically to the mirror images of the 
anti-particles. �����¸Åð���� ��ýÇâÎ þ Á���Ã½Ä´ � ¸ ¹ Â! " ÁÛÐÄ ÁÃ½ÄÇÉåÉ #½Ä $ÀÄ %�&' Á()É*¸���� � ¹ ü #½ÄÉÿ ÁÐÄ+,-./É0�¸ø12! Á34çýÇâÎþ Á¼½Ç Å÷ö5 �üÃ½Ä¸() ¹

So although by definition, parity is not preserved for weak interaction, we still have mirror 
image symmetry, provided we define the symmetry to be particles versus its anti-particles as 
objects of the reflection. With this extended definition, symmetry is still preserved, and 
physicists had the satisfaction that subatomic particles again portray simplistic symmetry that 
they originally expected. Also, mathematical elegance is exhibited here as in other mathematical 
representations of physical processes. 6789:ÅðÔ¾�ýÇâÎ þ�� Á;á<7¾()É* Á=>;á9: �É*´¼½ÉÂ¸Ã½ÄÎÏÃ�¸É ? ¹��@AB¸9: ÁÉ*<7�� ÁÑÒåCDEFGHIÄ½ÄJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY Z[\]^W_`abcd efaghSiWjM]^klm n

Although not part of this Cobalt experiment, it was also statistical. We can model the 
direction of emission of beta particles by a probability, P, where the sample space is the unit 

sphere, ( ){ }1:,, 222 =++≡ zyxzyxS , and each unit random point( )zyx ,,  models a beta 

emission angled in the emission direction. The probability can be estimated in the experiment by 
a ratio of the number of emitted beta’s in given directions divided by the total number of particle 
emission, as a set of emissions can be considered to be a random sample. Let P′  be the 
probability for the opposite magnetic alignment. If parity was preserved, the experiment would 
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imply that PP =′ . In the experiment ( ) ( ) { }{ }3,2,1: ∈Φ=′ jAPAP j  for reflection jΦ  and any 

SA⊆ of ( )zyx ,, ’s at their emitted directions. Probability theory requires A also be “Borel” in 
Cartesian space, but we will not elaborate this. Parity preservation in the experiment would 
imply PP =′ ; otherwise PP ≠′ . If we desire the cumulative distribution in S, we transform from 
Cartesian to spherical coordinates for simplicity. The cumulative distribution is also unchanged 
here if and only if parity is conserved. So statistics and probability theory give 2 more samples of 
how simple mathematical elegance beautifies a natural process even without parity preservation 
and regardless to the antimatter symmetry!   {|}~��������� ������� ������� ����������� � �� � ¡ ¢£�¤¥¦§ � ( ){ }1:,, 222 =++≡ zyxzyxS ¨©ª« ( )zyx ,,

¤¥¬ ®��¯ °±²³ ������� �́ µ¶��·�¸¹º»  ���·�¼�¯�� �½��¾¿ � °±²³ÀÁ ÂÃÄ�Å���ÆÂÇ��ÈÉ�� �Ê
P′
�¹ËÌÍÎÏÐÑ�� � � ÒÓ ÔÕÖ×Ø Ù ���ÚÛ�Ü

PP =′
�̄ �� ( ) ( ) { }{ }3,2,1: ∈Φ=′ jAPAP j

¹Ì�
jΦ ©ªÝ Þ SA⊆

¬µ ( )zyx ,,
�¯ß��¾¿����à�áâã ä ��åæçè± éê¯ëì �¢£�í��}îïðñò��ÔÕ×Ø¯��ÚÛ� ó

PP =′
ó ôõ

PP ≠′
�ÒÓ��¯ ö ÷øùú�û �¹�ü¤��ýþ§ÿ �� �¦�ÿ� �ùú��û¯�������	ª
	 ÔÕÖ×Ø �Ò����à�á � � � �Ò�·�Â����Ò�ü¤���µ� �|�� �}�ÔÕ×Ø�}�Ì� �Ï�  

Although we did not extensively describe the mathematical details of the theory and computations 
behind parity, we showed in a simplistic way that Professors Yang, Lee, and Wu’s discovery indeed 
demonstrated how the beauty of nature is partly due to the elegance of the mathematics used to model it. 
We also gave a simplified description of how three Chinese Americans contributed to Chinese-American 
culture and education through their great work in theoretical and experimental physics. {|ÔÕ!" ���#$ %&'ò Ù(á��)�Â�* + ����µ� ü¤��,'ò �-./ �0./�1./�¿23�4� Ù5 �|67Ò���89:Â� ����� � ���;�µ� ü��'ò ��<¥�=>?Ò�@�ß�¯(á���Î�(�AB�2Ï�= >?�C��. D; EÙFG �
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Introduction                                   fgfgfgfg
 
In a 2007 presentation delivered for the University of Mary Washington Faculty Academy I 
discussed some of the recent changes I’d seen in how public schools in Virginia are making use 
of new technology.  In the presentation I made the following points regarding what I believe to 
be a fundamental change in how these schools view educational technology: 
 

• Schools are moving away from the model of playing “catch-up”, with constant upgrades 
to faster, more powerful lab-based computers with bigger hard drives  

• Schools are taking advantage of the wide variety of technology/applications now 
available. 

• Schools are using technology that is economically feasible, has direct applications to 
learning, and can be used in many different teaching/learning situations 

• Students are using this technology to learn in new and exciting ways – they play a much 
more active role in their own learning 

 �hhi j¯]^ >_`5�./�k¿�î�µlm ��náop¯qrstuv�wx �yz{��� ��| E"|}®~:���wÒ���. Dz{ ���wý����� ,������y ������� ��� �5� �� ���wx �2¯·�5Ã�z{�� � ���wx ���·� ��z{ ���� ����� � ��ª�¯� �}Ô�. ��� ��� ����� ��{k � y¡¢£�,� � ¤ ß��¥¦�� � �
Examples I cited included the use of handheld computers (palmtops or PDAs) with wireless 
keyboards in third grade writing lessons, Vernier data probes (for temperature, pH, conductivity) 
linked to computers via USB ports on laptops being used to collect and work with environmental 
data in middle-school science classes, smart pens such as the Fusion Pentop computer and the 
soon-to-be released SmartPen from Livescribe, and smartboards.  In closing, I pointed out that 
in some ways public schools were “leapfrogging” universities and colleges in terms of how they 
were now integrating technology and teaching.  In this commentary I would like to suggest how 
one particular device, the smartboard, might be brought into college classrooms. 
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A smartboard  is a large, touch-controlled screen that works with a multimedia projector and a 
computer. The projector throws the computer’s desktop image onto the interactive whiteboard, 
which acts as both a monitor and an input device.  A finger or a stylus allows the user to control 
computer applications by pointing, clicking and dragging, just as with a desktop mouse. It is also 
possible to write or annotate on the board using a stylus or pen.  Two examples of smartboards 
would be the Promethian ActiveBoard and Smart Technologies SmartBoard.  The ActiveBoard 
uses a stylus as the input device and the SmartBoard uses a pen or even a finger for input.   
 ���"�#�$%&'()*+,-./012 !,-3,456-789: ;�<=>-73.?� @ !�%ABCDEF=G&'/0:=H=A IJ BK> L56M N !OP��Q�R=CDBDSB<TU !��� $V#WX"
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Smartboards are appearing in public school classrooms in increasing numbers.  They are 
relatively inexpensive and   easy to learn and to use.  And, since they closely resemble in use 
a familiar classroom object, the chalkboard, teachers are willing to invest the time and effort 
needed to use the smartboard.  Just how these smartboards may best be integrated into 
classrooms is an area that has not been widely investigated.  In this commentary I would like to 
outline some basic concepts regarding the educational use of smartboards and provide a 
suggestion as to how educators might take full advantage of the features provided.   
 ���Q^_�`aabc 
Odefg"hijkl�mkl= !���nop�q� @r 
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Levels of Use for Smartboards                    ��������������������������������                           
 
In general, a higher level would indicate a more sophisticated use of the smartboard with 
interactivity and specificity increasing at each level.  There are exceptions, for example a 
PowerPoint presentation that includes hyperlinks, action buttons, sequencing, and multimedia 
might fit category 2 or 3.   �q  ¡¢£¤¥���¦d9:.��§¨ fg©ª $F = !���W « 
>
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1. Use of standard applications such as Word, PowerPoint, Internet Explorer.  The instructor is 

using the stylus as if it was a mouse, but is standing in front of the Board rather than in front 
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of the computer.  Benefits of using the smartboard in this way would include a greater level 
of interaction with what’s projected on the board – the instructor can double-click, underline, 
circle, annotate, etc.  Problems would include need for keyboard input, and, unless the 
lecture is computer-intensive, having to move the screen out of the way (and then recalibrate 
if it’s used again) to use the chalkboard.   
 �q:=>

Word, PowerPoint, Internet ExplorerÃMt=CD> LM N 
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2. Use of software designed specifically for smartboards (or touch screen computers.)  This 

software allows users to manipulate objects (using the stylus or pen) on the board.  These 
are interactive programs and manipulating objects on the board will produce some result or 
feedback. Examples would be the library of virtual mathematics  maniupulatives:  
http://nlvm.usu.edu/en/nav/vlibrary.html or the Explore Gizmos site (the link is for an 
example of an elementary- level density lesson) at: 
http://www.explorelearning.com/index.cfm?method=cResource.dspView&ResourceID=629 

These can be excellent teaching tools, the only limitation might be that they are often not as 
specific in providing examples or exercises as the instructor might wish.  This use also might  
limit the use of the smartboard to one particular application. 

 Ý+H=��Þ���ßà áBâã 12/0 ä!�Ý+EF =GQ�R&'å+ á=CDBDä !�d¦9:æ ç.Q�R&'å+£èé��°ê.ëì !�W>í�&' îïð
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http://www.explorelearning.com/index.cfm?method=cResource.dspView&ResourceID=629 ��"õ~$���� 
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3. Instructor-designed smartboard applications.  These would be applications designed by the 

instructor to fit a particular topic or lecture or even a lecturer’s particular teaching style.  
They would be highly interactive and might even include class participation through the use 
of a wireless slate.  These applications might be designed using a multimedia programming 
language such as Flash, proprietary smartboard software such as Promethean’s FlipChart 
Builder, or even Microsoft’s PowerPoint if an instructor is skillful in using hyperlinks, 
triggers, action buttons, and multimedia.  The obvious problem at this level is that the 
instructor must learn to use the design software and then have time available to build 
applications. 
 Mtßà���:= 
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Promethean’s FlipChart Builder
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An overall trend that might be seen in the levels described above would be that as we move from 
level 1 to level 3, we get closer to taking full advantage of all that the smartboard might do, but 
we also see that each higher level requires more time and effort from the instructor. I believe this 
is a serious problem and will almost certainly limit the use of smartboards in most classrooms.  
If most instructors stay at level 1, are smartboards cost effective? Why not just use the mouse to 
control the computer while standing at the podium?   
 �+����Qh L�¡� �>�¡¢ � Û�¡¢ � 
�uaa��H=�����<$ 
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A Solution                                ()*+()*+()*+()*+
 
One solution to this problem might be to see the smartboard not just as the delivery method for 
one aspect of a lecture, wheeling it out to illustrate a difficult or abstract concept, but to use it as 
the primary delivery system for the entire lecture.  Typically, lectures might include most of the 
following: e�ÑÒ$U,-����h'"×Ø$�?-. 
/U0�12B3 4$�� 56j=O�/]<�#ØÒ$78$×Ø-� !�q9: 
×Ø-�®;� <

• Talking                               =:>  

• Writing on the board                    =SQ�R  

o Equations                            ? -ô� 

o Outlines                             o 
�@

 

o Timelines                            o 
wxA

o Graphs                              o 
î�

o Diagrams                            o
îA

 

• Overheads                           =-7 @
• Slides                               =BCD                  

• Video                               =E7  

• Computer projection                   =/0,-
o Links to web pages                     o

�â8FG
o PowerPoint presentations                o Power Point ¬¥

 
In most cases, talking, and writing on the board to emphasize or illustrate a concept are the 
dominant forms of delivery.  Overheads, slides, and video might be used occasionally to 
provide a more detailed explanation or graphic demonstration of a topic or concept.  If the 
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smartboard fits into the latter category, then questions regarding its value are relevant.  
Especially in light of the time/effort involved in learning to make use of the board and the 
logistics involved in setup and calibration.  If, however, the smartboard can additionally be used 
for the “writing on the board” component as well, and if there is a way to avoid the time needed 
for the instructor to develop the   applications needed to accomplish this task, then the 
smartboard’s value becomes much more apparent.   
 Q�(íHI 
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I believe the solution would take the form of content-area specific “toolboxes” equipped with a 
number of “tools.”  The Promethean ActivBoard provides a toolbox of this sort that would be 
used in a geometry class.  The instructor can bring up the toolbox then select tools such as on 
screen protractors, compasses, and x-y grids that can be used interactively throughout the lecture.  
For example, the instructor might draw a set of intersecting lines on the smartboard, and then 
measure various angles with the protractor.  The tools are simple to use and usually take the 
place of some familiar device or diagram that the instructor might use or draw at the chalkboard. 
 �d�U,-�"=_k �̀�a bTcd� èf bgPromethianhijkldefamnopqrstu gvwmnxpefy z{|d}ef z~������ � ��� ��� ����mopq���� g�~vwmn��}������j z��p�������� g�}�f ¡¢p£ z�¤¥¦vw�§j¨p£�} �f©ª« g
 
If this concept can be broadened to include tools such as map tools, graphics tools (video clips 
and graphics), web access tools (perhaps a menu of links), and flip charts, and if the toolboxes 
are easy to use and take the place of objects or graphics already being used, I believe that many 
instructors might be willing to make extensive use of a smartboard in their classrooms. We might 
see a wall-mounted smartboard taking the place of a chalkboard. Instructors can use the 
smartboard as a simple whiteboard (using dry-erase markers) and then switch over to the 
smarboard when a more interactive, graphic teaching surface is needed. 
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Preview of the 2008 Olympiad XXIX      ������������������������ �������������������������������� ����������������

in Beijing, China                     � � � � !"!"!"!"####�$%�$%�$%�$%����

����
Hongbo Tang                                 îïð����

        
The Olympiad XXIX will be held and celebrated from August 8 to August 24, 2008 in 

Beijing, People’s Republic of China. The Chinese people graciously welcome people all over the 
world to participate this spectacular sports event. The grand opening ceremony of the Olympiad 
will commence at the Beijing National Stadium. Chinese will open and share three seas and nine 
ancient chambers in Beijing with people throughout the world. Since Beijing was elected to be 
the host city on July 13, 2001, the Chinese have prepared for this Olympic Games for more than 
six years.  ñòóôõö÷øùo ú zûüýôþÿ������È� ���	 
 	 � 	 � 	 ��� �� ������ ����ö����º�� g� �ÇÈ!"#ø$%&�Ç'(�)�*+ £%&oi, g- ���. 
 / � .0 ��ö1ÿ2345 z6ÿ�� 789: »; 
À g

Juan Antonio Samaranch, former president of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) 
has boasted that the Olympics Games in Beijing will be “the best in Olympic history.” What will 
the 2008 Olympic Games bring to China? Many people, including the IOC members, as well as 
many politicians and economists, share the views that the Olympic Games will bring prosperity 
and promote new developments for China, a country with a population of 1.3 billion. We are 
looking forward to this great spectacular sports event in the coming summer. �<ÿ=�>? @ABCDE FGGH IJKLMN OPNQLMRSTUVLMNW XFGGH ILMNPNY Z[\JK]^_ ` abcde fg [hLiNVjki lmnjkocde pqrstu vwDEx LMNPyz Z[{|}~ �� �d �V[tV�� ���}�������
More prosperity in Beijing -                 ���������� �� ����� ������� �� ����� ��������� 
GDP US $6000 per capita                          �������� ���������������������������� ��������

       
    Since the 1964 Olympic Games in Tokyo, many host countries considered the Olympic 
Games as an accelerator of economic development.  One objective of Olympiad 1988 in Seoul 
was to drive its “economic take-off”. From 1981 to 1988, the Olympic preparations brought 
Korea 7 billion dollars in revenues and 2.7 billion dollars national income. Korea had annual 
economic growth rate of 12.4% on an average, and its GDP increased from US$2,300 per capita 
toUS$6,300, which made Korea ranked as one of the four small dragons in Asia in a short period 
of time. � � ¡¢ I£KLMN ¤jk>¥[¦PLMN §¨©ªqr�� V«¬  �� HH I®¯LMNV°| ±²³Q]ª Oqr´ µW ¤� H � I¶ � HH I ·VLM¸¹Yº []^» ¼G � ½¾V¿ÀÁÂÃ F¼ �½¾V[ÄÁÅ ¤º [qrÆÇ¬ÈIwÉÊ �FX¢Ë ¤dw [v¿ÀÌÍ� F�GG ½¾Æ«Ê ¡�GG ½¾ �º [³Î°ÏÐz OÑÒÓÔÕWÖ × �

As a city lacking of international recognition in the past, Barcelona ranked one of famous 
tourist cities in the world after the Olympiad 1992. It is estimated that the GDP of Barcelona 
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increased an average of annual growth rate of 1.8% due to the Olympics from1987 to 1992. At 
present, the economic growth rate of Barcelona is still higher than that of Spain and Europe. 
Barcelona is well-known as one of the fastest growing economies in Europe. The average GDP 
of Barcelona has reached at US$20,000 and surpassed the average level of Spain and Europe.  äå æçLMNèécêë »äå æç ¤ì{|íîuécSêïÈðñV¯ò°ÐóE[hôïVõö¯ò �÷øù ¤� H¼ I¶ �  F I ¤úú ûüLM ýþVÿ� ¤äå æç ��� IwÆÇk� �XH |��� �±� ¤äå æçVqrÆÇ	ñü
 [Ã�ÒV� ¤��E�ÒqrV�ª��° ¤dw ��� �ÉÊ F �½¾ ¤�í
[Ã�Òw� �

The 2000 Sydney Olympics was the most successfully commercial operation in the history of 
the Olympics States by the IOC. It brought Australia 6.5 billion Australian dollars for economic 
profits. From 1997 to 2000, the marketing profits of IOC and the Sydney Olympic Organizing 
Committee made US$2.976 billion, which mainly came from the ticket sales, television, business 
licenses, the global sponsorships and domestic sponsorships. FGGG I��LMN� [hLiN�ELMRS��M�TEó�VLMN ¤E���Ñ]^ ¡� ��¾V ! qrÁÂ �� �  ¼ IÊ FGGG I ¤[hLiNÃ ��"iNV#$%&�'( p)*+, pq#j- p
./0n [v/012345VÁÂE F X¼¡ �½¾ �

Hosting the Olympic Games also will promote the developments of relevant industries, in 
particular, communication, transportation, tourism and catering industries. For example, the 2000 
Olympic Games brought Australia US$4.27 billion income from tourism only. The Sydney Herald 
reported that the Olympic Games had attracted the foreign investment as much as US$8.7 billion. Ï¥LMN6yz »78À�V�� ¤T9ÂVQ:; p<: põö p=> ?Ö� �FGGGILMNúõö°@Y�Ò]^VÁÅ³É ¢FX¼ �½¾ �A��BCDE6� ¤{FLMNG^VHIJ KÉ H¼ �½¾ �

Since Beijing was elected the host city, both domestic and foreign experts have analyzed the 
role the 2008 Olympic Games would play in promoting economic growth in Beijing. According to 
calculations of the economics model, from 2002 to 2007, Beijing’s GDP will accelerate due to the 
demand of investment and consumption caused by the Olympic Games; by 2007, its GDP will 
reach 590 billion RMB, and will achieve the goal of US$6,000 per capita.     JKL¥ó�M ¤[vIjkNt³Ï¥ FGGH ILMNOJKqrÆÇVyz� P¨»ðQ�R �S÷JÅÀ �TUVù ¤FGGF I¶ FGG¼ I ¤ýLMG´VJ KÃWXYZ ¤PyzJKò[v¿ÀÌÍÆÇ[¬ ¤Ê FGG¼ I ¤
ò[v¿ÀÌÍ-ÉÊ � GG � ¾\] ¤^_dw ¡GGG ½¾V ±² �

The development of the economy will certainly promote the rapid growth of people’s income 
and the quality of their lives. By 2008, the Engel Coefficient of Beijing residents, a parameter 
reflecting the level of consumption level of residents, is expected to be reduced to 26% from 33% 
in 2002. The living conditions, environment, medicine and health care situations of residents will 
be greatly improved. The physical constitution of residents, especially the youths, will improve 
markedly and further enhance the average life expectancy.   qrV` µaP]ªbÄÁÅVcdÆÇÃdÄ¿efgV[ ñ ¤h%Ê FGGH I ¤JKijb ÄWXkl�VmnopqPû FGGF IV ��ËrsÊ F¡Ë ¤t�b ÄVbuvw pbuxy pz{n|}~zvwP���� ¤bÄ�f��Q�QI�fP���� ¤wh���Pz°�[ ñ �
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In addition, hosting the Olympic Games will enhance international communications 
between Beijing and the world.  The Olympic Games is the largest integrated tournament in the 
world which involves in 200 countries and regions. The process of hosting the Olympic Games 
will bring China a vision of globalization and will make Beijing a more open and dynamic city. 
At the same time, hosting the Olympic Games also will provide Beijing a good opportunity to 
present a good international image. ÎI ¤Ï¥LMN��Æ�JKV[h<�Ã <��� �LMNQécST�V����N ¤
. FGG | [tÃ��¦� \� Z ¤uÏ¥LMNí� Z ¤PYZ[]^
.�V*� �LMNPìJK�«��Ã ��e� � ¡ ¤Ï¥LMN¢EJK£¤ ¥UV[h¦ §[¨ »©5V�ª«

 
Also, hosting the Olympic Games will enhance the international competition reputation of 

Beijing. Beijing will draw the attention of the world. As a matter of experience, once an Olympic 
Games host city is elected, it becomes the focus of the world at immediately. With the growth of 
its reputation, it would have more opportunities to show its potential economic and social 
benefits. For example, during the seven years before 2008, tourists in Beijing will increase to 
20% annually, and the tourism revenue will increase by US$2 billion per year; and during the 
2008 Olympic Games, Beijing will increase by one million tourists who will bring Beijing US$5 
billion income.  At the same time, the tremendous business opportunities, which result from 
construction projects, the development of related industries and finance programs for the 
commercialization of the Olympic Games, will attract many investors to seek cooperation 
opportunities.  Ï¥LMN¢��Æ�JKV[h¬� ®̄ °±²³´µ¶·¸¹º»¼½¾¿À ®ÁÂ ÃÄ Å±²³¯°ÆÇÈÃÉÊ ÅË¸¹ºÌÍ¼½¾ÎÀ ÅÏÐÑÒÒÓ Ô ÅÕÖ× ¾ÃØÙÚÛÜ³ÙÚÝÞ ßàáâã¾ä³ ®åæçè¹é Åêë×¶·±²³ìíî¾ ï ð ñ Åæçòóðôåõö ÷øù Åæçúûóðõö ÷ø üýþ Å±²³îÿ³�õö �øø �æçòÛ �ø ü ýþ¾úû ®�� Å���	 
 ��¼è�âÛ±²³�è������¸¾�Ò�ä´���á� �ò����� ä³ Å�¸�Ò¾� �Ç! Å"¶·#��Ò�ä ®
    In the preparation for Olympic Games, a host city in any host country will build or extend 
massive Olympic Games venues, and thus bring a number of infrastructure constructions or 
renovation of the host city. In 1988, the direct investment of Seoul Olympic Games was US$2.28 
billion, but the other investment of its necessary facilities and infrastructures was several times 
the number of its direct investment. Beijing will invest 180 billion RMB on infrastructure 
construction, 71.3 billion RMB on the environmental protection and pollution control and 17.3 
billion RMB on the construction of venues. The tremendous investment for the Olympic Games 
will promote Beijing’s economy greatly, and impel the development of the national economy. 
During the Olympic Games, the host city will attract attention of the world. Countless travelers 
all over the world will visit Beijing. The consumption of their eating, drinking, lodging, shopping, 
and so like will keep on impelling the national economy steadily. In the period of Post-Olympic 
Games, the host cities will still be able to take advantage of the remaining influence of the 
Olympic Games to attract international and domestic tourists, to hold international and domestic 
exhibitions and conferences, sports exchange programs and so on, continuing to keep the fast 
development of their economy.  ×±²�íî Å$%&'()*¾'(¯°ÆÇ+³,� �-�./�Ò0¾±²12!3 Å#4Ò0ÆÇ56�7 ¾��Û-8 ®�9:: ð;Æ±²³<=� �>¹ ÷÷?: üý
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þ ÅÕLM�7NÆÇ56�7OPQR<=� � ®S¶·±²´Þ �:øø ü þTR56�7�� Åï �U üþTRVWXYNZ[\] Å�ïU üþTR!3�� ®�Ò¾±²� �^ÃØ_`Ò¾a4 T Åb4 )cÃØ¾�â ®× ±²¯°î Å̄ °ÆÇ��ßÌÍ¾ 
d ÅÌÍef¾ghi Sj Åæç �kl mn �o �p �q �r stuvwxyb4 )cÃØz{�â ®|±²î Åe¯°ÆÇ³}T±²¾~¿��)� �)�æç Å°)� �)�â³ Å12��s�4xy��tu ÅX�ÃØ¾���â ®
Currently Beijing is cooperating with all related groups to prepare for the Olympic Games. 

Beijing will try its best to implement the strategy of “new Beijing, new Olympic Games,” 
targeting the three ideologies: “Green Olympic Games,” “Technical Olympic Games,” and 
“Humanities Olympic Games”. The results of current work give us reason to anticipate a bright 
future for China. 
� Å¶·���¼e���� �°±²³ ? ¶·´��Ò���7 �,¶· �,±²��� Å�� �� �±² ���±² �g�±²��Ò[� ®� 
�¾Ù �l Å¡¢ÝÞ[ �â£¤¤¤
 
A more beautiful Beijing –perfect combination ¥¥¥¥¦¦¦¦§¨©ª«¬§¨©ª«¬§¨©ª«¬§¨©ª«¬®®®®®®®®  
of ancient and modern factors                       ̄ °±²³«´©µ¶¯°±²³«´©µ¶¯°±²³«´©µ¶¯°±²³«´©µ¶                

 
The large-scale construction of the infrastructure for meeting the standard construction of the 

Olympics will promote the modernization level of the hosting city greatly. For instance, Japan 
built the first 210 km/hour high-speed railway in the world before the Olympics were held in 
Tokyo. In order to meet the needs of the Olympics, Los Angeles extended its international airport 
and increased its capacity to 7,000 passengers per hour. As contenders for hosting the Olympics, 
Greece and Germany invested to construct the Athens and Berlin urban highway networks and 
railway transportation facilities separately, thus promoting the modernization of their urban 
transportation.  å·¸±²³¯°¹º¹»ì¾Ò¼½56�7��¾¿Þ�fÓ ÔÆÇãÀ�ÁÂ ÃÄÅ×¯°Æ·±²³��¸ ßÌÍÇÈÈ¹��É ÷ �ø ÊËÌÍÎÏÐ ÑÒÓÔÕÖ×ØÙÚÛÜÝÞß àáâãÓäåæçèéê àëìÜíîï Íðñòó ôõõõ ö÷ Ñøùúû ÓØüýÛÜÝ àþÿ �ê� ���ú��Ì×�ÍÎÊÐ �ú	
��� à���×���Ì����

 
In order to host the 2008 Olympics, the Chinese are building and renovating a number of 

stadiums to meet the standard of the Olympics in Beijing. At the same time, considering of 
long-term development in Beijing, the Chinese are building and renovating the airport, railway 
stations, urban roads, telecommunications systems, information centers, the Olympic Village and 
its ancillary facilities, as well as other large infrastructure facilities in Beijing. This will promote 
Beijing as a modern international metropolitan city.  Ø ��ý �õõ� �ÛÜÝ à�����êú �� !"#�ýÛÜÝ$%Ì&'æ( à)ó*ã+,��-×./01Ì23 àáåæ 4567 4-×
Ð 489 :; 4�<=>?@ÛÜA@BCD� EFGHI�çèê�ú �� àJë����KL��� ÓäFM×ÌNO Ñ
   The Chinese are focusing on the improvement of its public transport in BeijingPwith a total 
investment as much as 90 billion RMB. Anticipating a huge rush during the games, Beijing's 
subway system is currently undergoing a major expansion which will increase its capacity to 
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more than twice its existing size. The current system is composed of four lines and 64 stations. 
An additional seven lines and more than eighty new stations are constructed, including a direct 
link to Beijing Capital International Airport. In the airport itself, eleven unmanned trains will 
expedite the movements of people throughout the new terminal buildings. On the ground, 
Beijing is set to designate thirty-eight official public transit routes that will link the Olympic 
venues. During the games, 2,500 large-size buses and 4,500 minibuses will be operated by a total 
of 8,000 drivers to transport people across various venues.  ���� ]^�_Ê`��ab àcd� �_-×��efÌgÿ �Ýhð iõõ jökl Ñmn� opqrÌ�� Íst ��ÌuÏ :; vwçè��ëx�ãÌyzé1 {| }Ñx vwÌuÏ :;ã~��ú �� d7 à���ê��Ì���ú��}d�7 àB= �������M Óäåæ Ñåæeft � ��ö��Ì56ë�ÎÜ��ìð��å� Ñ�uf��ef àt ��ë��������6
?��þopæ(úÛÜA Ñ� opqrt ë� �tõõõ d �å �� �t�õõ �FÊ` 6ú �t�õõ �ò¡ï¢ö£�þopæ(¤rÌÜ� Ñ
  Beijing will highlight the integration of its traditional characteristics with modern elements. As 

Beijing tries to focus on the protection of its old Imperial City, the axis of the traditional city, the 
water system of historical city to reflect the basic pattern of an ancient capital. The remodeled 
Imperial Academy Street, Shicha Hai, the Forbidden City, the Great Wall and other landmark 
buildings and facilities in Beijing will bring the ancient capital some modern urban atmosphere.  ¥ ����ê�?� à¦Ø §êM ��õ �Ì-× à��ë¨�©;ª «¬�� ®Ì¯# Ñ��ë]^°± ²³- 4©;-× =´� 4µ¶-×· :ú¸-H¹º» à?&�¸MH¹º» Ñ¼0�Ì½¾îÌÓ¿ÀÁ 4ÂÃÄ 4ÅÆú.-ë¬ F!Ç =&�-×È ÉÌ$ ÊËêÌú�`)Ø¸M��ÍÎ�Ì«Ïú��M×® Ñ

In addition, the official logo of the 2008 Olympics appeared all over Beijing. It is included 
on the emblem entitled “Chinese Seal: Dancing Beijing,” the Olympic slogan “One World, One 
Dream,” as well as “Fuwa”, the mascots of the games, not only calls upon the world to unite in 
the Olympic spirit and the value of “humanities Olympic Games” ideology, but also reflects rich 
Chinese culture and unique oriental wisdom.  Ð� àÑÒ��-Ì �õõ� ÛÜÝÈ É$Ó à ÔÕ ��ÛÜÝÝÖ ×=ÓØ ÙÚÛÌ��Ü 4 ÛÜÝÌÝÞ ßà ×) dáâ à) dãäÜ à åæ ×çèéÜ 4êëì ×=ÓíîÜE àïð&� �Û�ñòóô ¬ ×öõÛÜÜÌö÷øùúÌûüý àþÿ�������Ì=�õ�ú�ªÌ�e�	 Ñ
   For example, the 2008 Summer Olympics emblem entitled “Chinese Seal: Dancing Beijing,” 
combines elements of traditional Chinese society—a red seal and a calligraphic word for Jing 
(literally “national capital”) with athletic features. The open arms of the calligraphic word 
symbolize the invitation of China to the world to share in its culture. Besides, the calligraphic 
character, Jing looks like another Chinese character Wen (literally “culture or literary”), which 
symbolizes the ideology of “humanities Olympic Games”. 
� àJ÷ÛÜÌÝÖ�Ø ×=ÓØ ÙÚÛÌ��Ü àë =ÓØ 4� ×�Ü¬ÜÛ �È É�#� � à��þ� Ñ���Ì ×�Ü��d��ÌöÈ à��uë��úÛÜÝ� :�  � àöÈ��Ì� � !" Ø ×��#$%Ü ÌÉ& Ñ)ó à ×�Ü� �d×õÜ� à'( ×öõÛÜÜ Ñ

For another example, the mascots of the Games, the Fuwa (literally “good-luck dolls”) 
consist of five members that incorporate fish, giant panda, fire, Tibetan antelope, and swallow 
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designs. They are named Beibei, Jingjing, Huanhuan, Yingying, and Nini. When the first syllable 
of each of the five names is said together, the result is the phrase “Beijing Huan Ying Ni”, which 
means “Beijing welcomes you”. The Fuwa each have as their primary color one of the colors of 
the five Olympic Rings.   )� à�õõ� �*+Û�ñòÜÛÝêëìíî Ñ�,dÈ É-� à./0 122 3456 789:: 3;<=6 789>> 3?@ABCD6 789EE 3FGH6 789II 3JKLM6 78N0 OJK>EPQRST NUV WX0?YZ[RV W \
A more modern Beijing --experience a          ]]]]^̂̂̂_`abcde_`abcde_`abcde_`abcdeffffffff                  
technological Olympiad                       ghghghgh iiiijklmjklmjklmjklmnnnn

                           
 

Hosting the Olympics will accelerate Beijing into scientific and technological Olympic city 
and the “Digital Beijing.”  For example, in the Beijing Olympic Venues Plan, the Chinese will 
build advanced sports and culture architectures, apply new technologies extensively and make the 
technology of digital network to a broader, deeper involvement in the entire process of athletic 
competition in Beijing. Thus, the technologies of remote audios and videos and images displays 
will bring a close link between people and sports.  ?YoRpqr;;stuv?Yw OxyJKQRz{|} \~� NJK�?Y���� ����� � N�z{���R����z� N������v� N�xy��v���� 9��� ¡���¢£R¤¥¦ N§¦T¨©ªv�« ¬¨®v�r�¯°��z±�²³´Rµ ¶ \

Among the thirty-one Beijing-based Olympic Games venues and six venues outside Beijing 
as well as fifty-nine training centers, the largest architectural pieces are the Beijing National 
Stadium, Beijing National Indoor Stadium, Beijing National Aquatics Centre, Olympic Green 
Convention Centre, Olympic Green Park, and Beijing Wukesong Culture & Sports Center. 
Construction of these venues has reflected the improvement in innovation ability of the Chinese 
people in science and technology. In particular, the National Stadium, the centerpiece of the 
2008 Summer Olympics, nicknamed the “Bird Nest” because of its nest-like skeletal structure, 
features a lattice-like concrete skeleton forming the stadium bowl and has a seating capacity of 
80,000 people. The 24 steel poles that support its skeleton are made of a kind of special steel 
“Q460” as it to be called, a product developed by Chinese engineers and technicians 
independently. 

 
� ·¸ ¹JKº »w ¼ ¹½ Y¾��« ¿À ¹ÁÂ �ÃÄ � NJKÅÆ��� 9�ÅÅÆÇÈ �Ã 9�ÅÅÆ��� 9ZÉÊ���w?@AB�ËÌÍÎÏ; \ÐÑY¾��Rz{ÒÓÔÕ�Å¯ Ö×Ø�RÃÙÚ �Û Ü�ÅuvØ�ÝÞßàá âãä åæçè éßêëìíî ïðñòí óôõö÷øùúûüýþ åÿ���� �ýþ��� � å	ß
��ß��������� � ��÷�ß�í â�� �ýþ�ß �� � !" #$û%&' (�)* ß+ ,- ./ï��012 34ì56ß7á 8 â
 By 2008, Beijing will guarantee everyone a safe, convenient, fast and efficient access to an 

affordable, abundant, beyond-language-barrier and personalized information services at any time 
and any place in Beijing. In addition, Beijing sees a leadership role for China to enter the era of 
comprehensive, information application technology, such as e-government, e-commerce and 
digital communities. The applied engineering technology of Beijing, such as telecommunications 
networks, digital TV system, satellite broadcast is approaching advanced international standards. 
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By that time, Beijing will have built a virtual Olympic Museum. People can access various 
Olympic information and watch the vivid pictures of the Olympic Games at home by Internet.  E �**� F åGHIJK LMNO2PNOQR SNOíTUVWX- SYZ S[\ S7]^_`��abß Scdß Sefghi ß Süjkßl mno âpqrö åGHP- ïIstuv-wßxyz#Q{ å|�}o S|�~o Sxyk� ��l mkz#I���� å|l �� Sxy|� S���� �z#���E��tu�� â�Q åGH�I��ûü��ê�����î å2�����P ð���r ¡E¢%êë£¤ å¥¦E§ ¨©ªßêë «¬ â

Beijing has also pledged to provide the 3G network service for the 2008 Olympic Games. It 
is hard working on the optical fiber network, the digital wide band, the seabed optical cable and 
the digital satellite TV system to serve for the Games. According to the international convention, 
during the Games, the Beijing government will waive the visas of the foreign reporters, custom 
tax of photographic equipments, application interview and so on, in order to provide the media 
better and more convenient service.  GH�®P �**� Fêë�Q¯° ±² ��no â	³P��êë�noß�� Sxy´µ S¶·¸¹ºxyk��|� »¼� â½ö åGH}¾¿êëÀR�Á ïÂÃã åÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌ ÍÎÏ ÐÑÒÓÔÕÖ ×ØÙÚÛ ÔÜÝÞßàÜáâãäåæç Êèé ê
  
The Cleaner Beijing ---Built An               ëëëëììììíîïíîïíîïíîïððððñòóñòóñòóñòóôôôôôôôô                 
Ecological Garden City                       õö÷øùúûüõö÷øùúûüõö÷øùúûüõö÷øùúûü                     

 
Generally speaking, the Olympic Games always helps to improve the environment of host 

cities. For example, when Munich hosted the 20th Olympic Games, it built an Olympic Park by 
reconstructing an old airport. When Seoul prepared for the 24th Olympic Games, from 1981 to 
1986, the South Korean government and the Seoul community invested nearly $ 40 million to 
plant 30 million trees, build many gardens and flower beds, rehabilitate several historical relics, 
harness the Hanjiang River, improve the management of urban environment and sewer and water 
quality, and prevent pollution. As a result, the environmental situation of Seoul has improved 
dramatically. When Sydney hosted the 27th Olympic Games, Australia also tried many ways to 
protect and improve its environment.  �ýþÿ åêë�ß�������ß����I	©
�ß�u # â� ï�������� �* �êë� åIûü ��í���ê����� â� ï}¾º����¢������ ���� Fß��êë� åP ���� F� ���) F R� £� �*** �� å!" ±*** �# å$� $%&'� S'( å) *$&+�,-. å/0 $�1 å�� $���� S2�3º�450 å¥67 $8/�9�� å�����:;E<=�� â>�?@P A�º�� �*** Fêë�Q�BC` $%&�DEF â

Similarly, hosting the Olympic Games will push Beijing to develop and improve its 
environmental resources, and bring Beijing a more beautiful environment. At present, Beijing is 
taking the good opportunity to intensify environmental protection. On one hand, the Beijing 
Government, in its bid file in 2001, committed to lower air pollution, increasing environmental 
protection and introducing environmental technology. Beijing, in its commitment to improve air 
quality and reduce the areas of industrial land, will relocate 200 local factories before the games 
begin. For example, one prominent factory in eastern Beijing, Beijing Coking Chemical Plant, 
will be closed. As a result, the consumption of coal in Beijing will reduce 2.96 million tons every 
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year. Another large enterprise, Capital Steel Corporation will be removed from western Beijing, 
in order to save more than 50 million cubic meters of water for Beijing every year.  GH ß å��êë��r"GHß��£I;EuJK6LMNO PQRSTUVWXYZ[\ ]^_ PRS`abcdefghTijkl PmJKZnopWXTqr ]Jst PRSuv wxa yzz{ |}~������ ���� PZ�WX�� P�mW��� ]�`�NO����T��WX�����op yzz ����� P���� ��¡¢£ ]£¤ PRS�¥¦¥§¨�©ª��««RS¬® ¯°±t²³´ Pµ|¶�RS�·¸¹º»¼ y½¾ ¿À ÁÂÃÄÅÆ Ç��´µ|È·¸�É Êzzz Ë¿ÌsÍ ]

On the other hand, Beijing has been developing new environmental resources. For instance, 
it has completed a 120-square-kilometer afforesting belt, which shows 66% of “the blue sky” in 
Beijing. Now, the rate of plant coverage of Beijing is 51%, and the rate of sewage disposal is 
90%. As a result, the ecological environment changed dramatically. For another example, the 
Olympics Green Park located in Shunyi has some 640,000-square-meter water surface and some 
580,000-square-meter grass area. Its total rate of afforesting area surpasses 82%. The previous 
wild sandbank has turned into a “natural green oxygen bar” for Beijing. ÎÏÐÑ ÒÓÔÏÕÖ×ØÙÚÛÜÝÞß Òàáâã äåæ çÐèéÛêëìíî Òïðñòóôõö÷ øøù Òúûüýþÿ���ö÷ �äù Ò�����	�ö÷ 
æù Ò��ÜÝ��� ����þ����è��ÑÑ�� ø� �çÐ� Òê�Ñ�� �� �çÐ� Òêë� ! �åù �"#Û$%&'( )ÓÔÛ ðò*ê +,-ó �
   In additional, smoking is banned in the 66,000 cabs. A violation would lead to a fine of 
100-200 RMB (US$13-$26). Beijing authorities are thus trying to make the event a non-smoking 
event. Let us expect that by 2008, Beijing will have more blue sky, clean water, green ground 
and clean air, and thus becomes an ecological garden city. ./ ÒÓÔ01�23456 ø �789:;< Ò=> ?@ äææAåææ B CD äEAåø FBG�ÓÔHIJK×0LM�23N( ðO<�2ó �PQ4RS÷ åææ� T ÒÓÔ03òUñ V�UW V�Uê VXYUWÚ ÒZ[â( �þ���ý \
 
Negative Concerns -- Protests and Potential Boycotts  ]^_`]^_`]^_`]^_`aaaaaaaabcdef ghibcdef ghibcdef ghibcdef ghi  
 
   Although the Chinese government sees the games as a chance for China to highlight its 
economic rise and emergence as a world power, it is suffering from some protests and potential 
boycotts. Some groups of protesters and activists are protesting or will call for protests against 
the host country in 2008. There will likely be issues over the environment, human rights 
violations, Tibetan independence, broadcasting and so on.  jklmno0pN�23qr stuÛvwxyzÖm�{Û|3 Òu}~÷Ï�n���z�1 Û���Ï���J1 �01 åææ� Tp���ÓÔ�23Û���p������ àáÜÝ�� Ò=����� Ò������ Ò���� �� �� �
    In August 2007, for example, more than 40 Chinese intelligences circulated a public letter to 
the leaders of the Chinese government, calling for improvement in human rights. A press 
freedom organization, “Reporters without Borders,” advocated a boycott of the 2008 games in 
Beijing, citing its abridgment of press and personal freedoms and the positive effects of earlier 
Olympic boycotts. Both of them expressed concerns over violations of free speech and human 
rights in China.õ� Òåææ� T � � Òàá��r  ¡¢Úz£¤1 ¥ÛlmÖ¦ �æ 7�§¨©ªÙ
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t· l¸¹º�ÛèØ» Ò¼½N¾�2Û¿ÀÁÂ�� �ÃÄ�� ðOmÅÆ>��óÇ t��ÓÔ�2ÛÈÉ ÒÊËÌ lmÛtÍz8� ÃÄÎ÷Ï� �ÐQÑÒöÓ lm=�ÈÉ ÃÄz��ÛÔÕ �
Activists working to address the ongoing violence in Darfur, Sudan, have called for pressure 

to be exerted on China because of their financial and diplomatic support for Omar al-Bashir, who 
is responsible for the Sudanese government’s proxy militias in Darfur. Some activists in Taiwan 
have begun to refer to the Beijing Olympics as the “Genocide Olympics” in The China Post. The 
Chinese government, in turn, has criticized the activists for “politicizing” the Olympics.Ï�zçÖ�z�����×Ø tÙÚöÛÜÛÝs�� ÒÞßàlmáâ ÒÊãälmnoàÙÚåæ�çÛ èéêÛÛënz/ìíî ïðñÛ���×1 òlmóôõ�ØöÓÔ�2÷ ðøùú û�23ó �lmnoüýþL�� ð0�23n�ëó �
   Pro-Tibetan independence groups, such as “Students for a Free Tibet”, have initiated a 
campaign to protest the Beijing 2008 Summer Olympics. The group plans to protest for Tibetan 
independence and objects to the Chinese government’s use of the Tibetan antelope as one of its 
five mascots.  1 ����2�ÐÑ ÒÃÄ��ÿ�2� �vÙ� )��ÓÔ�2Û2� �¿À Ò������Þß������� lmnoï ���	rþ
8�� lÛ� lÏ8 �

Additionally, Olympic lawmaking of the Beijing authority in 2006 included that Beijing 
would banish local people who don’t have hukou (residency permits) for Beijing during the 2008 
Summer Olympics. It would also banish vagrants, beggars, and people with mental illness from 
the city for the Olympics event. A group of 106 lawmakers in the United States have circulated a 
letter calling for the US to boycott the coming Olympics because of China’s forced relocation of 
300,000 Chinese poor to make room for the games.  ./ Ò�Ó åææø TÓÔHI Û ð�2��ó Ò ¥� àáÓ t�ÓÔÛ/� lmè��� ð��� ���k	ó Ò�Ï�/���Ô Ò� ð��ó1 ÔÛ/�� ïÓ6�ýÛ��� � V��� � V !"#>0$á %�&î�' tÓÔ� Òäæø { Fm��( �)�*»Ò+��ÓÔþ )�2,�Ð-%�'. Eæ �/�tÓÔ �

Concern has been raised over the air quality of Beijing and its potential effect on the 
athletes. Although Beijing invested a lot of money to lower air pollution and increase 
environmental protection since 2001, research data shows that even if the city were to 
dramatically reduce its emissions, pollution would still drift into from the neighboring provinces. 
At current levels, air pollution is at least two to three times higher than levels deemed safe by the 
World Health Organization. Marco Cardinale of the British Olympic Association has stated that 
air pollution, coupled with heat and humidity, makes it “very unlikely we'll see outstanding 
performances in endurance sports.” Several countries also have indicated that their athletes will 
arrive at the games as late as possible to avoid exposure to pollution.  Ï�0ÉØ tÓÔÛY12362� �ô4�ÓÔ�v1 åææ ä T5�Þ6�Ê78�9 :;÷�<=>?@ ABCDEFGH IJKL :MNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\ ]^_ `abMNcdefghijklmnVopqrVstuv ]w xyz{V|}~�� � ������MN� ���������QRe��� ���t ����� ] �P��x� �¡ ¢̀�V£¤ ¥¦§QR¨©tª«¬®¯MN ]
   Another concern is the supply of tap water in Beijing. The people in Beijing have suffered 
from a drought and a lack of major fresh water sources for 15 years. Many residents drink bottled 
water instead of tap water. The water coming from the water plant is safe, according to the 
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Beijing Water Management Bureau. The water is contaminated during the process of its 
transpotation throughout the city. The city officials in charge of the city water have ensured that 
“the safety and efficiency of the water system” will be maintained and that the recycled water 
supplied to the Olympic Villages will be as clean as tap water.  �¼�½¾¿ÀÁÂ¿À ]Ã�«¬Äª ÅÆ ÇVÈÂ ̀ÉÊÈËÌÍÎVÏÂ Ð̀Ñ ^©Ò ÓÔÕ ÏÖ×ÂØÙ Ú\Â ] ÛÜ ÝxÂÞßl� «̀¬ ^©VÕ ÏÂÁopV à̀Á á�ÕÏÂeâ �ãä ÝåtMN æ̀ çèèãéê ]æëìíî «̀¬y£ïð £̀¤ ¥ñòóôõöRe y£÷ ô©øÏtÍÎVÕÏÂ�ùúÏÂ ]

Some competitors in the Games, especially swimmers, have voiced dissatisfactions with the 
IOC’s decision to schedule some events to meet the requests of NBC who paid US$3.5 billion 
for exclusive United States broadcasting rights for the Summer and Winter Games from 2000 to 
2008. NBC requested that popular events, such as swimming, athletics, basketball and 
gymnastics, be broadcasted live during the television primetime in the United States from 8:00 to 
11:00 pm to increase advertising revenues. This would require some events to be held in the 
early morning from 8:00 to 11:00 am, Beijing time. The IOC granted the request for swimming 
and gymnastics, but denied it for athletics and basketball, thus most of Europeans would not be 
able to watch gymnastics during their primetime.¼û£¤ ¥ ǜýÁþÿ£¤ ¥ �̀�x�yz{ÛÜ �xx��� � � ���	�Vmn ¦̀
��ð ���V�� ]^Ýíþÿ ��� ������ ôP���� V� � `Ôoâe�xV���ð �� �  ! ÅÅ �  "# $%& '( )*�+ ', ]-. �̀/�0ö12e«¬�ð�345 ]67x�yz{ ç8å 9þÿ���£¤ ¥V:n æ̀;< = 9������e�3>5 Vmn ` ?c@AB Cõ�De���ðE� �� �0 ]
 
Conclusion                                FGFGFGFG
                          

 In summary, hosting Olympic Games is a process of mobilizing, encouraging, and 
assembling the people of the host country. Hosting Olympic Games will enhance people’s 
confidences and prides, and thus stimulate the national spirits. We not only expect that the 
Olympics will bring more prosperity, beauty, modernity and cleanness to Beijing, but also hope 
that it will improve the quality of the Chinese people. In other words, if Chinese people succeed 
in hosting the 2008 Olympics, the international image of China will be highly improved. The 
subsequent expansions of trades and developments of economic and technological exchanges 
would lay solid psychological bases for strengthening their national confidences and for the 
subsequent rapid developments of economy. We wish China the best luck for hosting the 2008 
Olympiad in Beijing!  H[IJ 4̀Ky£{Á¼�¤ ¥Ó� �L MÓN �OPÓbVãä ]4Ky£{RQR �xÓ �XÓV ÚS N� ÚTU Q̀Vc©WXÓYZ[ ]t \  � Ç ` ���]ï^_`a¼�b& cd b̀& �e b̀&�Ø b̀&ÍÎV«¬ ö̀ï^ _�t¼�b&f¡V X̀ Óf¡ghR �9V«¬ ]iIJ í̀j ÝxRQkl©4K�my£{ ý̀ x�n o¦ptVcqr s̀J [\VtÁ uvwc è̀x �yz {|&}X~ � ��% �ÓY ÚS N��\èxV�} X~ �� ��VNêÃ� ]«¬�£ �
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The Picasso of Oriental Art: Zhang               &'()*&'()*&'()*&'()*����

Daquian, the Greatest Chinese Artist  ������������������������������������+,�-.�/+,�-.�/+,�-.�/+,�-.�/012012012012�������������������������������� 
in the Last Five Hundred Years(1) 
 

Ou Wen                                         
� ��

Translated into English by Hongbo Tang)                (
á� ����kwf

) 
            

 

 

On July 28, 1956, Pablo Picasso, the western master of modern art invited Zhang Daiqian, 
the eastern master of modern art to his mansion in Europe and had lunch together. They 
discussed and exchanged many concepts and techniques of art in eastern and western 
paintings. “The most memorable time of the eastern and western history of modern art” or 
“the summit meeting of modern art between the east and the west,” was described by all 
the news reporters throughout Europe next day.  ��������� ���������� ���������� ���������� � �����������  ¡¢£¤¢¥�������  ¡¢£¤¢¥�������  ¡¢£¤¢¥�������  ¡¢£¤¢¥¦�� §��  ¡¢£¨© ª¡¦�� §��  ¡¢£¨© ª¡¦�� §��  ¡¢£¨© ª¡¦�� §��  ¡¢£¨© ª¡«¬«¬«¬«¬ ����̈ © ª® ¡¯° ±²³ ´µ ��¡¢£¨© ª® ¡¯° ±²³ ´µ ��¡¢£¨© ª® ¡¯° ±²³ ´µ ��¡¢£¨© ª® ¡¯° ±²³ ´µ ��¡¢£ ����¶·¸¹º»¶·¸¹º»¶·¸¹º»¶·¸¹º» ¼¼¼¼½¾ ¿ÀÁÂÃÄ ÅÆ½¾ ¿ÀÁÂÃÄ ÅÆ½¾ ¿ÀÁÂÃÄ ÅÆ½¾ ¿ÀÁÂÃÄ ÅÆÇÇÇÇ ÈÈÈÈÉ¶ÊËÌÅÉ¶ÊËÌÅÉ¶ÊËÌÅÉ¶ÊËÌÅÍÎÏ Ðµ ÑÒÅÓÔÕ Ö×ÍÎÏ Ðµ ÑÒÅÓÔÕ Ö×ÍÎÏ Ðµ ÑÒÅÓÔÕ Ö×ÍÎÏ Ðµ ÑÒÅÓÔÕ Ö× ØØØØÙËÂÃ ÚÄÛÜÝÞÅßàÙËÂÃ ÚÄÛÜ ÝÞÅßàÙËÂÃ ÚÄÛÜÝÞÅßàÙËÂÃ ÚÄÛÜ ÝÞÅßà á â Øá â Øá â Øá â ØÂÂÂÂÃãÅäåÓÃ ãÅäåÓÃãÅäåÓÃ ãÅäåÓ á Èá Èá Èá È

 

Biographical Sketch                       æçæçæçæç
    

Zhang Daqian is the most legendary traditional Chinese painting master in the 20th century. 
He was excellent at paintings, calligraphy, seal cutting and poetry. In the early times, he learned 
from the ancient calligraphy and paintings, specially made an outstanding achievement in the 
landscape paintings. When he went abroad, his painting style became characteristic of combining 
concrete styles with abstract ones and of merging the ink skills into the color ones. In particular, 
he developed a new artistic style by the splashed-ink and splashed color techniques. His method 

《東方畢卡索東方畢卡索東方畢卡索東方畢卡索》五百年來一大千五百年來一大千五百年來一大千五百年來一大千� �� �� �� �
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of doing research is very valuable for those painters who attempt to transform the traditional 
styles into modern ones. ôÑõôÑõôÑõôÑõö÷ øù ú ûüýþÿ����üý�� ���ö	ý 
�� 
� 
������� ������ ����ý ��� !"#$%&'() *+,-./ *#01 2345 26478 *9: ;"<=>?@ *ABCD<ED: *FG HIJKL0M NOJPQ$RSTUVW XYZ[\]^_J#`abc N

 
Zhang Daqian ((or Chang Ta-Chien, 1899-1983) was born in Neijiang County, Sichuan 

Province on May 19, 1899 (the 25th year of reign of the Emperor Guangxu, the Qing Dynasty). 
His original given name was Zhengquan, and was later changed to Yuan, while he had a 
childhood name Ji and a studio name Jiyuan. He took the religious name Daqian Jushi or 
“Layman Daqian”, and Xia Li Ba Ren. He also had a house name Da Feng House. He loved 
painting since childhood. As a little boy, Zhang was encouraged by his mother and elder brothers 
to pursue painting. His mother was a well-known female painter at that time. His second elder 
brother, Zhang Ze (another name Shanzi) was a famous painter known for his tiger paintings, as 
well as landscapes, figure and floral paintings. Zhang Daqian also learned from him. When he 
was young, Zhang Daqian once had been a Buddhist monk, and had been kidnapped by 
gangsters and forced to be an advisor there. He began to grow a beard in his twenty’s, which 
became his unique symbol. As a great collector, Zhang Daqian had collected hundreds of ancient 
calligraphy and paintings, which became the so-called Collection of Da Feng House. Since the 
Chinese Communist Party came into power in 1949, he left mainland China at the age of 48, and 
had never returned to his hometown until he died.  def 2

1899g—1983g 4 *hidjk *+ lim ;n *oip *qpm *ref-s ;tuvw ;xie0y *
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The artistic style of Zhang Daqian’s painting may be divided into three periods: the period 
of classical style, the period of transforming style and the peak period of his career. The first 
period spanned the first 60 years. Zhang Daqian focused on copying the art works of Shi Tao, 
Zhu Da, Xu Wei, Chen Chun and other famous ancient painters in Song and Yuan Dynasties, as 
well as Dunhuang fresco. Thus his painting style transformed from the similar style of Shi Tao 
and Zhu Da into that of ancient painters in Jin, Tang, Song and Yuan Dynasties. The second 
period was when he was between 60 and 70 years old. After having explored for ten years, he 
had finally developed a wonderful new style by having explored for ten years. That was: 
combining the splashed-color with splashed-ink and àá  techniques. The peak period of his 
career started at an age of 70, marked by his work Thousands of Miles on the Yangtze River 
finished when he was 70 years old. He reached the creative peak in art, characteristic of 
splashed-color skill as his unique painting technique. Its main steps of plashed-color techniques 
are as follows: at first, draw an outline with ink and brush; then mount a piece of paper on the 
back of the picture (or mount the picture on a paperboard); at last splash ink and color on the 
picture. The splashed-color technique is approximately similar to the automatic technique in 
modern Western art. That is: move the picture or the picture on a paperboard with the hand and 
let the color flow automatically and freely in order to form some kind of accidental, artistic result. 
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Then the painter adds water or enriches color to the picture, or adds some buildings, the foot of a 
hill, some branches of trees and figures with the brush according to his preference, in order to 
create some kind of artistic result which combines concrete styles with abstract ones, and merges 
the ink skills into the color ones. He explained his art works by Chinese ancient philosophic 
theories such as “the ideas surpass the phenomena” and “half-positive and half-negative” and so 
on, and believed they conform to the traditional esthetics principle. In fact, the notable change of 
Zhang’s painting style in his old age did not only lead his painting style to the modern ones from 
the classical ones, but also ranked him as one of the innovators of the traditional Chinese 
paintings.  defJ�#KLîï>

3 ð�ñ :òóô0ñ ;õöñ® ÷øñ N
60
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Zhang Daqian had painted countless works, including many posthumous works. The most 

popular one was the “Thousands of Miles on the Yangtze River” finished in his old age in the 
United States. The huge picture was 15 meters in length and 50 centimeters in height. Zhang 
Daqian mixed various painting techniques together to paint this picture: not only did he handle 
different drawing techniques skillfully, but also dealt with ink appropriately; in the view of color, 
he unified dark red and dark green, combining the splashed-color with splashed-ink; in the view 
of structure, he began to paint the Yangtze River from the bridge on Minjiang River to Mount 
Qingcheng, via Chengdu, Dragon Gate, the Three Gorges, Yichang, Shashi, Lake Dongting, 
Wuhan, Jiujiang, Mount Lu, Lake Pengze, Nanjing, Zhenjiang, Jiangyin, Mount Madang and 
Shanghai, ended this work at the delta of Yangtze River, the Chongming Island. This painting 
was noted not only for its huge structure in which covered so many places Yangtze River passes 
through, but also for its outstanding skills by which marked the diverse characteristics of those 
places. For example, sometimes the painting showed us the endless smoky mountains whereas 
sometimes the cliffs and canyons; sometimes it displayed a gorgeous river with great waves 
whereas sometimes a still river with smooth waves. These superb painting skills made the 
Thousands of Miles on the Yangtze River a landmark art work in Zhang’s era. It is said: “To paint 
a mountain needs five days, and to paint a river needs ten days.” Zhang Daqian, however, only 
took ten days to finish this grand-scale painting. No wander he obtained praise for his efficient 
and excellent skills in painting. Zhang Daqian believed that “a painter should try any kinds of 
painting”. He also insisted that, “a traditional Chinese painting must express some kind of 
emotion and interesting with the brush and ink, no matter it is a large or small size picture, a 
concrete or abstract topic painting.” The fields of his painting also involve flower, bird, fish, 
insect, landscape and figure. He was never rigidly adhered to the available painting skills, and 
finally formed his unique painting style.  
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Amongst the Chinese artists of the 20th century, Zhang Daqian is undoubtedly an 

outstanding one with his painting style elegant and clean. Xu Beihong had ever said, “Zhang 
Daqian is the best Chinese artist in recent 500 years”. He was very talented and 
knowledgeable, and was good at all fields of paintings including landscapes, figures, flowers, 
ladies, and birds, and made special contributions in landscape paintings. Along with many other 
famous artists of his time, he undertook the responsibility of reviving the classical styles in early 
years of the Qing Dynasty and inheriting the traditions of artists from the Tang, Song and Yuan 
Dynasties, thus leading to resurgences of the classical styles that had been falling since the era of 
the Emperor Qianlong of Qing Dynasty.�  ¡ ¢ £���jk� TGHI¤¥�U ��¦¦§ TUj¨©ª«¬ c® ¯°e± fg²³´²³´²³´²³´ µµµµ¶·¸¹º»¼¶·¸¹º»¼¶·¸¹º»¼¶·¸¹º»¼ ½½½½�q�[ ¾¿À±^ T� �� ¾̂ � ¾�Á ¾ÂÃ ¾ÄÅ¤ÆuÇ TÈÉ�� ��j��Ê|ÈË�ÌÍ fqÎ ÏÐÑ ÒjkÓ ÔÕÖª×ØÙ�ÚÛÜÝÞ�ßà Trá�âã äåæçjk�èÛ Té� �êëXìíî�ÚÛÜ�M �Þ c

Just like many other artists, Zhang Daqian also experienced a period of imitating from old 
masters. He was one of several modern artists who learned from old masters extensively: He 
achieved the high level of “targeting toward the soul of art” by learning from old masters, 
modern masters, creatures, and nature. While inheriting the traditional culture, Zhang Daqian 
sought for innovation. He created unique splashed-ink and splashed-color styles, and improved 
the quality of Chinese painting using rice paper simultaneously. Though he became a master of 
art, he felt lonely. “Who will take over this boat of art, after a master passes away?” he described 
in his poem Lotus Pond. (to be continued) 
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Who Understands the Spirit of It ����the Taste    �������������������������������� � �� �� �� � ����

and Sensation of The Red Chamber (1)              �34�34�34�345555�012�012�012�012����

����
 Oyang Yizhang��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������LMNOPQ  
 Taipei, Taiwan                                    RSRT����

(Translated into English by an editor)                    (UPVWXYZ[ ) 
 
● Entering the main theme of the taste and      ����������	�

sensation of The Red Chamber                  
�������

�

1. Introduction: live between life and death  \]\]\]\] ^_^_^_^_ `̀̀̀abcdefghijabcdefghijabcdefghijabcdefghij
 

Food is the resource to maintain human life, which is connected something between  
known and unknown.                        ~E. M. Forster klmnopqrstuvwxy z{| }~~m ��t� ��� ����t� ��r��v�� } �

E.M.Forster (��� ) ������ �
 

The above statement shows that food is inevitable in human life. On one hand, it helps 
human seeking and illusion; on the other hand, the philosophy of food has another meaning. 
Who understands the spirit, behind the Dream of the Red Chamber? In the beginning of this 
article, I would like to express appreciation for Professor SifanYe’s encouragement since my 
study and research of The Red Chamber.  She started teaching it at the Green Garden in 
Taipei, Taiwan in recent years.   ������ ���� ¡¢£¤¥¦§¨©ª«¬®¯ ����°±²³´µ¶·¸¹º »¼£¤½¾¿À �ÁÂÂÃÄ³ ÅÆÇÈÉÊË�ÌÍÎ¸Ï¦ Ð ¥ÑÒÓÔÉÊÕÖ× Ø�ÙÚÛ¨ÜÝ Þ¥¿½Éß �àáâãäåæçèéê �ëìÆ ÕÖ× Øíîïð¸ñ·òó �ßôõö÷ø¥ùúÖ×ûü Ð 

 ý þÿ �������� ���	
�� ����	� 	��������
 �� ���� ���� ý þÿý þÿ �������� ���	
�� ����	� 	��������
 �� ���� ���� ý þÿý þÿ �������� ���	
�� ����	� 	��������
 �� ���� ���� ý þÿý þÿ �������� ���	
�� ����	� 	��������
 �� ���� ���� ý þÿ ����� �������� ��� ����� �� �� �� �� �� � ������������������ � �� !"#$ % &
 described in his book, The Art of Life, that Western people think with their 

brains, but Chinese people think with their stomachs: British use their healthy skins to think just 
like the Chinese use stomachs to think. Chinese say a knowledgeable scholar is a scholar with a 
stomach full of knowledge. When lovers are separated, their stomachs are full of pain or when 
they are apart, their stomachs and intestines are broken. In daily life, for instances, intestines are 
without thoughts, stomachs are without knowledge, intestines are full with minds, stomachs are 
filled with worry,  gall as big as the sky (audacious),  hearts are cool, intestines are broken, etc. 
Therefore, Chinese put western abstract thinking into real life. Chinese can get across the 
thinking and enter into the traditional spirit. The Red Chamber is a novel of combining Chinese 
thinking and real life into the climax.    
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(2) Three in one: Stone, Sau Shei –Qing and me  (2)àáâ�àáâ�àáâ�àáâ� ããããäåäåäåäåææææææææçèéçèéçèéçèéææææææææ êêêê

 
 
    The luxurious food of The Red Chamber was similar to the food in the palace of an emperor. 
The author skillfully portrayed the power and wealth of the Jia’s family. What are the 
implications behind this? In the 1st section of The Red Chamber, a cultivated man investigated 
and recorded: “he sees color from the transparency of sky, he sees love from color and 
transforms love into sex, so he changes the title to the monk of sensation.” Therefore, this novel 
was also named the record of the monk of sensation. In the 12th section: “Wang Shifung 
established the missed dream and Jia Tianxiang observed the mirror.” “This mirror is from 
another planet and is made by an angle of warning. It cures the diseases of illusion and obscenity, 
and affects a long life. I bring it to families of high officials, you should watch it from the back, 
but not from the front. I will return to take the mirror back after three days,” said a cultivated 
vegetarian man when he took out two sides of a mirror and gave it to Jai Rei. Unfortunately, Jia 
Rei only looked at the front of the mirror. He indulged in sex and luxuries which made him die. 
His parents complaint about the mirror and burned it. A voice came from the mirror: “Who told 
you to look at the front of the mirror? You looked at what was false as the truth, why did you 
disobey me?” This treasured mirror shouted to everybody in this novel and shouted to all the 
readers and people all over the world. The author of The Red Chamber intended to instruct all the 
readers to look at the back of the mirror and then introspect their own lives. 7ÔÕ =:ëìíî ?ïÂ ðñòó:ôõÚö÷ ø6ßù@úû :üýþÂÿ���:��Ú���� ?�	�
����:���� �
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 It is interesting that Jia had Rei as a first name and Tain Xiang as a middle name. Wen 

Tain-Xiang had Tain-Xiang as his name, and Sung Rei as his nick name. He was a courageous 
and patriotic general sacrificing for China in the Sung Dynasty. The author interchanged these 
two names and their personalities also had big differences. In fact “Jia” means “false”, the author 
dared to use the ideology of the five thousand years of history and culture of royalty and filiality 
to satire conversely. The author repeatedly criticized the abuse of power and bureaucracy of high 
officials as the acts of animals. Food in The Red Chamber reflects the Chinese civilization and 
sets off the spirit beyond the affairs of male and female. CcDU º²³def ºÂgDÊh²ijkl²mDmn È²³o³def ÈÂpqorsef ºoefdq³ ºU¸tuvD9iwx yzFDo {d¸|}~ ºz=D=�G��@Ce�Ð� y4�DX�����<9��� �É� �² ��� �� �D�� �º°T��F7���Mw���D�� º� ¡¢D£¤G¥¦ y� NOP Q9§§�L¨©ª �«¬± ��D®¯°±Ð² º�F@9��³´µ¶·¸¹º»¼½9¾D=¿ ºCD=¯ÀÁUÂÃÄÅDÆ¾ÂÇ KÈÎTM ºÉÊ� NOP Q<XË <ÌDsÍºÎÏ º@Ð��ÑÈÊ¿ÒÓ=ÔDÕ_ ÈÖÑÈË×�� ºØÙ�ÉÊÚÛÐÜDÎÅÒÝ y
 
(3) Thought after the banquet of crabs:   (3)ÞßàáâãäÞßàáâãäÞßàáâãäÞßàáâãä ååååæçæçæçæçèéèéèéèé  or êëìíêëìíêëìíêëìí  
  drinking a saint cup or a sexual cup 
 
    In the western civilization “a saint cup” was the cup of grape wine that the Christ used at the 
last supper with 12 disciples together. But there is a legend which says that Joseph used that cup 
to collect the blood of Jesus who was put onto the cross and died for people’s sin. In the wedding 
ceremony at the Christian church, bride and bridegroom drink a cup together indicating that the 
union of wife and husband as a family together. When bridegroom holds hands with bride 
together, they start a new beginning of life. Therefore, “Drinking a saint cup together” means the 
gain of scarifying and also means the ownership of sharing. Let’s look at the 5th section “Vacant 
Illusion”. Boyu drank the wine: 

Boyu smelled this wine, unusually sweet. “This wine was made by the stamen of many 
flowers and juice of many fruits.  Milk and wheat were added, and it was named ‘Many pretties 
go to sadness’,” he said alertly.    îïðñòó ôõö÷ øùúûîüýþÿ� ô��������	
�÷� �������ñ� ô��������	���
�÷� !"úû#$%&'(�)*	+ ô,�-.	/, ôö÷01�ö+ 23456789: ;<=>?@ABCDE FGHIJK LMNOPPQR ;STUVW5>? ;XNY=Z[T\]^5_` ;ab9cdefghJi5jklm noGpq ;r<=>? stuvwx5yz ;{u|}x5~� n

 ������ r���� s: ;�Q�=5� �
 ���������� ����� ����  ¡ ¢£¤¥ ¦§��¨©ª«¬ �®¯¬° �±©²³¬´ �µ¶¬·¸¹ �º»¼ ½®¾¿ÀÁ¢Â

The Red Chamber is a love story. The fragrance of many flowers, the  
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spring tea of many red colors, and the wine of many pretty women, all relate to the fate of 
women. In the 38th section, at the corner of crab banquet, when Boyu saw Daiyu, he felt a little 
touched. He warmed the wine of flowers for her, but she only drank a bit. In the mean time, 
Bochai also brought a cup of wine and drank a little bit and wrote a poem, Memory of 
Chrysanthemum.  ÏfÐ ÑÒIJÓÔÕÖ×Ø^5Ù ;ÚÛu rÜWÝ Þß às5áâ ãräfJå Þæ às5çèéu rêëì? Þí às5î� ;ïðñCÖò5VWóôõ nöG ;M÷øù�úûü5ýþ ;�Qöÿ�Q� ���5� ;I��e r��	
5� s;�Q��eJ � Þ��5 r������? sà��Ze L�� ;��{��h�eJ?=eJ � ;��e��Z !"#5�J$ %&! 'n

 Boyu’s happy wine mingled with Daiyu and Bochai together at the banquet of crab was a 
skillful arrangement. It hinted of Boyu’s unhappy love through well-rounded Bochai which was 
different than Daiyu drank her wine as a play girl, which may have resulted in a sad ending. �Q(5���ó�Q ã��5)* ;2+,5úûü:-2u./J�50123 ;45 o67895��ó:;<=5�Q>=G� ;�?@�AB�Q[CDET5]^ LFìGJHfÐÖò ;�IíóJ5KL n

In “ the taste of the Red Chamber” ,  Miss Han Lianglu wrote : In the 18th section, no 
matter who eats what or who sends what to other people to eat, they all involve love, power, 
position, and fate. 

The Red Chamber is not only a love story, but also a play of real life.  MNO2 %ÏfÐP Ñ5QR^S ': ;�fÐ5QT23�C0U5VW ;�XI �
 

 YZ[\]^ ��_`abcde �fabgdechijb klmnohpq rsttuvwxy z{| z}~ z������ ��������������������� ���������  �¡¢£¤¥¦ §
2. Taste and personality             2. ¨©ª«¬¨©ª«¬¨©ª«¬¨©ª«¬  
 
     In The Red Chamber, the taste of food often reflects the personality of people. For 
instance:   ��� �®¯�°�¥¦ �±±�²³´µ�°�¢¦¶·  �̧ ¹º¸»¼½¾ ¿ÀÁ¼Â Ã

 
 
(1) Dai Yu with two personalities and      (1)ÄÅÆÇÄÅÆÇÄÅÆÇÄÅÆÇ ÈÈÈÈÉÊËÌÉÊËÌÉÊËÌÉÊËÌ

 
Xiang Yun with optimism  
 
  The author constructed a narrative that at a banquet, Daiyu said few words, making a 

nervous triangle with Boyu and Bochai. In the 8th section, “A bird shows its mind and Bochai 
and Boyu were a little sad.” Boyu came to visit Bochai and Daiyu came shortly. Mrs. Shai saved 
a few fruits for them to take with tea. She also prepared wings and legs of ducks with wine. 
Interesting talks began as follows:  

“I only drink a glass of wine,” said Boyu. “Why not a bottle of wine?” said Mrs. Li.   
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“Don’t warm it up, I like to drink it cold,” said Boyu. “Don’t drink it cold. If you drink it cold, 
you will feel chilly and tremble,” said Mrs. Li. “Boyu, don’t you know that if you drink warm 
wine, then it will spread quickly. If you drink cold wine, it will stay cold in your stomach. It is no 
good to let your stomach warm it up,” said Bochai .Being convinced, Boyu then asked his 
servant to warm it up for him.  

Daiyu smiled and was eating snacks. Sheiyen, her servant sent a small heater to her. “Who 
told you to send me the heater? You are very thoughtful. I feel cold,” Daiyu asked her with smile. 
“Tzguang asked me to send the heater. She is worried about you,” said Sheiyen. Daiyu took the 
heater and held it into her breast. “You listen to her, but you don’t listen to me,” said Daiyu. 
“Her words are like the words of a queen.”  

 ÙÚÛÜÝÞ¹ ¿ßàÜáâãäå ¿æÂÜçèéê ¿ëìíîïÜðñòóôÂ õôö÷øÜùúûü ýþÿ� ��������	 
ôöæÂé�� å ¿ôÂ����
�ôö ¿��æÂ��� ¿��� ������ !�"#$% &¿'(� )*+Ü,-./ ¿0123Ü456% ý78Ü9:;<� Ã
 =>?@ ABCC DEFGHI JKLMMN ABO PQ RSTUVV WVV DXYZ[H\] RK^^_` =>ab ABOcde f DEFg[hi JKjkClN AB_mnOo A[ fhp Dqrstuv JK=wxN AB=yz D{Z| }~����i D�N�O�Np��� D��[����i�� ��h[������ � D����e� D�O�� �� ��O�O [Xhi f RK=>¡_¢£¤¥ D¦§e¨©ª J«>¬T®v DF¯T°x Jm±«>i² ³´µ¶·¨¸«>¹²sº D«>»¼x½� AB¾¿Z¹¨i ��À� ÁÂ DX`�hÃ fE RKµ¶N ABÄÅÆÆYÇÈh DnE¹¨i JK«>HÉÊ f DË�Ì P DxN ABÍ{ZÎ¡�i¢ REÏ }ÐZbiÑSÒ�Ó �ÔÕ�b fZ�Ö D×Ø Ù��Ú RK

“Who told you to send me the heater? You are very thoughtful. I feel cold,” said Daiyu. “You 
listen to her, but you don’t listen to me. Her words are like the words of a queen.” These 
conversations reflect two meanings - one meaning about Bochai’s talking to Boyu, another 
meaning about Daiyu’s jealousy.   Ûå �ÜÝÞß�Ü àáâ#ãä ¿åæºçè�é ê&ó ��ëÞìí#Ü: êéî ïóÞðÜñòóôõ ö÷ø#ð�Þºù ¿�úûüýþ ê&ÿ����������	 
�������������������� �

Boyu drank three glasses of wine, and ate Aunt Shai’s chicken and rice. Finally, he drank a 
cup of tea and said goodbye. In Han Lianglu’s article “The Romance in the Red Chamber”, she 
thought that his future mother in law caught Boyu’s appetite first. ����� 
�!"#$% 
��&'(�)*+,�-./01234567 89:;�<=>?@� 
��ABC� �DEF GHIJ�KL�M NO

2005.05.12, PQ RSTUVWXYZ[\] _̂`a bcdefghXi j
 

In 49th section: “white snow in the world turning red and the fragrance of cosmetics and 
make-ups disappeared,” Xiangyun made an expedition for her life. Her honesty made the world 
with snow warm up. At one night, when Boyu was at a meeting with many ladies, she acted like 
a gentleman among all the ladies and looked special.  klmnopS qrstu vwxy z{|}~���� �X��S z����������X���S z�X���� z��w��X����� ¡¢Z £¤¥gh¦§
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´µl¶}·¸¹ z���º»¼X½¾¿¿kZ zl§´µSÀÁÂÃ Ä
 

Xiangyun came wearing a black fur coat, a golden red monkey hat and a scarf. “Look! A 
monkey is coming. She behaves like a monkey,” Daiyu said with a smile. ”Look at my dress!” 
said Xiangyun. She took off her coat and wore a golden sweater, and had a butterfly on her waist, 
and wore a pair of boots. “Look at her, dressed as a young man, she looks even better than when 
she dresses like a lady.”  
 ÅÆÇÈ ÉÊ Ë ÌÍÎ ÏÐÑÒ ÓÅÔÕ Ö×ØÙÚÛÜÝÞ ÖßÚß àáâÛãÚ ÌäåæÎÅçè ÉéêëìíÛîïïðñòó Ìôõ ö÷ÎÛÕ Öøù úØûüýþ ÿ����� Ì���Ê ËÌÒÅ�Ó�	Î
ãÚ Ì�� �����ÚÊú�ÈÉýþ ÿ�����ßä�� Ó ��ÅÙ� ÌÅÙ� ËãÚ Ì��ÒßäÍÎÅÔ��Ó� � !ùß"# �$ì% �&' ()�*+,- Ö./ Ìß Ù..ÓÅÔ0î1234Ú Ì5ß 667ÎÅ89:;Ú<=% �>? Ì@A�ÍÎBC�D ÌEFÓG5H I ÌJKLM úNOPýþ ÿ�QÒ�R��S��ÚÓTU ÌVWÒ��XUYZ[ Ë\ ú�

“Discuss how to write a poem. Who wants to be the author?” she said. Next morning,  
people gathered at the Shei-on House. “There are some fresh deer, we can eat together. We cook 
in the garden,” Xianyun said to BoYu. Boyu loved to plan this picnic, and Bochin and Bochai 
were happy to join together. Howver, Daiyu did not like this and said “Where can I find 
flowers?” At this moment, the author used Xiangyun’s teasing to describe the false conduct of 
some hypocrites.  
 �]^_ �̀a¹bc zdeefghi jjk l�m z§nlowpq¸ z��rsstgh_ Ä̀ uvwxy zz{|}~�� z���f���^ zr�r� jzgh�z�����V����X���y� ���� ��������� ¡¢ ��£¤¥¦ �§¨©ª«¬® �̄ °±² ³́µ¶·¸¹º»¼® ½¾¸¿ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇ �¢²ÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐÑÅ¬Ò ³

 
 
      What do you know? “This is a gentleman.” You are hypocrites. It is disgusting! We enjoy 
eating here! The taste after eating is sweet for my heart.  ÓÔÕÖ× ØÙÚÛÜÝ ÞßàáâÓãäÚåæç âèéê ë ìíîïðñòóôõôö ÷øùúûüýþ ÿ �
(2) Bo Yu looks uncaring, but cares in his heart  (2) 

������������������������ �����	
��	
��	
��	
�
 

 
      In The Red Dream, Boyu appreciates different foods just like different sensations. He had 
feelings for Bo Chai, She Ren, Xiang Yun, and Jin Wen. It is similar to universal love. However, 
he loved Dai Yu the best for her very special personality, like the leave of a lotus. �� �� ������������ ��������� !" �#$%�& '() '*+ ',-.�//0 �12345�6789: ;<=>0 ?@ABCD ;EF ?�:G$HIJKLMNO�PQ�R�S"TU��VWXVYZ[ \
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In the 35th section, Bo Yu was beaten and could not move. Mrs. Wang and her mother came 
to see him. Mrs. Wang asked him what he would like to eat. 

 
 “I don’t feel like to eat anything. However, I would like to eat the lotus soup.” “Listen! 

The taste is not great and it takes a while for my teeth to eat and chew. You are eager to eat 
this,” Sister Fung smiled and said. 

  �������GH�I ��������� ���� '��) '���8��: ���)�NO�� ����� �� ¡¢£¤¥õ ÷¦¦¡û§¨ø©ë§ª«¬ ®ª¯°ë±²³´ ìµ¶·¨¸¹º »�¼¼ ìÿ½¢¾¿À ÷ÁûÂÃÄ Å ÷ÆÆë£ïÇõ Å ìµ
According to the introduction of Sister Fung, Jia family constructed a model made from 

silver with many star shapes. The model was filled with lotus mixed with flour and added the 
lotus to the chicken soup. Drinking this soup of lotus could make people’s blood circulate better 
and felt good. This shows the author’s knowledge of Chinese medicine. This soup indicated that 
Boyu cherished Daiyu and showed his considerate thought about her. ÈÉÊ�ËÌ �QÍÎÏÐÑÒÓ �Ô

 ÕÖ×ØÙ$ÚÛ�VÜYZÝT �Þßà!á �ÙâVãäÞWXåæ çèWXéê� ë�ìIíî�ïð[I�Þ \ñ�àòó�ôõ �QÞöÚHô�Ýõ \÷IøâùúûV�VWX 'VWü �ý�þVÿO�à�Q�����!" \��N�O!����	ù�
� 'è�		éê�VYX 'VYü[ �������0é� @D0 �YX���� '�� '������ \������� !"ì#$ %4&�[P�'(�$��)*+, -./.0123 4
 

Through the analysis of Professor Kang, this soup named “Lotus”, pronounced “Lian”, 
indicated the thoughtfulness and good heart of women. This is corresponding to the first section 
about the daughter of Jen Yin-Lian. This lady looked like Qin Ko-Chin. She became the second 
wife of Shei Pan, and was mistreated by Shia Jin-Gui. Her bitter and misfortunate life reflected 
the result of playgirls. Boyu’s love for Dayu was beyond the usual sexual love which reflected 
his philosophy of life.      56789:;1<= >?@1 AB CDEFG AH C >IJKLMNOPQR1STUVWXY Z[\]^_`abcdeWfghdij klmn^o p q[rstuvwxyzz k{|}~ pq��������� q���_��f� q�����f�� ��� ����� q���  ¡ k̀ ab pf¢� q£¤¥\¦§¨©ªg«¬aa®f¯° Z±± ²³fo´µ³ q¶·_¸¹º_»¼½¾¤X¥f¿ÀÁÂ q®¿®£®»ÃÄ Z

Boyu also liked to send delicious food to people. In the novel, he delivered the fresh longan 
to Tanchan (in the 3rd section), sweet cake to Chanyun and chicken covered with red plum and 
Chinese herb (in the 37th section). He would not forget to bring some food to the servants Jinwen 
and Shiren. But, he would not bring delicious food to Dayu due to her health. “Do you feel better? 

                                                 
11 ÅÆÇÈÉ ÊËÌÍ ÎÏÐÑÒÓÔÕ Ö×ØÙ ÚÛ 386 ÜÝÞßàáâãäå ÜæçèâÔé ÜêëìíîÓÔïðñâòóôõ Üö÷âøùúûüýí þÿú�û Ü���� ��� Üßàáã� þ�	�
��ô� �
���Õ�� ������������ Ü��� !"# $� %&' ()*í+, Ü1999- . 
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Have you taken medicine today? How much food did you eat today? What would you like to 
eat?” he usually asked. “Please tell me and I will ask an old woman to bring it tomorrow 
morning.” He was so considerate and thoughtful, which was the best spiritual medicine for her. ²³\;<¸=>f¿?@fAB qCcf¸DEF<GHfIJKLMN k̀ OPQb pq\F<RS�TUVKWXY qZ<KLf©[½\¤]^ k̀ OPQb pq�_ZD`FaABbcdf efgh�i¿ �Ej��®�kl¸Ymfn³� qDF<@f q�o�pdq¨ r�sh?t u¡�@v_w� u¡�s xa x@_yz{ u¡�|}~�@ q��� q�·ha�b��� ¡Z [��T¿�f�� q}�on³f ����Y� ¡Zk�yP�b���f ���� ¡Zk���f ��À�� ¡��� p

 
 
(3) ��� ��� ��� ���  ¡¡¡¡¢£¤¥¢£¤¥¢£¤¥¢£¤¥

         (3) Mioyu tasted tea, and boasted herself 
 

    Everybody’s mind was different, just as everybody’s taste was different. The narrative of the 
author is very lively. In the 41st section, after a big breakfast, Mrs. Jia took grandma to Mioyu’s 
place to drink tea. Mioyu was very busy to prepare the tea for her, but Mrs. Jia did not drink such 
kind of Lu-On (six kinds of healthy herb) tea. She thought Lu-On tea was inexpensive tea, but 
Mioyu said that it was precious tea. “What water did you make this tea?” said Mioyu. “I used the 
rain saved for a few years to make the tea.” These two ladies wanted to compete their tastes with 
each other.  ¿YD¦ q§¨© �Â ¡ ��ª«¬®¯ °±²³´µ¶· ¹̧ º»¼½¾¾¿ÀÁÂÃÄÅ °ÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐÑ °ËÌÒÓÔÑ °ÆÇÕÖ×ØÙÚÛÑ Ü¹º»¼½ Ý °Þß¼àáàÆÇâãäÚÛÑµåä æçËÌè½Öéêëìí Üîêïðñòóô ÝõÆÇö÷êøùú °ËÌû½êüýþÿú õé�����Ê�ð� °ËÌá��à¼� õ

Mioyo invited Bochai and Dayu to her room to drink tea (her private tea) and she wanted 
Boyu to come with them together. In front of Boyu, she wanted to show off. Dayu asked whether 
she used the rain saved for a few years to make this tea. Mioyu sneered at her:  

“You are a mediocre person, and therefore, you don’t know how to taste this tea. This tea 
was made by the snow in a devil bottle covered with plum which was buried at the monastery for 
five years. I just dug it out for a bottle. I drank this tea once. This is my second time to drink it. 
Why can’t you tell? If I use rain to make the tea, how can it taste so fresh and delightful?” 

 
ËÌ��	ÆÇ
�� �������� ����������� !"# $%&# �'()* +, �-./�0��%123 45��67 ��89:; �<�=;>*��?@*A�B-�CD*EA �F�GHI J

 KLMNO PQRSTO PUVWXY Z[ \LR]^_`abcdefgh Pijklmjn Pop qrstuvjlwsw PxyYpz P{a|} P~^���� q �̀ �z�s� PLR��� q �K �MXY Z[ ��^�j�Vr�L��� P��zp �
 In her article The Great Tastes in the Red Chamber published by the United Newspaper in 

December 12, 2005, Miss Han wrote that the “devil bottle” gave people a feeling that Mioyu had 
a devil talk. Afterwards, the author narrated that Mioyu disliked Grandma Liu’s dirty cups and 
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threw away the set of cups. He described one high taste and one low taste, about people’s 
feelings, and increased the temptation of The Read Chamber.   ¡¢5 £¤¥¦*§¨©ª « $¬ ®¯¯° ±° ±²® +³ �́ µ¶·©¸³¹º»* ¼¹ ½¾@¿ÀF �ÁÂÃÄÅ�ÆÇ*È �ÉÊÄ�ËF�5ÌÍÎ ¼¹ ½Ï*ÐÑ 42ÒÓÔÕÉÖF�×ØÙÙ@Ú*ÛÜÝÞßà�áâ*,Æ �-ãä;åæ2Ð 4¶�;�æÖ,ÖAÖÄ© �8ç¤¥è¨ 4

When Mioyu took Bosia and Dayu to drink tea, Boyu followed. Mioyu put aside Grandma 
Liu’s cups. She gave a cup with a ear to Bosia, a tiny cup to Dayu, and a cup made by green jade 
to Boyu. Mioyu gave people different kinds of cups for tea which indicated their different 
positions. It is interesting that when Boyu complimented her different cups made by different 
materials, Mioyu was very happy. Afterwards, she found “a gigantic cup with nine arches, ten 
loops, and 120 sections of bamboo” for Boyu. “You can drink this cup of tea like the sea of tea. 
After Boyu finished the tea, “Though you drank this tea, it was no worse than other tea. The first 
cup of tea has good taste, the second cup of tea is for thirst, and the third cup of tea is drunk like 
a buffalo. What would you look like after you drank a sea of tea?” Mioyu smiled and said.    Þ5F�éêë����� !"#,ì ���-íîÞï ðñF�òó*,Æô �õöÅ��÷øù JF�úûÄüØÙÙ!Ú*áâ,Æý�þÿ �����Û ¼�� �� ½ $�ã�� +Ê�� ��	��
�� $��Þ� +Ê�� ���� �# ��@*���Ê��! ð��Â�F��ÙÙ ��� �������*õ%*� õ!Â" 4#ã$*�<��%&F�'³()�*�+� ¼,- ½Ò �F�./01 �23� ¼�456.7�89.:;<á=>?*�@AB ½�C DÌ E¼2FGHIJ DKLMNGHIO P DQRSTNUV E WMNG PX DYSZ[V E\]^_ ` abcdefgh ijkl mnopq aro stuvwxy azo{t|}| `~ a\^dn�{��� �

Mr. Sui Jin thought this conversation about two Yu’s talks in his Private talks in the Dream 
of Red Chamber reveals that Boyu likes all the human beings. When he saw this Mioyu, he 
forgot about Dayu. This reminds people that one should focus one’s love on one person. �����N ������ �� D���H� W�S PN��� D������GYS�� ¡¢ £¤¥¦§¨©ª«¬®®¯°± ²³´µ £¶·¸ ¹º »¼ ½ ²¾§¿¿À§ÁÁ ¼ ÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉ®®ÊËÌÍÎÏÊ ÐÑÒÓ
(4)  Jingui bites bone and Jia Jen cooks pork    ÔÔÔÔÕÕÕÕ ÖÖÖÖ×ØÙÚ×ØÙÚ×ØÙÚ×ØÙÚ ÛÛÛÛÜÝÞßÜÝÞßÜÝÞßÜÝÞß

 
 
    When describing the indulgence of Jia Jen, the head of Ni government, the author used 
“cook a pig” and “toast a lamb” to indicate the originality. In the banquet, there was a voice of 
signing which indicated the falling of Jia’s family luxurious life: 
 

Jia Jen cooked a pig and grilled a lamb. There were a lot of delicious food, fruit, cakes, 
wine and drinks. He took his wife and lovers to eat meals and wine, and felt very excited. Then 
they recited poetry and played music. At midnight, there were fresh air and beautiful moon. Jia 

                                                 
12 àáâãä 14 åæç èéêëìí î2002ïì ð ñ 
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Jen was drunk, and asked his servant to give him a flute. He asked Peifung to play the flute and 
Wenhua to sing. About three o’clock in the early morning, he was very drunk. When all the 
people put on more dresses to avoid chill, they heard a voice of signing. “Who is there?” Jia Jen 
asked. Nobody answered. “There are some people outside,” said Mrs. Yio. “There is no house 
around. How can there be people here?”  
 þÿ����� ����	
�� £Â�� ²�§¨ �� ¼� ²�§¨�� ¼¹���� » Î����� ! "¶þ#�$%& £'(Ë))*+, -./01 234567�� £¬8��þ9:;<=> ?@ AÒB

 CCDEF GH IJ KL GHMN KOP QRSTUVW KXYZ[ K\]^_`abcd Kefgh Kijkl Kmnop qrs Ktuvw Kfx yz{| }~H��� K����z� K���� }DECC� G��w K�� �� K���GH����� K����� K���� K �¡¢ K�£¤¥¦§¨ }�© Kª«¬£ }®~�¯��� KDEw °±� }²³´µ¶·¸ q¹º�»V¼ K½¾¿À��¤ÁÂVÃ }²³ÄÄ¾Å KÆÇÈÉÊË� }DEÌÍÃÎÏ KÐ ÑÒÓ]Ô ÕÖ× Ð�Ã KØ�¤ÙÚ }ÛÜÝ ÑÒÞ�Àß¿³Ô¤ KàáYâ }ÖDEÝ ÑÒãä åæÀçèéê�¤ëìp Kíî¿«ïðñòc Kóô�¤ ÕÖ
Jia Jen was truly a smart pig. In 80th section of The Dream of Red Chamber, Shia Jinguia, 

Shei Pan’s wife loved to bite bones. When she killed chicken or bucks, she gave meats to people, 
and she bite bones instead. The author described her low class as follows: õö÷øùúûü ýþÿ���������	
��ú ����� ������� ������� !" #$%&'()*+,-./ 0

Jingui’s temper was not stable. When she was happy, she asked people to play dies and 
cards with her. She liked to bite bones. Whenever she killed chicken or duck to cook, she gave 
meats to people and she bit bones with wine. When she felt bored, “Don’t forget other happy 
things, why am I not happy?”she said. Shei’s family ignored her. Shei Pan felt regret marrying 
her. All the people in the neighborhood knew what was going on. 

 1234567 89:;< 8=>?@ABCD EFGH5I JKLMN<OPQ JR STUVWX 8Y Z[@\ 8]^_`abcPQde J\f3ghij k7 8=lmno 8p qr9sftuvQIf 8wxy3I z{|}~��3��� 8|���s� 8� S���3����}��k 8�������@ 8��dd�93��93�� J
                                                 
13 ��� ¡¢£ ¤¥¦§�¨©ª«¬®¯°±²³ µ́¶·¸¹º»¼ ½ ¾̈ ¿À Áµ¶·ÂÃÄÅÆ Ç ¤¥±²³� ¡ª ¤ÈÉÊËÌÍª ¤ÊÎ¥ÄÅÆÏÐÑ¶·ÒÓÂÔ ¤ÕÖ×ØÙ ¤ÚÛ¶· ÜÝ ¤Ö×Þß àÛáâã�äåª ¤æçÌªèéê�ëìíî�ïðñ�òó ¤Ûôõö÷øùúû ¾ü±ýþÿ�� ¤µ����« ����	
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Journey Along the China’s          ��������������������������������				 
Silk Road (2)                   

 
 Dr. Edward C. Chang                 �����

 
After Turpan, we returned to Urumqi for a flight to Dunhuang.  The city of Dunhuang is 

located in the northwestern part of Gansu province, close to the borders of Qinghai and Xinjiang.  
Dunhuang was once an important town because it was situated near the junction of the old 
northern and southern Silk Road.  It was a historic point of interchange for traders between 
China and other part of the world during the Han and Tang dynasties. � !"#$ 8w%&'(")* 8+$,�-. J-./01234f567 889:n;<=f>? J@A-.�BCD E6FGDfHIJ 8K`LMNO�NPQRSUTU9VW6f/X JYZ[\ ] 8^_f`Da@b MYcd ef J

Now Dunhuang is known to the world for its culture relics and its famous sand-dunes. 
Many travelers come to Dunhuang for a tour of the famous Maogao Grottoes, the Echoing-Sand 
Mountain, and the Crescent Lake.  -.gY hijk�@ALflmno;Lfpq Jr sA-.ftubA kUv9ifwxy Ezpq; {|} J

After lunch, the first day we arrived at Dunhuang, we were taken on a bus to the Mingsha 
Mountain. w%A'-.$ 8\` ^~ 8 ��� ���zpq J

The words Mingsha literary mean “echoing sand.”  It was so named because when the 
wind swept across the dunes, a thunder-like sound could be heard.   zpf���pf&� 8��Y pq��`� ��������������� ���������� ¡ �¢£¤� ¡�¥¦§£��¨©�ª«�� �

Our first group activity was to ride camels, promised to be one of the most memorable funs 
of the trip.  ��������� ¡ �¢£¤� ¡�¥¦§£��¨©�ª«�� �

First, we were given a brief introduction on how to ride a camel by our local guide.  When 
the camels lowered down the front legs, each of us, at the instruction of the camel guide, would 
ride on the back of the camel by holding tightly the mental guard in front of us.  As the camels 
walked slowly to the sand dunes about half miles away, we enjoyed both the camel ride as well 
as the wonderful spectacle of this natural wonder in the Gobi Desert. ¬ �¢£®��¯°�±� ¡²³´�µ¶ �·� �̧ ¹º»¼½¾¿ À ÁÂÃÄÅÆ¹ºÇÈÉÊ À Ë¿ÌÍÄÎÎÏ ÐÑÍÒ Ó¹ºÔÕÖ× ÀÁÂØÙÚÛÜÝÅ¹ºÇÞß Ààáâ ãäåÊÇæçèéê Ó

After about a twenty-minute ride, we got off the back of the camel after it kneeled down at 
the prompt of the guide.  We then climbed up to the top of the dune by walking on a series of 
wooden steps.  Standing atop the dune, we could clearly see the smooth contours and shapes of 
the hill, like a lying dragon.  The amazing view of the surrounding was beyond description.  ëìíîï À ÁÂðñ òÇó Ó¹ºôõ»¼½ö À ÷ÁÂøù ÓúïÁÂûüýþ Çÿ� �Ê� À��ðä�Ç���	 ÓÆÊ
 À ÁÂÚÛ�ð�äÇ�� À ��Õ�����Æ��Ç�� Ó���Çç� À�Õ � Û!" Ó

Now the exciting activity was about to take place.  Each of us would first sit on a slide and 
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then slid all the way down to the level surface below.  What a wonderful experience it was to 
hear the sound created by the slide against the sand.  �/Ç01Þ234 5 ÓÁÂ678�9:Æ�;�<Ê À= >?�øù Ó�<èä@ABC ÇDE À FGùH��IJK Ó

 
Camel Rides on Mount Echoing Sand                    LMNOPQLMNOPQLMNOPQLMNOPQ
On the camel's back we toured  

¹º ÈÊRä
 

Mount Echoing Sand.                                   STUV WXY  
We were at ease as the camels walked steadily in              Z[\ ä]^�  
rhythm with the sound of their bells. _`abcde  
A camel was able to go on a long journey                    
without drinking water in the desert.  
Time and again it bought its owner to the west 
and then returned him safely to the east.  

                   
 

We returned on the back of the camel and then walked to the Crescent Lake nearby.  fgh:R�<ï ÀÁÂôõÅü¹ºij�7klmnoÇç� Ó
Crescent Lake is considered a natural wonder in the Gobi Desert.  The existence of the 

lake has been known for at least two thousand years.  It was so named because it looked, and 
still does, like a crescent moon in shape.  For all the problems of wind blowing and sand flying, 
the lake has physically remained as it was for all these years. It has never been buried by the 
movement of the sand.  How could the lake escape the falling sands from each side of the dunes?  
The tour guide suggested that one explanation would be that the sand falling from one side 
would be sent back to the other side without touching the lake due to a combination of geological 
factors.   mnopf qrÇ�7 súæç ÓtÆ uvw½ À8ÂÃxymnoÇzÆ Ó{Çk|��}ç À ~�{�ùÃ����m Ó�úv^wùéäØ�óÆ�1 À Ù������� ä�� Ó���ä�
Çä�øùà�mno��þ������ ���Ç��p��ó���Ç ¡ ~¢ À�£�øùÇä À ¤��ðj�£i Ó
Crescent Lake at Mount Echoing Sand         ¥¦§¨©ª¥¦§¨©ª¥¦§¨©ª¥¦§¨©ª  

 
The yellow sand goes all the way               «ä�Ê¬®
to the azure sky. �mno�

A crescent lake is surrounded                  ¯ °ºUV ±²
by sandy hills at all sides. ³8´µ �>¶
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Camels in the past shook their bells 
as they passed through day and night. 
People now climb to the hilltop just to enjoy 
its height and the great sight. 

  
Next morning, we went to tour the famous Mogao Grottoes.  Known as the Thousand 

Buddha Caves, the grottoes stretch for about 5000 feet along the Mingsha Mountain, about 15 
miles southeast of Dunhuang. · °t¸ ÀÁÂ� ¹�kÇº>» Óº>»ckv¼½ ÀÆ¾¿dÀÁìÂ�ÇÇÃäÄ ÀÅ�¼½ÆGù� ÇÈÈÈ ÉÊ Ó

The first cave was carved out of rocks by a monk named Lezun in 366, A.D.  It was said 
that when Lezun passed by the area, he saw a flashing light of a thousand Buddha. The visual 
phenomenon inspired him to start the cave-carving work, which lasted ten dynasties for a span of 
1500 years. º>»ÇË�7½pÌÍ ÎÏÏ wÐ À �7klÑÒÇè Ó=ÔÕ 3ÖÇ Ó×Ø ¸ÑÒ]R�� ÀÙÚú�ð�yv¼ ÛÜÇÝê Ó�æÞÇÜ ß ÀàáÙ3Ö½âÇ�ã Óäï Àå]ì7æçèÊñ èÇÈÈ w Àé�8ê\ëÖ½âÇìí Ó

We were told that there are 492 caves in existence today. The total area of frescoes in these 
caves amounts to 54000 square yards.  There are also more than 2,000 sculptured figures in 
these caves. Üz Ç½â�î� ïðñ 7 Ó Å�½âÇròÆGùó� ÇïÈÈÈ �ôõ Óö÷Çø�ù� ñÈÈÈ 7 Ó

What makes Dunhuang famous to the world is the secret library cave discovered in 1900. 
The library was filled with numerous ancient manuscripts and documents, extremely valuable for 
the studies of medieval Chinese civilization.  The cave was sealed without being discovered for 
some 900 years.  For obvious reasons, the cave was not open to travelers for viewing. ¾¿ úkûüp ~�Æ èðÈÈ wÇ¿ýº>»�áÜ��7þÿÇ�] �Ó�
�����çÇ�	è
� Ó����� ����ç�ÖfÇ�� �ðÈÈ w� ���������� �!" � �#$%&��'()*+,-./0�1' �
Mogao Grottoes                            23456234562345623456  
  
Viewing from distance, the cliff               789:;<=  
looks like a series of bee hives. >?@ABCD
At the side of a sandy hill across the desert,       EFGH IJK
an art gallery is in sight. L MNOPQR  
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So magnificent and solemn                  _`ab-cd
are the Buddha statues and clay idols. efghijk  
Frescoes of portraits and scenes              lmn opq�
are a feast for the eyes. rstuvwx
A single monk was the first to work 
on the Buddha's caves. 
Many more were added  
over ten dynasties by people of faith. 
The whole world was excited   
at the discovery of hidden religious books.  
Today thousands of tourists come to Dunhuang 
to pay tributes to this place. 
 

After lunch, our group asked the local tour guide if we could alter the itinerary: Visiting the 
famous fort called Jade-Gate Pass (Yumen Guan) instead of a movie-making studio as scheduled.  
He said he was flexible to accommodate our needs if we would agree to pay the difference as 
required by his company’s policy.  We all agreed to pay the extra fees. yz{ �|} ~�0�����'������ �+��� ������ ���1�����'��� ����� ¡¢ £¤¥�¡¦ §¨©ª «¬®¯ °± «²³´µ¶·¸¨ ¹ ¡º»¼½¾£¿ÀÁ ¹

About 55 miles northwest of Dunhuang, Jade Gate Pass was built in the second century B.C. 
during the Western Han Dynasty. Along with the nearby Yang Guan, the Jade Gate Pass was one 
of the most important forts, through which traders entered and left China along the silk road.   ÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊË ÌÌ ÍÎ ¹Ï´Ð¦ÑÒÓÔÕÖ×ØÙÚ¨®Û ÄÜ¹ÏÝ¬Þ¨ßÄ¼´Ðàáâã äå¨æç¨èéêë ¹

As ancient China’s western most pass, Jade-Gate Pass used to be a military stronghold 
during the Tang Dynasty.  Many soldiers had to leave home several thousand miles away to 
perform their duty in this town for years.  For this reason, Jade-Gate Pass was the subject of 
several well-known poems.  One of the most famous poems was written by Wang Zhihuan. Ðì× «ÂÃÄ´ äåíîÞÉï¨®Û ð�ñò�ó ¹ô½ õö÷ø äùúûÍâüýþ ¹ÿ��� «óÎ���� ��ç	
¨��� ¹ � äí ��¨ÂÃÄ� « �´�ê�¨�ó� ¹

 
Passing the Frontier                   �����������

 
The Yellow River flows 
all the way to the white clouds. ���� ���
A lone town lies beneath mountains             

® !"#$ %
of many thousand feet high. &'()*+,
Why must you blow the sad                   -�./ÂÃÄ
“Willow” tune with a tartar pipe? 
Spring wind will not reach 
the Jade-Gate Pass. 
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I myself had written the following two poems to show how I felt about the Jade- gate Pass.< �=> ?ÂÃÄ¨@A «  BC
DEF� ¹
Jade Gate Pass (1) GHIGHIGHIGHI JKL M  

 
This place was once a post of the old Silk Road.            N OàPQ  
Nowadays people rarelytravel by this route. RçSãT
Yellow sand covers the wide desert;                      �UVºW   
hot air rises upward to the sky's rim.  XYZ[\  
The ancient ruins continues to withstand sand storms;        ]^é�_  
the desolate walls stand quietly in the sun.                 `"a Ob
The old reed bundles have not been burned.                cdefg  
They stay close to the Jade Gate Pass                     haÂÃÄ 
 
     Jade Gate Pass (2) GHIGHIGHIGHI JKi M  
 
Traveling one hundred miles to this lonely and barren land,   jÍ`ká
it is hard to sit or stand still on a bumpy road.

âlmno
 

Yellow sand invades the ancient path;                    �Up]q
the Mount Heaven hides beyond the desert.                 

ºWr[%
A flock of sheep roam freely along the reedy marsh;          stuvw
the ancient ruins face quietly toward the Great Wall of Han.    

Ö"x^b
As spring winds do not blow this way,                     -�h.y
How can greens be seen at the Jade Gate Pass? z{ÂÃÄ
  

                   
 |
End. }�~) 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
Editor’s note: Dr. Edward Chang has recently published his new book |“How to Read A Chinese 
Poem: A Billingual Anthology of Tang Poetry. (BookSurge Publishing, 2007)” 
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The Patriarchs of Buddhism (2)              
��
��
��
������������������ 

����
Collected by Master Hsu Yun                        � ��� �� ��� �� ��� �� ��� ���  
Instructed by Master Hsuan Hua (condensed)          ��������Ý ���(�� ) 
(Translated into English by an editor)                (�����<���) 
 
Third Patriarch  Sanakavasa                             ���������������������������������������� ����� ������������ ����������� ���� ¡¢£ ¡¢£ ¡¢£ ¡¢£ ����¤¥¦§¤¥¦§¤¥¦§¤¥¦§ ����̈ ©ª«¨©ª«¨©ª«¨©ª« ¬¬¬¬ ®¯°±² ®¯°±² ®¯°±² ®¯°±² ����³´µ³´µ³´µ³´µ ¬¬¬¬¶¶¶¶·¸¹º»·¸¹º»·¸¹º»·¸¹º» ����¼µ½¾¿¦ÀÁÂ¼µ½¾¿¦ÀÁÂ¼µ½¾¿¦ÀÁÂ¼µ½¾¿¦ÀÁÂ ¬¬¬¬�� ÃÄÅ±�Æ·¸Ç�� ÃÄÅ±�Æ·¸Ç�� ÃÄÅ±�Æ·¸Ç�� ÃÄÅ±�Æ·¸Ç ����ªÈÉ ÊªÈÉ ÊªÈÉ ÊªÈÉ Ê ËÌËÌËÌËÌÍÎÏ�ÍÎÏ�ÍÎÏ�ÍÎÏ� ����ÐÑÒÓÐÑÒÓÐÑÒÓÐÑÒÓ ����ÔÕÖ×ÔÕÖ×ÔÕÖ×ÔÕÖ× ¬Ø¬Ø¬Ø¬Ø·¸ÙÚÛ½ÜÝ¿·¸ÙÚÛ½ÜÝ¿·¸ÙÚÛ½ÜÝ¿·¸ÙÚÛ½ÜÝ¿ ����ÜÞ¾ÓÊÜÞ¾ÓÊÜÞ¾ÓÊÜÞ¾ÓÊ ËÌËÌËÌËÌßàáâãÓäå¾æçßàáâãÓäå¾æçßàáâãÓäå¾æçßàáâãÓäå¾æç ����èåÎÍèåÎÍèåÎÍèåÎÍ ����ÍéåêÍéåêÍéåêÍéåê ¬Ø¬Ø¬Ø¬Ø��ëìÓ��ëìÓ��ëìÓ��ëìÓ ����íîïðíîïðíîïðíîïð ����âñòóâñòóâñòóâñòó ����è¾Óôè¾Óôè¾Óôè¾Óô ¬¬¬¬åÓõö÷åøõö÷ùúøõö÷ùúøõö÷ûûûûüüüü ýýýýþþþþÿ������ÿ������ÿ������ÿ������ ýýýý���	
�����	
�����	
�����	
�� ýýýý���������������� ����
Interpretation:  Sanakavasa was Motu’s citizen and his last name was Pisado. His mother was 
pregnant with him for six years. When he was born, there were many auspicious signs. When he 
grew up, he took refuge and became a monk. He learned how to become a saint in a snow 
mountain. Because the 2nd Arya Ananda was going to manifest Nirvana, there were six kinds of 
noises on the earth: shocking, attacking, shoaring, moving, pouring and rising. During that time, 
there were five hundred people who followed Sanakavaso to learn how to cultivate. “Before you 
are going to manifest Nirvana, we would like to learn the proper dharma from you. Please be 
compassionate to us, and help us to revolve life and death!” they all bowed and saluted Arya 
Ananda and asked. Suddendly, he made the Hindu river to become golden land. “Buddha 
delivered the proper dharma to Arya Mahakasyapa, who delivered it to me. I now pass the proper 
dharma to you!” said Arya Ananda. After Sanakavasa received the proper dharma, he came to 
the world to assist and to save human beings. When he went to Country Motulo, it used to be a 
good place. Unfortunately, there were two fire dragons there. Whenever people built a temple, 
two fire dragons burned it. Then Sanakavasa used his wisdom to convince these two dragons 
who also believed the Buddha later. Afterwards, he built a divine temple and propagated 
Buddhism. He then passed the proper dharma to Arya Upagpta. When he manifested Nirvana, he 
flew into the sky and became a variety of 18 pieces, which turned into fire and burned himself.   

(Note: At the end of each patriarch, there are two similar verses in Chinese describing his life, 
one by the original author and the other one by Master Hsuan Hua, there is no need to translate 
them into English.) ������������ ���� �������� �� !"#$%& �'%(�)*+ ,'-. /0 123 ,4 56789 :;< =>?7@AB 6 CDE4F 5GH :I7JKL :M NOPQRST CUVWXYZP89[\]^ H :_`Mab 89 :cdefg;h ij ik il im inaop7hl CP8;qrbKs :tuvPwRYZMcnRT :4FxWXYZyz{| :}~WXYZ7���� :� ���M����M\]^789 :x�I��� :[E��� C���J�7�� :M�7���~�� :_`�����7�S�
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X :¤¥� :¦� H6¥§ C¨Mab89 :WXYZF[©ª«V¬gJ®e :�¯;° H CFVvPwRYZ�±�²³ab� � �̀ � :�´±�²³µ¶·¸¹YZ :·¸¹YZºµ»¶� :��M´ab±�²³ºµ¶¼ C¨vPwRYZ�~±�²³D :F½¾¿ ÀEÁ¾Â6 CDE~ HÃ ÄÅÆÇ ÈÉÊe :abefËEJ<Ì7 :ÍJ;ÎÏÐÑMaQÒu :ÓÔÕ4sEÖ :_`c×Ø :FÙÚ ÐÛ CÜD :vPwRYZ´aÎÏÐÑÝÞ H :ßà�áâ�Á :YZFMaefã× Hcäåæ7Lç :MPQèé�� C4`D´ab�µ¶Çêë=YZ :ìDFíîMïð¤7ñòÆóf :MPQ7cä ôõO Cö~÷ø789 :��ùúûü« :� 5Ðýþÿ :́ ��� H C
 �������� ���������������� 	
��	
��	
��	
�� ������������ �������������������������������� �� ���� ���� ���� �� ���  ���  ���  ���  !"#$!"#$!"#$!"#$%&' �%&' �%&' �%&' � (¾w )*

  +�,!-./+�,!-./+�,!-./+�,!-./ 0123456012345601234560123456 �789:;�789:;�789:;�789:; <=>�?@A<= >�?@A<=>�?@A<= >�?@AB�CDEF�B�CDEF�B�CDEF�B�CDEF� G HIJKLMG HIJKLMG HIJKLMG HIJKLM ��NO�P&��NO�P&��NO�P&��NO�P& QQRSTUVQQRSTUVQQRSTUVQQRSTUV
Fourth  Patriarch Arya Upagpta               W�XYZ[�\W�XYZ[�\W�XYZ[�\W�XYZ[�\�\�\�\�\ ]]]]̂ _ `ab^_`ab^_`ab^_`ab ]]]]cdJcdJcdJcdJ eeeefghfghfghfgh ]]]]i:� jki:� jki:� jki:� jk eeee�l� l�l� l mnmnmnmnofpqofpqofpqofpq rsrsrsrst �t �t �t � mnmnmnmngggghhhh eseseses� �� �� �� � mnmnmnmnoughvoughvoughvoughv rrrrwghvwghvwghvwghv rsrsrsrst �t �t �t � mnmnmnmnxy z{xy z{xy z{xy z{ ]]]]|y{v|y{v|y{v|y{v rrrrF{vF{vF{vF{v rsrsrsrs�������� mnmnmnmn}y{}y{}y{}y{ ]]]]~F{b~F{b~F{b~F{b esesesest �t �t �t � mnmnmnmn}ugh}ugh}ugh}ugh ]]]]~wghb~wghb~wghb~wghb eseseses�������������������� ]]]]�|�y�|�y�|�y�|�y�������� eeee�� ��� ��� ��� � mnmnmnmn�����?�CE��������?�CE��������?�CE��������?�CE��� ]]]]�	N��	N��	N��	N� ]]]]���}���}���}���} eeee}�� �������� ����� �������������������� ��������� ¡¢ £� ¡¢ £� ¡¢ £� ¡¢ £ ����¤¥¦§¤¥¦§¤¥¦§¤¥¦§ ����̈ ©ª«¨©ª«¨©ª«¨©ª« ����¬®¯¬®¯¬®¯¬®¯ ����°¡±²� £°¡±²� £°¡±²� £°¡±²� £ ����³´µ¶·³´µ¶·³´µ¶·³´µ¶· ����¸¹¸¹¸¹¸¹º»º»º»º» ����¼ ½¼ ½¼ ½¼ ½ ����¾¿ �À¾¿�À¾¿ �À¾¿�À ����
Interpretation:  Arya Upagpta was the 4th patriarch. He was born in Tsyli in India and his last 
name was Sho To. When he was 17 years old, he took refuge from Sanakavasa.ÁHow old are 
you?Âasked Sanakavasa.Á17 years old,Âhe answered. ÁIs you body 17 years old or your 
mind 17 years old?Âasked Sanakavasa. “You hair already turned to grey. Is your hair grey or 
your mind grey?” he replied. “My hair is turning into grey, but my mind is not grey,” said 
Sanakavasa. “My body is 17 years old, but my mind has no 17,” he answered. Sanakavasa knew 
that he was brilliant. Therefore, he cut Upagpta’s hair and passed five precepts to him 
immediately. ÁThe original teacher Shakymuni taught the best and proper dharma to 1st 
Patriarch AryaMakakasyapa. Afterwards, the proper dharma was delivered one generation after 
another. I now passed it to you, and hope you will light the torch and deliver it to next generation. 
Don’t let it discontinue!” said Sanakavasa. After he learned the proper dharma, he taught people 
how to cultivate themselves and how to resolve lives and deaths. He had real cultivation and 
enlightenment such that ghost Boshon was timid. He defeated the ghost such that he became a 
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buddhist. After he met Arya Micchaka, he passed the proper dharma to him. When he passed 
away, he flew into the sky and turned his body into many varieties, eg. sit in the sky, lie in the 
sky, stand in the sky, etc. Then his body has water and fire, and came back to earth, and 
manifested Nirvana.  ÏÐÑÏÐÑÏÐÑÏÐÑ ÒÓÔÕ Ö×ØÙÚÛÜÝÞ ßàáâ ãäåæçèé êëìí ßîïð ñàòóôëõö ß÷øùúûü×Ø ýþ ñÚÿÝ� �à Ò��Ö��� ��	à
� Ò��òóô � 	ÿÝ�� Ò��Ù��òó� ��Ù� ��òó� �	 ñÓÔÕÖ×Ø��
� Ò��ë��� �� Ù���� ��Ù��� �	���� ßà 
àÙ�òó!Ø�òó "# �ÿÝ Ò��� $% �� ßú�Ù���� �&'()*+, -./0 1234 5678 9:';<=+> ?;)@A+B 1.CDEFGHI8 J:;KLM'NO ?P';KQ@ARSNO T.23UVWSX'YZK ?A[\] ?̂ _I`a<=bc> ?dbaefgh T23Iija J:klmnopq ?r@AdsWS tuKvw ?xybnzGH ?R{R{|}~ ?����|b; T;��d`WSv|b/ ?/�~�| �� ?Y����� T.GH�v�� ?������� ?��� F�� ?�r����I�� > ?CDEFGHA�� ?A�� ¡K¢£ ?�rI`��¤¥ ?¦§2¨> Tr�©3CDEFGHª�« FnGH ?I`v|ba T|v�� ?I¬uR ?�®¯°� ?� ¯°�N±²³³� ¯°´µ ¶� ¯°·µ ¶� ¯°¸µ ?� ¯°Lu �¹ ¶L} �º »L} �¹ ¶Lu �º¼¼ ?AN±½K²� T¾�a¿À�WSÁÂ ?ÃÄÅ· ?IÆÇ > T

 ÈÉÈÉÈÉÈÉ ÊËÌÍÊËÌÍÊËÌÍÊËÌÍ ÎÏ ÐÑÎÏ ÐÑÎÏ ÐÑÎÏ ÐÑ ÒÓÔÕÒÓÔÕÒÓÔÕÒÓÔÕ Ö×Ö×Ö×Ö×ØÙØÙØÙØÙÚÛÜÝÚÛÜÝÚÛÜÝÚÛÜÝ ÞßàáÞßàáÞßàáÞßàá ââããââããââããââãã äåæ çäåæ çäåæ çäåæ çèéê Éèéê Éèéê Éèéê É ë�ì íîïðñòóôõïðñòóôõïðñòóôõïðñòóôõ ö÷øùö÷øùö÷øùö÷øù úûüúûüúûüúûü ÊËÌÍýþéÊËÌÍýþéÊËÌÍýþéÊËÌÍýþé ÿ���ÿ���ÿ���ÿ���������������������������	
��	
��	
��	
�� ������������������������ ���������������������������� Ì�Ì�Ì�Ì�����ææææ������������
Fifth Patriarch Arya Micchaka                   ô! ý"#$ ô! ý"#$ ô! ý"#$ ô! ý"#$#$#$#$#$ %%%%&&&&'''' ()*+()*+()*+()*+ ,,,,-ð-ð-ð-ð %%%%././././0 ç0 ç0 ç0 ç1212121234343434 ,,,,5ó6ô5ó6ô5ó6ô5ó6ô %%%%7777ñòñòñòñò ,,,,ô Éô Éô Éô É 89898989:Ê:Ê:Ê:Êñòñòñòñò %%%%� ñò�� ñò�� ñò�� ñò� ;<;<;<;<= É= É= É= É 89898989>>>>7777ñòñòñòñò %%%%?@Ê?@Ê?@Ê?@Ê���� ,<,<,<,<ô Éô Éô Éô É 89898989AAAA@Ê�@Ê�@Ê�@Ê� %%%%BBBBC ñòC ñòC ñòC ñò ;<;<;<;<= É= É= É= É 89898989DDDD ñò$ñò$ñò$ñò$ %%%%ß>>ß>>ß>>ß>>EEEE %%%%F�F�F�F�AAAA-G-G-G-G ,,,,����AAAA-G-G-G-G %%%%FHFHFHFH IIII���� %%%%JJJJKKKK LMLMLMLM ,,,,�ß�ß�ß�ßNNNN���� %%%%OOOOPLMPLMPLMPLM ,<,<,<,<ô Éô Éô Éô É 89898989:QR:QR:QR:QRSSSS %%%%���� TUVTUVTUVTUV ,<,<,<,<F@F@F@F@WWWWXYZXYZXYZXYZ %%%%[\R�[\R�[\R�[\R� ,,,,#$]� ^#$]� ^#$]� ^#$]� ^ %%%%_æ`_æ`_æ`_æ` aaaabbbbcccc %%%%d[�ed[�ed[�ed[�efgfgfgfg"""" ,,,,����hÊijhÊi jhÊijhÊi j %%%%kkkk ÌlmÌlmÌlmÌlm %%%%nä�onä�onä�onä�o %%%%TTTTpOÊpOÊpOÊpOÊ ,,,,
Interpretation: The 5th patriarch was Arya Micchaka. He was a citizen of Mojia country. When 
he was born, his father had a dream of golden sun that the sunshine made the earth lightening. 
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When he grew up, he met the 4th patriarch Arya Upagpta. He wanted to take refuge with the 
patriarch. “Does your body or your mind want to take refuge?” asked Upagpta “Neither my body 
nor my mind wants to take refuge,” he answered. “What do you take refuge for?” asked Upagpta 
again. “A monk has no me. If no me, how can I have body or mind to take refuge. My mind is 
neither growing nor diminishing,” he replied. “Buddhism is the proper dharma, neither growing 
nor diminishing. My mind and my body have no images at all.” “You will understand your mind 
comprehensively in the future,” said Upagpta. “When that time comes, you will attain the right 
enlightenment naturally.” Then the patriarch shaved his head immediately. Afterwards, he took 
refuge and received the complete ordination under the 4th patriarch Upagpta. He passed the 
proper dharma to Micchaka such that he became the 5th patriarch. Then Micchaka went to the 
middle part of India, and passed the proper dharma to the 6th patriarch. When he passed away, he 
jumped into the sky, made his body into a variety of pieces, and used fire and light to burn his 
body.   �}~�}~�}~�}~ ���� ��3'« FnGH ?a'����KX T��K�� ���������� ��������� ����� � �� �¡¢£¤¥¦§¨© ��ª¢£«¬® �¢£¯�° ±²³´µ¶« ®· ¸¹´º¶« ® ¸»�° ±²¼�´½¬® �¾¿´µ® �¾¿´º ® �¿´À�µº ® �»¢£�Á�° ±²³¿´À�µº �¿´µ® Âº ® �ÃÄ ÅÆÇ ®· ¸» ��ÈÉ° Ê ²ËÄÌ®· ¸®�Í �ÎÏ¼ �¾ÎÏ��¼ÐÏ ÑÒÎÏ¼ � �ÓËÄÔÏµ Âº· ¸�´ÕºÖ �¾´¿×¿Ø �Ù�º¾¿× Â¾¿Ø �Ù�´ÚÛÜÝ ���Þ Û¿ß�Ý �àá�´Ùâã �¾´º¿×¿Ø �Ù�ºÎÏ�ä å �¾¿´æçèéê �¾¿´�ëìí �º�îï¾´Ùâã ð¾ÎÏ�ä å �»¢£�° ±²³ñ½òóÔô�õ� Ñ³ôõ�ö÷ ðºø´ùúé� ðûü�ýþ � ÿ»�´������� � ðÀ����	 ðü
������ ð���º��� �̈ ©���Ü
 ð� ������� ��� �!"#$%&'()*+ ,-./0123 4 �56789:; ,67: �0<=> ?@ A=B ?C D=B ?@ A=> ?C D�3 4�E. A�F. A���GH. �I ?88JKLM 9NO ,�P@QR �S@QTU �0� VWX Y ,

 Z[Z[Z[Z[ \]^_\]^_\]^_\]^_ `̀̀̀ aaaabcbcbcbc d]d]d]d]eeeeffff g hijg hijg hijg hijklklklklmmmmkkkk nnnnopqopqopqopq rsturstursturstu vwvwvwvwxyxyxyxyzm{ [zm{ [zm{ [zm{ [ |;} ~5�k�k�k�k� ���^� ���^� ���^� ���^ ���������������������������� �� �n]���n]�� �n]���n]����____ �������������������������������������������������������� ��������� � � � ¡d¡d¡d¡d¢¢¢¢ rstu£rstu£rstu£rstu£¤¥¤¥¤¥¤¥ ¦§¨©¦§¨©¦§¨©¦§¨©ªªªª«««« ¬¬¬¬
to be continued®¯ °
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Elder Master Venerable Hsu Noble Yun’s Self-  ������������������������������������ 
Description of His Time and Instructions (3)      ����������������(3) 
 
Edited by Tzen Shai Lu (Kang Xian) in Shan De            ½¾ ¿(ÀÁ) ÂÃ  
(Translated into English by an editor)                    (ÄÂ+ÅÆÇÈÉ)

Eighth Patriarch Hsu-Yun De-Ching’s 56-character      ÊË Ì$7Í&3Î  
Verse for the Transmission of the Weiyang Sect:         ÏÐÑÒÓ6%Ô Õ

The Virtue of words proclaims in profision and the Way greatly propers. 
The morality tripod’s frangrance permeates with five shares renewed. 
The wisdom flames fully pervade, enveloping worlds as many as sands. 
The incense cloud everywhere masks the splendor of old and new. 
Kindness and pity deliver the world with vows which have no end. 
The light excels the sun and moon, bright and totally clear.  
He revived the sect and held the flower to propagate the Wei. 
The perfect mark of the mind-lamp is eternally glorious and bright. 

  Ö×Ö×Ö×Ö× ØØØØÙÙÙÙfÚfÚfÚfÚ¢¢¢¢ ÛÛÛÛÜÝÞßÜÝÞßÜÝÞßÜÝÞßààààáâáâáâáâ ããããäåbæçäåbæçäåbæçäåbæçèèèèéééé ÛÛÛÛêêêêëëëëìíîïìíîïìíîïìíîïðððð ññññòóôõòóôõòóôõòóôõ��������öööö ÛÛÛÛssss÷÷÷÷ ����øùúûøùúûøùúûøùúû ããããüýþÿ��üýþÿ��üýþÿ��üýþÿ��wwww ÛÛÛÛ�����\��\��\��\�� �� �� �� ����� ññññ
Illustration of disposition                              ����	�	�	�	�
 By Master Hsu Yun                                
 ë
 ë
 ë
 ë�} ~5  

 
Buddha sympathized for human being’s suffering; he showed compassions to us. 
Decaying flowers deceive our eyes; there is no dust at all in the world. 
Buddha assisted his escaped son; he used a scarf to make six nodes for the illustrations of  

six consciousnesses. 
There is no image at all; a thought could produce chaos. 

 �������� ^̂̂̂���� ññññòóòóòóòó������������ ññññ����ÿ ��ÿ ��ÿ ��ÿ ������ ññññ



õ���õ���õ���õ��� ññññ
 �������������������� ññññý��� �ý��� �ý��� �ý��� � ññññ�������������������� ññññ�©�©�©�©�� �� �� �� ññññ
 

Master Hsu Yun’s Self-Description                 
w
w
w
w
!!!!ë"# $ë"# $ë"# $ë"# $ %&%&%&%&''''((((

of His Time (1840-1959) 
 
* In the 10th year of Tong Zi, I am 32 years old. )*6+ ,-./0 1T62-

 I lived with Master Zong Zi, and was inspired by him during this time. The Master was 80 
years old and was specialized in precepts and Buddhism. He gave me many lectures which 
helped me to pursue the Way of Buddhism.   �345678!9 ,:;<= ,!9+ >76? ,@ABC ,ÌDEF ,GHIJ
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KL ,MNO� ,
* In the 11th year of Tong Zi, I am 33 years old. )*6P+ ,-.QR1T6T-

The Master mandated me to learn Zen at the Monastery Guoqing and to study The Dharma 
Flower Sutra at the Monastery Fangguan. S�!9T ,U VÐWJ¾ XYZ [,\�]W^ X!_[,
* In the 12th year of Tong Zi, I am 34 years old. )*62+ ,-.`a1T6b-
* In the 13th year of Tong Zi, I am 35 years old. )*6T+ ,-. cd 1T6Ó-

I studied sutras at the Monastery Guoqing and accompanied Master Jing the last two 
years. M>2+ ,� VÐW ^eD ,:U f5g8�h ,

 

* In the 1th year of Guang-Shu, I am 36 years old. Qij+ ,-. kl1T6%-
I finished studying The Dharma Flower Sutra at the Monastery Cauming and said farewell 

to the Master Zongjin. I climbed over mountains to Monastery Yeiling to listen to the lectures of 
the Amitabha’s sutra. Afterwards, I went to Mountain Puto. In October, I saw a huge fish on the 
beach which had a long body over 100 feet. The eyes of the fish were as big as sinks. Somebody 
killed the fish and found two small boats in its abdomen which had hair and combs. The 
skeletons of the fish could be used for the construction of a building. When the tide of the sea 
was rising one time, I saw a dragon with golden color. I saw four feet of the dragon, but not the 
head. The tail of the dragon looked like the tail of a fish. The dragon left after a while.    \mnWopqrst urvw xy z{|}~rs z��� � z�� � z���| z��w�� z���� z� u���w xy z������ z����� z� ��� z� ¡�¢ z£¤¥¦ z§¨©ª« z�¬®¯ z�°± z²�¥³ z´ªµ¶ z·¸¹ º z» ¼½¾¿ÀÁ ÂÃÄÅÆÇ ÈÉ ÂÊËÌÍÎÏÐ ÂÑÒÍÓÎÔÕ ÂÖÒ×ØÙ×ÚÛÜÝÞ Âß àÎáâ ã Âäåæç èé Âêëìí ÂÑîï Ëî Âðñòó Â
* In the 2th year of Guang-Shu, I am 37 years old. âôõö ÷øù úû üýþÿø

I returned to Ninbo from Puto. Then I went to the Monastery Aryu and ate there, three 
dollars for a month. I bowed and saluted two Buddhas to appreciate my parents for raising me. 
Afterwards, I went to the Monastery Teintong to listen to The Shurangama Sutra.  ������ Â���	
 Â�� Âý�Ý� Â���õ� ÂÊ�����ñ� Â���
 Â�� �� !" #Â
* In the 3th year of Guang-Shu, I am 38 years old. 
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âôýö ÷øù01 üýþ2ø
 When I returned to Hangzhou from Ninbo, I visited a few beautiful scenes. Afterwards, I 

saluted Monk Teinlong and stayed there in the winter. When I traveled from Ninbo to Hangzhou, 
I took a small boat with many people. While I was falling sleep, I felt a person touch my body. I 
woke up suddenly and saw a lady take off her clothes. I kept quite, meditated and recited a sutra 
immediately. Then the lady was afraid of moving. When I took the boat, I forgot to watch people 
around me. This was a mistake. Cultivated people have to be very careful. 3���4 5 Â6ý�7 ÂÅ89:; ÂÙ<�=�>? @ ÂÅAB CD ÂE C� FGH ÂIJ 3���4K L ÂØMýN ÂÁ¿OP ÂQRSTöUVWXYZ Â[\]^ ÂÃ_`Jab Âcd ÂìeVfgYh ÂJëij Âklmn Âop ÂVqëir ÂsØt uvw Âxy Âz{|}O ÂëÓë~� Â

 

* In the 4th year of Guang-Shu, I am 39 years old. âôäö ÷øù��üýþ�ø
I went to Monanstery TeinNin, saluted Master Qingguan, and stayed there. ���
 Â=�â? @ ÂE
GH Â

* In the 5th year of Guang-Shu, I am 40 years old. âô�ö ÷øù ��üäþø
I went to the Mountain Jio and saluted Monk Daisui. During this time, the Palace Navy 

stayed here. They invited me to instruct Buddhism a few times and believed it very much. ��� Â=Ò�? @ ÂØ��ß������� Â��J�ù���� ÂÅ|}K� Â\��� Â
[Major Events This Year] Japan invaded the Ryukyu Islands.  ��öÒ�  ¡¢£¤¥
* In the 6th year of Guang-Shu, I am 41 years old. âô¦ö ÷øù§¨ üäþÝø ÷©ªª« ö ü

I went to the Monastery Jinshan. I was close to Monks Guanshin, Shinlin, Dading, etc. I 
meditated all this winter. �á�
 Â¬®¯? @ Â°±Ò²È? @ Â³nGH Â
* In the 7th year of Guang-Shu, I am 42 years old. âôÿö ÷øù´ µüäþõø

I went to the Monastery Cauhou, saluted Monk Lanhui, and stayed there in the winter. My 
meditation was improved. �¶·¸¹
 Â=>º? @ Â�öE ¸¹GH Â³»¼½ Â
* In the 8th year of Guang-Shu, I am 43 years old. âô2ö ÷øù¾¿ üäþýø

I had lived a secluded life for 20 years since I said farewell to my parents. I felt 
embarrassed that my cultivation was still no good and my mind was not firm. I planed to visit the 
southern sea and the Mountain Wutai. I lived in the Monastery Puto for a few months and made a 
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little progress about my cultivation. I started at the Temple Huaon in the Monastery Puto on July 
1, did one bow in three walking steps untill I reached the Mountain Wutai. In the beginning, 
there were monks: Bianjen, Qiuni, Shanshia, Jushen, and me. When we passed the southern sea, 
we did not walk much each day. When we traveled through Huzhou, Shuzhou and Chanzhou, 
four monks gradually left. I was the only one continuous to bow in three steps. When I arrived in 
Nanjin, I saluted Tower Nuto-zongu, passed the river and went to the Monastery Lion for the 
Chinese New Year.   JÀÁÂ¬ Â¼ÃõþÄöy ÂÅÆÇÈ ÂÉÊË Ì Â̄ �ÍÎ ÂÏ��� ÂÐÑÒ6 ÓÔ ÂÕ=�Ö Â����� Â× LØìÙ; ÂÚ¯6Ö ÂÙ ÿ�ÛÝ ¡����ÜÝlÞ ÂýßÝ� ÂÊà���Öáâ ÂØãÞb ÂÃäå Âæç Â�è Âvé ÂÈä³O ÂêÔë Âì ¡}íëP ÂLî�ïð5 ÂÅ�ñ5ò5 ÂäOó èôó ÂJõö÷� Â�Óø Â=ùúûüý Âêþ Ââÿ��û�
 ÂGö Â
[Major Envents This Year] French troops evaded Bay Dongjin.  ��öÒ� ��� ÓÒø�

 
 

 
Master Hsu Yun’s Instructions at Monastery Tse Yun on January 17, 1943  �������� �������� 				 



 ���� 
�
�
�
� ��������������������������������

 
Edited by Weiyin     �b����

I am pleased that you are revolved to take refuge with the Triple Jewel-the Buddha, the 
Dharma and the Sangha today. You hope that you will receive some benefits. If you want to 
receive some benefits, you have to take precepts. Since taking refuge with me, you are Buddhists 
now. If you were a descendent of an emperor, and developed virtues, you would receive benefits 
too. From now on, as Buddhists, you should hold five precepts and cultivate yourselves. 
Everything in everybody’s mind is like an illusion. Everybody’s conduct is similar to a bee 
producing honey and a silkworm building a cocoon. Due to a thought, a person is born into this 
world. One grows up who knows oneself and other people. As a child, one has desire, temper and 
vein hope. After a child becomes an adult, one communicates with the society to make money for 
oneself and one’s family. People are busy year by year. In the end, everybody is going to die and 
make lots of sins which can not be removed. It is similar to a silkworm making a cocoon to bind 
itself. You should not kill animals and try to become vegetarians. If it is impossible, try to eat 
more vegetables and less meat. When we kill animals, the animals must escape or strive for death. 
Because animals are weaker than men, they can not resist. When they die, they resent people. 
This resentment will produce revenge. This is similar to a strong and big country use arms and 
forces to defeat or to invade a small and weak country in the world. Buddhism is nothing special, 
but from our hearts. Many people ask me many questions due to my old age. When will the war 
end? When is there a peace? They want to learn “Enlightenment.” In fact, everybody has 
enlightenment in mind. You don’t need to seek it. As a Buddhist, you should cultivate yourself 
diligently, resolve life and death and develop bodhisattva’s mind. In one word, do all the good 
things and don’t do any bad things. Don’t benefit yourself, but benefit others. If you hold 
precepts, you will have a firm mind. When you have a firm mind, you will produce wisdom. If 
you can practice in this way, you are not regretted for taking refuge with me today.       ����� !"#$% &'()*+,��-./0!1 &23456789 &:
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GH68 &IJKL MNO &PQR ST &2KU9 &��JVWX"# &Y*Z[ &\P]^_`ab &YU_`ac &:defgN &hijk &lm nop &Kqrs &I�tu &JvZ w.xyO &z{6| }~�P� &�a�^ &���* &� ��a�� &�a� � &�� ����� ����� ����� ������  �¡¢£¤� �¥¦�� ��§¨©ª« �¬ ®¯ �°±²�³¯´µ �²¶·¸¹º �» ¼½½ ���¾¿ �À ÁÂÃ ��ÄÅÆ �Ç§ �³ÈÉÊË �§Ì�ÍÎÏÐ �Ñ��Ò² �Ó ÁÔÕÖ× �ØÂ�ÙÃ �ÚÛ�ÅÜ �Ý§Þ� �ßÏà �À Áá�âãÓä ��åæç ��°èéêë �éìíîï �ðñòó �ôÚõöñ÷ó �øÅù² �³ú� �úû�ü ��ý �³�ü �þÿÏ� ���ú��ú�� ����	
� �� ��� �Ê��� ����� �̧ �þÿ ���þ� �������°� � ��Ø�� � !�"#$ �Ø%& ' �()�·í* �¬+,�- �Åù.Ò �í/0Æ1234 �567ÿ8% �9:;< �ÔÕ�= ¦>?ò@A �=B�CDEFGH�IJ ��²KL�6�:ÜMÆ �C NO-Ï ¼ÂP �KQÏ ¼RS �ØTGH�U �Å5VWLXD� �Y�Z[\D]H �^_` a0b �Å�cd � efí� �ghÿ=` �ij�k �lmnÿ �ompX �qrî� �Y(ÙsÒ �tuvo �Å5Åù�w�´ ³ �xðw ³´� �Ã6yTÜz �{|�} �{}�~ ��y �� �= ��Å�� ¼��� �
A few people asked me the meaning of The Shurangama Sutra. I would like to describe it 

very briefly. This sutra originally contained 100 chapters, but we only translated ten chapters. It 
illustrates the right way of Buddhism in the first four chapters. It shows how to cultivate in 
chapters 5 and 6. It tells people how to develop the virtues of Bodhisattvas in chapters 8 and 9. It 
finally interprets wild thoughts and illusions. Arya Ananda inquired many questions about 
cultivation and Buddha Shakymuni answered in the sutra. All the dharma comes from mind. 
Ananda observed Buddha’s 32 images with golden color which he fell in love. “How do you 
watch?” Buddha asked him. “I use my mind through my eyes to watch,” said Ananda. “Where is 
your mind?” asked Buddha. “I see two eyes are on Buddha’s face. I have eyes, ears, nose and 
tongue on my face, and therefore, I can comprehend my mind,” said Ananda. “ It seems that 
mind is on my face, in fact, it is in my body.” “Mind is not on your face, not in your body and 
not in between. It does not touch anything, and therefore, no image. Because laymen don’t know 
two sources of fundamentals, they can not become Bodhisattva. Firstly, there is no life and no 
death. People think that the feeling of surrounding is mind- which is not true. Secondly, there is 
no Bodhisattva and no nirvana. Actually, mind and body are pure. There are six organs including 
eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body and brain. Therefore, there are six feelings including vision, 
hearing, smelling, speaking, taste, and thought. Plus, six consciousnesses contain the 
consciousnesses of eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and brain. Plus, there are earth, water, fire and 
wind. Plus, there are the large sky, the large sight and the large view. If we add them all up, there 
are 25 total. In The Shurangama Sutra, Buddha taught 25 Bodhisattvas how to cultivate 
themselves by practices according to 25 causes. In the six levels of reincarnations, sex is the 
worst act. Because sexual acts deteriorate people’s spirit and bodies, people kill animals and eat 
their meat for nutrition. Afterwards, people have a series of bad behaviors such as lying, stealing, 
smoking, being alcoholic, etc., and then commit sins and crimes. This is no good. In the 
beginning, Ananda was lured by a beautiful lady and was bothered by the obscenity. After he was 
lectured and taught by Buddha, he learned to adjust himself and to cultivate well. Later, he could 
comprehend Buddha’s 32 images, was not lured by a lady anymore, developed all the great 
virtues and became the 2nd Patriarch of Buddhism. When a man meets a woman, he can think 
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himself as a woman. When a woman meets a man, she can think herself as a man. This is a good 
way to prevent a sexual act. If we concentrate on cultivating, it can change our spirit and mind. 
For instance, before I lived a secluded life, I also thought of and dreamed of a love story and 
marriage. After I took refuge, I recited Amitahba and sutra and practiced Buddhism day and 
night. When I dreamed, I dreamed of reciting and Buddhism. Onions, garlic and spices are no 
good, because they increase our desires. Please avoid such spice and food which will help our 
cultivation. When we cultivate, we can not depend on anybody else. For example, Amanda was a 
cousin of Buddha, he had to cultivate himself. If we concentrate on cultivating diligently, it is 
possible to develop good virtues and reach a high level of enlightenment. We can eventually 
reach ten levels of enlightenment through ten believes, ten precepts, ten practices, ten salutes and 
repentances. Though 25 ways of Bodhisattvas’s cultivations are different, they are all good. The 
beginner may learn from 24th Bodhisattvas Dashize’s way of cultivation or 25th Bodhisattvas 
Guanyin’s way of cultivation. If Amitahba resigned in the western paradise, Guanyin would 
replace him in the western paradise. Similarly, if Guanyin resigned, Dashze would replace her. 
Bodhisattvas Dashize used reciting “Amitahba” to reach the enlightenment. If we can learn from 
Dashze to concentrate reciting “Amitahba” to catch six consciousnesses just like a child thinking 
of the mother day by day, month by month, year by year, then we will cultivate successfully and 
meet the real Buddha eventually. If we learn from Guanyin from hearing, thinking, cultivating, 
accept all the Bodhisattvas’s spirit in the high level and sympathize all the animals in the low 
level, then we can eventually reach the Buddha’s land.  ��D@)� N���d � ���°t�^�� ����é �^��D�  �Ñ^¡¢ ��D£  �¤¥ ¦=X �§]§¨ ¦©o �§ª«¬ �®Ã �á�¯�°W.ë �±²³´²t�¦�� N �Ñíµh(/� �¶ÿ� �±²³´=íæ£·¸ �¹º»¼½ �ÿ�¾µ �í NØ¿Ï= �±²³´ Àíî �� ÿ Á�{ Á� = �¹ÆÂ¸ �í Nÿ ÁÏ� �±²³´ Àíî �Ã�¹Æ �ÄÅÆÇ �È�í B � =�^ÉÊ¥Ë ��� B �¹_Ìÿ �TÍÎÏ �íÐÿÅ� Ï �Å�L �ÈÅ� aÑ �Ò�yÊÓ �ÈÊ_Ô �(©o� �Å6Õ¥ÊÖmn �×{Å�·ØÊ0 ��´ÊÙ�kÊ0 �ÚÚ�´§(t��Û�ÿ² �`´ �·´ÊÙmnÜÝ �Þßàá âãäåæçèÞé âêëìí âíîïæ âðìñëïòóé âôõ ö÷ øù úû âüýìþ âÿ�ì�îë â��î� â�� ��	
�� â��á âø��ñëù�� â�ð����î� â��������� â���� !��" â#�$%& â'�ç�ç�ç�ç ç !ç�ç�$(
 â)*+,-�./ â0' 1/2/ç/�3/ â4�%$56 âð%$57 89:; ú<=� âý>?@ âAB�>CD âE�Fó âG
HI âJ�KF âLMNæ�ñëO� âPQR÷ âSMTUVWKM âîXOYZK [ âE�\] â�E^á â_`ëab âøcdef âghK øë âLM2 ijkG$%l âjmnop âqU VWKr � âøùJs âtu2ivu âwxyz ú{g|vu âvu2 itu âwxyz ú{g| tu âX}dz âú{õ ö~z â�xI��� â�j�����0'��� â��� âõ öî�îz���� â���� â������ â���� â�k��î�î~ âù ��� â���� âgù��� ee âA� 5¡ âùx¢£ â¤¥¦§¨© ª«¬®¦ ¯ ª°®±² ª³´µ¶·¸ ª¹º»¼½¾ ª³¿ ¹À¶Á ªÂÃÄÅÆÇ ªÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐ ªÑ®ÒÓ ªÔÕÖÏ ª×ØÏÙÚ Û ªÜÝÞßàá ªâãä å¹Àæ° ªÂºçè ªÂéêÇëºìí¶° îï ªðñòóòôòõòö÷Ìøòù ªú¹Ýûû¸ü ªÌýþÿ�ÿ ª����� ª���	«
 ª��Â ÔÙí ªÜÙ�Ï
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ACPUNCTURE HERBAL QIGONG           ����� ������� ������� ������� ������  
   
        Min Chang                                �������� ��������
L. AC. Dipl. AC & CH OMD                       

� �� �¡¢Õ£}
Nationally Certified Acupuncturist & Herbalist    ¤¥�Õ¦§¨ �©ª «¨ ¬ ¦ §®¯
 
Specialized-Treatments:                       °!±²I ³
● Cardiac and Digesting Systems Diseases        ´ µ
● Cervical Vertebra Dideases                   ¶ ·
● Sequal of Traffic Accidents                   ̧ ¹
● Prostatitis                                 º »
● Gynecological Diseases                      ¼ ½
● Allergies                                  ¾ ¿
● Fatigue                                   ÀÁÂ¹ÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊ  
● Immune Support                           ËÌÍÎ
● Stress                                    ÏÐ¾¿
● Hypertension  
 
Address: 507 H St. N. W., Chinatown, Washington DC 20008. Tel: (202)363-0927 
Metro: Gallery P1- Chinatown 
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THE SCHOLARSHIPS OF HAI HUNG FOUNDATION  

Hai Hung Foundation is a non-profit organization established in Virginia, U. S. A. in 2000. 
In each summer, the Board of Directors (formed by three directors) and the Committee (formed 
by four Ph.D.s) evaluate all the applications based on four criteria: statements of academic goals 
and objectives, transcripts, financial statements, and references, and decide the recipients and 
awards. We have awarded scholarships to 46 university/college students in Fredericksburg, 
Virginia and the recipients are:  

 
1. 2001: Mohamed Chakhad, Jennifer E. Hendrick, Dawn Zbell, Joshua Hickland, 

            Robert M. Worster III, Jessica Pellegnnno, Christopher J. Barkley. 
2. 2002: Erik C. Johnston, Evangeline W. Cornwell, Mary B. Ramsey, Matthew D. Welz,      

James F. Pierce, Jaime A. Miller. 
3. 2003: Robyn L. Fielder, Kristen R. Payne, Jason B. Echols, Lindsay N. Briggs, 

            Jennifer Golladay, Elizabeth M. Griffiths. 
4. 2004: Damian Watson, Robyn L. Fielder, Kristen R. Payne, Pamela Medley, 

            Cara A. Campbell, Daniel Bowers. 
5. 2005: Graham Richardson, Mahvash Mujahid, Kathryn Astley, Gina Marie Vitale, 

EmilyLovins, Adele Chapin, Laura Titus. 
6. 2006: Karena Jordan Carlson, Mahvash Mujahid, Gustavo Ramallo, Erin Leach-Kemon, 

Erin P. Keegan, Jay Sinha, Karin Anne Curtis. 
7. 2007: Amanda Macdonald, Morgan Jones, Jonathan Stallings, Laura Mandeville, 

Lindsay D’Adamo, Melisa A. Shepherd, Gustavo Ramallo. 
 
We have also awarded scholarships to 52 Chinese students in urgent financial need in 

Guangdong Province, China, 31 university/college students for full scholarships and 21 high 
school students for half scholarships. We have awarded scholarships to 98 US and Chinese 
students since 2000. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                            

(detach) 
                       HAI HUNG FOUNDAION 
 
Hai Hung Foundation is a non-profit organization. Your donation is tax-deductable. If you donate 
$10 ($20), you will receive a volume of The Voice of Han (a hard copy or a CD) for 1 year (2 
years). I would like to help Hai Hung Foundation. Enclosed is a check: 
(  )$10.00 US     (  )$20.00 US  (  ) other $__________ US 
 
Please send your check to: Hai Hung Foundation 

P. O. Box 3864, Fredericksburg, VA 22402, USA 
Name:(English)______________________________(Chinese)________________________ 
Tehephone:_________________________________E-mail:___________________________ 
Address:____________________________________________________________________ 
Please pass The Voice of Han around! ÝÝÝÝÞÞÞÞßßßßàààà ááááââââããããääääååååææææ             
                       



 

Zhang Daiqian’s paintings 張大千的國畫: (1) 秋壑鳴泉(left) (2)湖山清曉圖(right) 



  

 

National Swimming Center located at the Olympic Park in Beijing, China. 
位於中國北京奧林匹克公園的國家游泳中心 

 

 
 

 
Hai Hung Foundation                                      Postage 
P. O. Box 3864 
Fredericksburg, VA 22402, USA 
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